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THESIS ABSTRACT 
 
Lucas E. Erickson 
 
Master of Arts 
 
Department of History 
 
September 2012 
 
Title: “Their Flag and Skulls Are Ours”: Corporeal Trophy Taking in the Pacific War 
 
 
 This thesis explores the taking of Japanese remains as trophies by American 
servicemen during the Second World War in the Pacific.  It examines the historical and 
contemporary motives for American trophy taking in modern warfare and shows that 
corporeal trophy taking was both prevalent and multifaceted and how Japanese war 
materials and bodies were repurposed into trophied objects that were recorded, kept, 
displayed, exchanged, and even celebrated both in the battlefield and on the home front.  
This study also recognizes and analyzes relatively new and useful sources of evidence, 
such as recently published memoirs, artifacts, and digital social media, to expand our 
understanding of corporeal trophy taking as it occurred during the Pacific War. 
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CHAPTER I  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
This is a story of how Americans perceived, fought, trophied, and displayed their 
Japanese enemy during the Second World War in Pacific Theater of operations from 
1941-45. While the practice and performance of taking trophies or souvenirs from the 
battlefield is as old as war itself, during the Second World War in the Pacific (a conflict 
referred hereafter in this study as the Pacific War), there existed a culture of collection, 
display, and exchange amongst American soldiers that subverted established codes of 
conduct and challenges the current popular memory and memorialisation of the war.  On 
the surface, this form of post-mortem desecration committed by American military 
personnel was a reflection of their current totalitarian and historical enemies; it was also a 
form of staged ordnance that was needed to dehumanize and animalize the enemy in 
order to facilitate its destruction.
1
  But more importantly, this practice of objectifying 
Japanese remains underscores the many ways that American soldiers sought to physically 
and symbolically mediate their survival by redefining the boundaries of normalized 
trophy taking in modern warfare to include the collection and staging of Japanese 
remains throughout the Pacific theater of war. 
From the beginning of the counter-offensive on Guadalcanal in 1942 to the war’s 
conclusion three years later on Okinawa, the collection, display and exchange of Japanese 
body parts by American troops and their allies achieved a “special notoriety” in 
                                                          
1
 Cora Bender, “Transgressive Objects’ in America: Mimesis and Violence in the Collection of Trophies 
during the Nineteenth Century Indian Wars.” Civil Wars 11(4) (December 2009), pp. 502–513.  
 
2 
 
influencing the course and conduct of the war by providing Japanese propagandists with 
powerful evidence of American “barbarity.”2  Although corporeal trophies made up a 
minority of the materials taken from Pacific battlefields, their ability to “transgress” the 
rules and perceived norms of modern civilized warfare posed a significant challenge to 
the military, religious and civilian authorities in the United States who sought to control 
and condemn this activity.
3
  
The desecration, display and exchange of Japanese body parts such as teeth, 
skulls, and ears were common occurrences within the liminal geographies of Japanese, 
American and Melanesian control.  While all of these warring groups converged and at 
times even overlapped each other in their universal regard or rituals in the treatment of 
enemy dead, this study focuses specifically on the practice of corporeal trophy taking by 
American soldiers and, to a lesser extent, their Australian and Melanesian allies.  This 
study will draw heavily on English language sources and translated Japanese text.  While 
US government documents concerning this history are fragmentary and elusive, it should 
be noted that the subject of enemy remains being taken as trophies is “omnipresent” in 
personal diaries and memoirs as well as in private photo records taken by American 
                                                          
2
 John W. Dower, War without Mercy: Race and Power in the Pacific War. (New York: Pantheon Books, 
1986), 65, 224.  Dower notes that “some forms of battlefield degeneracy [my emphasis] were in fact fairly 
well publicized while the war was going on.  This was especially true of the practice of collecting grisly 
battlefield trophies from the Japanese dead or near dead, in the form of gold teeth, ears, bones, scalps and 
skulls. Dower, 64. 
 
3
 Simon Harrison, “Skull Trophies of the Pacific War: Transgressive Objects of Remembrance,” The 
Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute 12, no. 4 (2006): 817-836.  For a deeper look at “mimesis” 
and trophy taking see Cora Bender, 502–513.  
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soldiers who experienced the war on the ground.  These documents will form the core 
group of primary sources in this study.
4
  
By looking at this particular trophy culture and addressing the historical taboo 
regarding the treatment of enemy dead, I will argue that we can better approximate the 
social reality of the Pacific War using Craig Cameron’s interpretation of culture, which is 
defined as “the produce of continuous discourses that construct and transform 
overlapping individual identities in multiple collective identities.”5 As we will see, this 
history lies at the ground level, and the deeper we go into our collective and demystified 
past, the far more complex and fascinating this story becomes.  Through the exploration 
of three research questions, this study will focus on American corporeal trophy taking 
and provide an analysis of the souvenirs of US military personnel in object, memory and 
motives.  To this end, I will investigate three key research questions:  
1. What were the racial, social, political, and environmental factors that promoted 
corporeal trophy taking between Americans and Japanese soldiers during the 
Pacific War?   
 
2. How did these cultures of trophy taking evolve both before and during this period 
of war?  
 
3. What significance did American soldiers and civilians place on these trophied 
remains during the war?   
 
The trophy taking culture was complex; for many American soldiers, war trophies 
authenticated and memorialized their newfound warrior identity by providing universally 
                                                          
4
 Richard J. Aldrich, The Faraway War: Personal Diaries of the Second World War in Asia and the Pacific 
(London: Doubleday, 2005), 7.   
 
5
 Craig M. Cameron, “Race and Identity: The Culture of Combat in the Pacific War,” International History 
Review 27, no. 3 (2005).  
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recognized markers of experience and survival.  Corporeal trophies went further: 
Japanese body parts not only reinforced the notions of Japanese as a “game animal,” or 
something worse, but they also provided irrefutable evidence of the ability to dominate 
and violate a hated enemy.
6 
  
This study is a sustained effort to show the significance of Japanese material and 
corporeal trophies, in the conduct and memory of the Pacific War.  Given the nature of 
the island war and the complete destruction of enemy garrisons, souvenir and trophy 
goods were scattered everywhere in the island war of the Pacific and were sought after by 
soldiers and civilians alike. While the US military attempted to control their collection, 
distribution and display, it ultimately failed, and the practice was much more ubiquitous 
than most historical analyses have led us to believe. 
 
Defining Corporeal Trophies  
The word trophy derives from the Greek word “trópaion,” which literally means 
to flee or rout or to overwhelmingly defeat an enemy.
7
  A contemporary use of the term 
‘trophies’ (or more specifically, ‘war trophies’) implies “anything taken in war, or in 
hunting”; more specifically, this refers to the spoils or prizes of war taken by the victors 
from a vanquished enemy.  The term can also mean “anything serving as a token or 
evidence of victory, valor, power, skill,” and is sometimes defined as a “monument [or] 
                                                          
6
 Harrison, “Skull Trophies,” 831. 
 
7
 “Trophy, n.”OED Online. Oxford University Press (March 2012). 
http://www.oed.com.libproxy.uoregon.edu/view/Entry/206698 (accessed March 15, 2012). 
 
 
5 
 
memorial.”8  Whether taken through informal or formal warfare and in whatever form 
they are collected, war trophies had varied and important social values defined by their 
time, place of origin, and the stories attached to them.  Trophies are often regarded as 
powerful material symbols of status, power, dominance, and success in violent conflict.
9
  
However, as this thesis will demonstrate, the meaning, agency and memory of these 
objects, both public and private, can change radically through agency, ownership, and 
time.   
Military historians often conflate the term souvenir with trophy. The Oxford 
English Dictionary defines souvenirs as “a token of remembrance; something (usually a 
small article of some value bestowed as a gift) which reminds one of some person, place, 
or event; a keepsake.”10 
Many Pacific War trophies, such as enemy flags, photos, letters, clothing, belts, 
buttons and medals, are inanimate in nature and can perhaps be considered benign. There 
are, however, other types that immediately call to mind the violence of war. These 
objects include swords, knives, munitions, helmets and firearms.  Suffice it to say, all the 
trophies mentioned here have a predictable context and acceptable place in the popular 
perceptions of the Pacific War and, more broadly, World War Two.  The main reason that 
these objects are deemed acceptable is that they are readily understood as part of the 
                                                          
8
 Ibid.  
 
9
 Herbert D.G. Maschner and Katherine L. Reedy-Maschner, “Heads, Women, and the Baubles of Prestige: 
Trophies of War in the Arctic and Subarctic,” in The Taking of Human Bodies Parts as Trophies by 
Amerindians, ed. Richard J. Chacon and David H. Dye (New York: Springer, 2007), 33. 
 
10
 “Souvenir, n.” OED Online. Oxford University Press (March 2012), 
http://www.oed.com.libproxy.uoregon.edu/view/Entry/185321?rskey=4ywzIp&result=1&isAdvanced=fals
e (accessed March 17, 2012). 
 
 
6 
 
enemy’s material culture; they are exotic and yet familiar.  On the other hand, corporeal 
remains taken as trophies transgress the boundaries of ordinary war souvenirs and speak 
to the complex relationship between the hatred, morality and mortality inherent to that 
conflict, and therefore, human corporeal remains as trophies are the main focus of this 
study.   
In this study, corporeal trophies are defined as severed body parts obtained from 
fallen enemies in war which are then displayed publicly or privately.  These might 
include scalps, ears, fingers, skulls, teeth, skin, phalli and other body parts. The collection 
and exhibition of dismembered human body parts as trophies of war transcend national, 
ethnic and religious barriers.  Archeological and anthropological studies reveal that the 
practice of taking and modifying human remains as trophies is a nearly trans-historical 
and universal culture, if not the oldest human culture known.
11
  But while this culture is 
so old and pervasive,  it is still almost unknown or unrecognized in recent history. This 
thesis will explore why these trophy objects are so transgressive. 
  At the base level, trophies are defined in this thesis by their connection to the 
enemy and the level of social and personal agency involved in their creation (usually 
through violent action or as a reflection of transgressive behavior).  Simply put, all 
trophies are souvenirs, but not all souvenirs are trophies.  A souvenir is tied to a notion of 
time and place and has limited personal agency in its conception or acquisition.  It is 
usually an object that comes into possession secondhand, either bought or found on the 
periphery of the time and location associated with battle.  However, despite the lack of 
                                                          
11
 Evolutionary Perspectives on War: An Interdisciplinary Conference (Eugene: University of Oregon, 
October 16-18, 2008). 
 
 
7 
 
agency in their creation, souvenirs can still be powerful mementos of the past.  Likewise, 
the closer these souvenirs and trophies are to human remains and human agency, the 
more “memento mori” they generate, thereby allowing the trophy taker, or more 
accurately, the trophy holder to wield universally recognized symbols of power and 
prestige.  When these war trophies are corporeal, they transcend the common tools of war 
and speak to the complex struggle between both the intense hatred and mortality inherent 
to that particular conflict, and are thus, some of the most difficult objects for a historian 
to comprehend.    
 
Sayeki’s Inquiry 
By the summer of 1944, photographic and corporeal evidence concerning the 
desecration of Japanese bodies had slipped through the barriers of American censorship, 
laws and customs, and was drawing condemnation from leaders on both sides of the 
Pacific.  Two incidents allowed “the real face” of the Pacific War to surface 
momentarily.
12
 Evidence of corporeal trophy taking first arrived on the national stage in 
Life Magazine’s cover story in February 1943, and culminated in the same magazine’s 
“Picture of the Week” in May 1944. The second example of corporeal trophy taking in 
the collection and modification and exchange of Japanese bones when the Associated 
Press reported that President Roosevelt had received a “gift” from Pennsylvania Senator 
Francis Walter:  
                                                          
12
 Aldrich, 15; Paul Fussell, War Time: Understanding and Behavior in the Second World War (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1989), 117. 
 
 
8 
 
The White House made known today some well-wisher had sent to President 
Roosevelt a letter opener which was described as having been carved from a bone 
of a Japanese solider.  Mr. Roosevelt, the announcement said, ordered that it be 
returned to the sender with the explanation that he did not wish to have such an 
object in his possession, and with the suggestion that a burial be accorded to the 
memento.
13
 
 
News of Americans desecrating these “sacred bones” found their way into 
Japanese and American society.
14
  The story of Roosevelt’s gift and images of Natalie 
Nickerson’s skull had reached Japanese citizens and was used in propaganda, at the same 
time state run media usually censored all other images of Japanese and Allied dead.  
Long after the war ended, some Japanese recalled that the only images of Japanese dead 
they saw in their media were the ones who had been trophied by Americans.  
As postwar relations between Japan and the United States normalized, the war 
hatreds that connected public memory to the trophy skulls had largely faded.  However, 
the memory of corporeal trophies briefly resurfaced in public discourse in the spring of 
1964 when Shinto Sayeki, a Buddhist temple priest and Fulbright scholar studying in 
United States, made a public request for the trophy skulls of Japanese dead to be sent 
back to Japan. Sayeki’s interest was based on the “shock” of having rediscovered the 
images from his youth and the memory of Japanese remains being used as trophies.  He 
recalled one in particular: the infamous “Picture of the Week” in the May 22, 1944, issue 
of Life Magazine (Figure 1).  This photograph featured a young woman named Natalie 
Nickerson, who sits at a desk contemplating a Japanese trophy skull sent by her Navy 
                                                          
13
 Associated Press. “Roosevelt Rejects Gift Made of Japanese Bone,” New York Times (August 10, 1944): 
30. 
 
14
 David C. Earhart, Certain Victory: Images of World War II in the Japanese Media (Armonk, N.Y.: M.E. 
Sharpe, 2008), 368.   
 
 
9 
 
boyfriend. The lieutenant and thirteen of his friends had “autographed” the top of the 
skull and had also written the words, “This is good Jap—a dead one picked up on the 
New Guinea beach.”15  Sayeki added, “It is quite shocking for us Japanese…for no dead 
bodies are ever shown in respectable Japanese newspapers, not even during war, of an 
enemy dead.” 16  In regard to the photo, historian John Dower adds, “Life treated this like 
a human interest story, while Japanese propagandists gave it wide publicity as a 
revelation of the American national character.”17   
 
 
Figure 1: Natalie Nickerson and a trophy skull featured in Life Magazine’s 
“Picture of the Week,” May 22, 1944. 
 
                                                          
15“Photo of the Week,” Life Magazine (May 22, 1944): 35.   
  
16
 John H. Fenton, “War Relics Shock a Buddhist Priest,” New York Times (July 26, 1964): 44.   
 
17
 Dower, 65. 
 
 
10 
 
Sayeki sent letters to various American political and cultural leaders pleading for 
assistance in finding the fate of these remains. He was diplomatic with his words, 
reassuring his correspondents that this inquiry was “a matter of conscience, not politics.”  
Furthermore, his aim was to “induce Americans having such relics to have them sent 
back for burial.”18 The July 26, 1964, issue of The New York Times recorded various 
letters received by Sayeki.  Here, the responses came from some of the most prominent 
and respected Christian theologians of the twentieth century.  Among others, the 
Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King responded, writing that “he knew of no one possessing 
such relics and expressed hope that anyone having them would reject them” and that he 
hoped that “[c]ertainly, no rancor should still reside in the hearts of either Americans or 
the Japanese toward one another.”19 This sentiment was echoed by the prominent 
theologian and philosopher Paul Tillich, who then added  
I can assure you that nothing at all is left of such feelings in any American today 
and the scar of Hiroshima is still alive in more Americans than you can imagine.  
Therefore, I do not think it wise to pursue the traces of that period of distorted 
human feelings in which these incidents could happen.
20
 
 
One of the central aims of this study is to show the multiplicity of complex human 
feelings which not only promoted mere “incidents,” but undergirded a war culture of 
material and corporeal exchange in the Pacific War.  At its heart, war is simply about 
                                                          
18
 Fenton, 44. 
 
19
 Ibid.  
 
20
 Ibid.   
 
 
11 
 
killing and being killed, and the taking or stealing from enemy bodies, remains anathema 
to the memory or good or just war.
21
   
Twenty years after the war ended, the motivations behind the taking of skulls had 
largely faded from memory.  What King, Tillich, and Sayeki didn’t know, or couldn’t 
have known, was that many of these skulls had since changed from foreign objects to 
become patria within the private homes of veterans and their families.  The social 
trajectory of many of these objects, particularly the skulls, had transitioned from the 
carnival celebration of public sphere to the private recess of closets, attics and minds of 
their keepers.  Sayeki returned to Japan empty-handed.  In the next few decades, the 
historical reality of trophy taking would shift in light of new objects and memories 
emerging from the custody of veterans and their families.   
 
Historiography 
It is said that history is written by the victors, and the early historiography of the 
Pacific War reinforces this notion. The Second World War remains one of the most 
popular narratives in American history.  For most of the American public, the Second 
World War, especially the Pacific War, was a total victory.  The U.S. was unique in that 
it was the only major power to emerge from the war with its infrastructure, industry, and 
polity stronger than ever before.  Even after hostilities ended, the triumphant war 
narrative carried significant momentum well into the Cold War and beyond.   
                                                          
21
 Joanna Bourke, An Intimate History of Killing: Face-to-face Killing in Twentieth-century Warfare (New 
York, NY: Basic Books, 1999). 
 
 
12 
 
Throughout the twentieth century, there was popular demand for the personal and 
dramatic war stories evident in period films, books, magazines, comics, and even toys.  
During the war, the taking of trophies was openly celebrated and reinforced in mass 
media and public celebrations. On the occasions that enemy body parts entered the public 
sphere, they often became the subject of carnival humor (discussed further in Chapter 
III).  An early film-related example of this humor is found in Preston Sturges’ Hail the 
Conquering Hero (1944) in which a group of Marines on shore leave offer to exchange 
the tooth plucked from the dead mouth of a fictional “General Yama-toho” to pay for 
their meal.  The manager scoffs at this offer, and brings forth a collection of fake trophies 
(MacArthur’s suspenders, a piece of a Japanese submarine, etc.) used by other soldiers to 
pay for their meals.  After the film’s protagonist intervenes to pay the bill, the group’s 
leader, Sgt. Heppelfinger, approaches to thank him, saying, “You want General Yama-
toho’s tooth?” The protagonist answers, “No, thanks. Send it to your mother if you got 
one.” Sgt. Heppelfinger replies, “I already sent some souvenirs. Here’s to you.”22 
Few voices challenged the triumphant war narrative. War trophies (or souvenir 
hunting), and especially corporeal trophies, lay outside the popular or official military 
histories.
23
  In modern warfare, the spoils of war quite literally spoil the popular war 
narrative; their history is disorganized, unlawful, oftentimes horrific, and their 
descriptions often suggest the excesses or carnal “pleasures” of war.24  This absence of 
                                                          
22
 Hail the Conquering Hero, directed by Preston Sturges (1944: Universal Pictures Video). 
 
23
 Outside of regimental histories the Seabees, the topic of soldier’s personal souvenirs or trophies is rarely 
mentioned.  See United States, We did: The Story of the 77th Naval Construction Battalion (Baton Rouge, 
LA: Army & Navy Pictorial Publishers, 1946), 31. 
 
24
 Bourke, 3-16. 
 
13 
 
scholarship regarding corporeal trophy taking also speaks to how those memories have 
translated to generational and collective memory as well as reverence for the role of the 
U.S. in World War Two. As Sandler notes, military history is written to satisfy one of 
three audiences: the popular, the academic, or the military officer, and it is rare for a 
historical account to do justice to all three.
25
 Often, the popular reader wants battle 
narratives with a human dimension, portraying the glory and brutality of war, while 
military historians often desire documented details that contribute to a more accurate and 
nuanced interpretation of the past.
26
   
The historiography of corporeal trophy taking in the Pacific War is interwoven 
among three main threads: personal fiction, secondary analysis, personal narrative and 
trophies. While personal narratives are often found in private letters, diaries and memoirs 
and are the foundation of this history, historical fiction written by Pacific War veterans 
provides some of the earliest attempts to confront and contextualize their experiences.  
 
First Thread: Historical Fiction 
An early example of corporeal trophy taking in fiction is found in Norman 
Mailer’s The Naked and the Dead (1948), which was still considered one the war’s best 
fictional accounts decades later and was adapted to film in 1958.
27
  Mailer explores the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
 
25
 Stanley Sandler, World War II in the Pacific: An Encyclopedia (New York: Garland Publishers, 2001), 
376. 
 
26
 Ibid. 
 
27
 John E. Jessup and Robert W. Coakley, A Guide to the Study and Use of Military History (Washington, 
D.C.: Center of Military History, U.S. Army, 1979), 240. 
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inner desires of the trophy taker archetype through the character of Martinez: “He 
fingered the little tobacco pouch in his pocket where he kept the gold teeth he had stolen 
from the cadaver.  Perhaps he should throw them away.  But they were so pretty, so 
valuable.”28  Another popular fictional account is Sloan Wilson’s The Man in the Grey 
Flannel Suit (1955), whose main character, Tom, is a combat veteran haunted by the 
“incomprehensible” experiences of war he witnessed, such as fratricide (friendly fire) 
and, more importantly for our purposes here, corporeal trophy taking in the form of 
rendering Japanese remains into trinkets.  Sloan describes the aftermath of fighting in 
relation to the acquisition of souvenirs and the encounter with and castration of a 
Japanese survivor: 
Some of the troops who arrived after the fighting had searched the tangled earth 
for souvenirs, making necklaces of teeth and fingernails from corpses.  Pitched 
battle had been fought over Japanese swords, pistols and flags.  At two o'clock in 
the morning a Jap had been found cowering in a clump of underbrush and had 
been joyfully bayoneted and castrated by a company of supply troops who had 
thought they would have to finish out the war without meeting the enemy.
29
   
 
In another scene, Tom reflects on the “final truth” of the war.   
A major, coming to squat beside him, said, “Some of these goddamn sailors got 
heads.  They went ashore and got Jap heads, and they tried to boil them in the 
galley to get the skulls for souvenirs.”  Tom had shrugged and said nothing.  The 
fact that he had been too quick to throw a hand grenade and had killed Mahoney, 
the fact that some young sailors had wanted skulls for souvenirs, and the fact that 
a few hundred men had lost their lives to take the island of Karkow [fictional 
island] all these facts were simply incomprehensible and had to be forgotten.  
That, he had decided was the final truth of the war, and he had greeted it with 
relish, greeted it eagerly, the simple fact that it was incomprehensible and had to 
be forgotten.
30
 
                                                          
28
 Norman Mailer, The Naked and the Dead (New York: Rinehart, 1948), 689. 
 
29
 Sloan Wilson, The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1955), 95.   
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Sloan hits on an important current running through the memory of the war, at the scale of 
the individual on the ground, the mental and physical landscape of the war was in many 
ways “incomprehensible” and to make sense of it would force one to return to the 
distorted world of waste and death that generated these memories.  Thus, the war was 
best forgotten, and while it was never entirely suppressed it was rarely shared with 
strangers and estranged family (discussed in Chapter III).   
The Man in the Grey Flannel Suit was adapted to film a year after the book’s 
publication, and starred Gregory Peck as Tom. The 1956 film centered primarily on 
Tom’s struggle to find purpose within the post-war American business world. It is 
important to note that while the incident of fratricide is central to the film’s narrative, 
mentions of corporeal trophy taking and post mortem mutilation are entirely absent.   
Although he is better known for his commercial and critical success with From 
Here to Eternity (1951), James Jones is credited with another popular fictional account of 
the Pacific War in The Thin Red Line (1962).  Jones’s novel was greatly influenced by his 
own wartime experience in the 25
th
 Infantry Division on Guadalcanal, where he 
experienced combat and was wounded in action.  Jones’s influential work reflects heavily 
on the individual mindset and social and biological factors, particularly as they relate to 
themes of masculinity in warfare.  Jones was also one of the first veteran authors to 
address homosexual relationships between military personnel in the Pacific theater, a 
subject that drew attention from the National Organization for Decent Literature 
(NODL).
31
  Jones’s soldiers also reflect on the enemy dead as they collect and covet 
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enemy objects and body parts.  Jones hints at how the intimacy of “intraspecific” killing 
goes hand in glove with a complex and mysterious sexual drive:   
So Private Doll had killed his first Japanese. For that matter, his first human being 
of any kind. Doll had hunted quite a lot, and he could remember his first deer. But 
this was an experience which required extra tasting. Like getting screwed the first 
time, it was too complex to be classed solely as pride of accomplishment.
32
   
 
Jones also highlights the social and economic incentive within the boundaries of 
motive, opportunity and means for digging up and defiling Japanese dead or taking teeth.  
Jones describes a scene where one soldier (whose status within the unit is in jeopardy) 
begins to desecrate a Japanese corpse: “He only wanted to show them [his platoon] and 
himself, that the dead bodies –even Japanese ones afflicted with God knew what horrible 
dirty Oriental [emasculating] diseases – held no terror for him. ”33 Jones continues: 
If damned Marines could have collections of gold teeth worth a thousand dollars 
Charlie Dale could by God have one.  And this would have been his first chance 
to use the pliers—except the bastard had to go and not have any.  And before he 
could look over the other two corpses, the order to move out came.
34
 
 
In another scene, the action of one soldier pulling Japanese teeth is measured with 
the reaction of those who witness it.  “Charlie Dale whipped out his pliers and Bull 
Durham sacks and began yanking gold teeth, Fife had to turn away.  A few others 
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appeared to view Dale’s tooth pulling with distaste, but nobody said anything, and 
nobody looked as upset as Fife felt.”35   What is important here is that, while many 
soldiers viewed the activity with “distaste,” no one in the primary group openly 
denounced it.  This literary account based on Jones’s experience of the Pacific War can 
be substantiated through interviews with veterans who were there to witness the taking of 
teeth first hand.  Studs Terkel’s interview with Marine veteran E.B Sledge in The Good 
War: An Oral History of World War Two (1984) suggests that, for some units, there was 
no penalty for such action. Furthermore, the point of saying something and openly 
rejecting this practice was unlikely since “most of the guys” in Sledge’s group had their 
own collection of “jap teeth.”36  Hence, the veteran authors of the first thread offer us a 
hint of the private record that was to follow.    
 
 
Second Thread: Academic Scholarship 
The second thread of scholarship regarding corporeal trophy taking in the Pacific 
War begins as a footnote: a passing mention in William Russell’s travelogue The Bolivar 
Countries (1949), in which the author describes the recent practice of taking and selling 
of heads as souvenirs by the Jivaro Indians. Russell reminds his readers that: 
During World War II, several instances were reported of American naval 
personnel selling Japanese skulls, which they had prepared for the market by 
boiling in hot water.  A Lieutenant Commander, a physician, who remonstrated 
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with three would-be salesmen for trafficking in human merchandise was eagerly 
assured:  “Oh, sir, them ain’t hughmans (sic) – only Japs.”37  
 
This brief note marks the pattern of this scholarship over the following thirty years.  
Anecdotes aside, few secondary sources were willing to explore the subject of corporeal 
trophy taking outside of the safe distance of anthropological studies concerning non-
English speaking peoples.  For decades, the subject was largely absent in popular 
accounts of the war, but very much alive in the personal narratives or of the “third 
thread,” discussed next.  To understand this silence, it is necessary to address some of the 
shifts in the field of military history and the political and social realities that cast shadows 
over this history. 
 Prior to the social upheaval of the 1960s, military history in the postwar era was 
still largely focused on weapons, grand campaigns, biographies of great leaders, and 
analyses of strategy and tactics.  Although the interest was strong, “academia ignored the 
field in general, leaving the practice of military history to popular writers, military 
officers, and antiquarians.”38  Traditional military history, the so-called “drums and 
trumpets” approach, was often written to satisfy one of three audiences: other military 
historians, general or popular readers, and military officers.  Prior to an outpouring of 
private memoirs in the late twentieth century, one could say the victors’ lens on the 
Pacific War during the late 1940s and early 1950s was broad but unfocused.  At the time, 
it was rare for military history to satisfy all three audiences.  Academic historians 
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interested in the more social aspects of the war   would have to wait for the emergence of 
memoirs, a third thread, to expand the boundaries of Pacific War scholarship while 
bringing the experience of the individual into focus.   
The “New Military History” that emerged in the 1960s and 1970s placed a 
primacy on the experience of ordinary soldiers instead of generals, battlefield psychology 
instead of tactics and grand strategy.  By the late 1970s, the movement had “shifted 
beyond the battlefield to examine the social context of military institutions, as well as 
technology, class, race, art psychology, mass culture, even antiwar sentiment.”39  The 
first hallmark of the trend was found in John Keegan’s groundbreaking work, The Face 
of Battle (1976), which critically examined the myths of warfare and historical 
representation by focusing on the first-hand accounts by soldiers in the field at the ground 
level.
40
  This was a gradual trend, as some historians lamented “the end of drums and 
trumpets” in the academic field of military history.41 As the techniques of social science 
were harnessed to delve into the actual experiences of soldiers under fire and their 
respective societies at war as a far more complex picture of warfare began to emerge.    
By the early 1980s, an interdisciplinary study of war was normalized within “New 
Military History.”42  This new emphasis towards the broader impact of war on society 
and on culture helped expand the field of military history and our larger understanding of 
modern industrialized warfare. Today, it provides the basic framework needed to 
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intertwine the three main threads of evidence in this historiography of corporeal trophy 
taking.
43
 
The long dormant subject of corporeal trophy taking in the Pacific War was 
reawakened in an article published in July 1983 by forensic anthropologist William Bass 
in the Journal of Forensic Sciences entitled, “The Occurrence of Japanese Trophy Skulls 
in the United States.” The purpose of the article was to assist others in his field who, as 
Bass predicted, might encounter these trophy skulls as veterans and their families’ 
discarded them in the coming decades. 
Forensic anthropologists and pathologists who deal with skeletonized remains 
should be aware that skulls of Japanese soldiers were brought back to the United 
States following World War II.  Many of the individuals who brought these back 
are now reaching retirement and discarding these skulls or are dying and the 
skulls are being disposed of by the next of kin.
44
 
 
As a forensic anthropologist, Bass was trying to draw attention to the discovery of 
trophy skulls, initiated by his own first encounter with a Japanese pilot’s skull, an 
investigation which started in Morgan County Tennessee in 1973.  The skull in Bass’s 
first case study had been discarded in the trunk of a car that could be traced back to a 
“land owner [who] had been in the Pacific theater during World War II and had brought 
the skull back.”45  The trophy taker had found the skull in the wreck of a Japanese fighter 
plane while securing an unnamed island and simply “reached in and picked it up.”46  
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What is more interesting in this case is that the taker of the skull trophy had made some 
postwar modification to the skull by “enlarging the foramen magnum so that he could 
insert a light bulb and use it as a decoration at Halloween.”47 As we will see, this popular 
carnival celebration would be interwoven into the postwar conception and display of 
Japanese bodies that continues to be passed along patrilineal lines, a practice that 
continues amongst some families to this day.  
 While Bass initiated a discussion of corporeal trophies, there was little scholarship 
to trace the distorted human feelings that produced them.  This gap in the scholarship 
would begin to change as historians looked deeper into the Pacific War, using race, 
culture and society in their analyses. John Dower’s work, War without Mercy: Race and 
Power in the Pacific War (1986) peered through the lens of race and exposed a 
dimension of the Pacific War previously taken for granted.
48
  By contrasting both 
Japanese and American combatants against each other through the lens of their respective 
cultures, Dower had expanded the growing historiography of the Pacific War.  The 
thoroughness with which Dower examined the nature and significance of racialized 
warfare between the United States and Japan “re-discovered” the corporeal trophy taking 
as emblematic of this conflict between Japan and the United States fought as a “war 
without mercy.”49    
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 Another valuable contribution to the historiography of corporeal trophy taking is 
found in the amendment to Paul Fussell’s essay, Thank God for the Atom Bomb, which is 
entitled, “A Postscript on Japanese Skulls” (1988).  As a combat veteran and historian, 
Fussell argues for the commonality of corporeal trophy taking while providing two 
trophy photos, including one that shows two men on Guadalcanal boiling a Japanese 
skull. 
The scholarship on corporeal trophy taking in the Pacific War expanded in the 
1990s with James Weingartner’s article, “Trophies of War:  U.S. Troops and the 
Mutilation of Japanese War Dead” (1992).  In the article, Weingartner does the heavy 
lifting by providing key documentation and correspondence in order to trace the official 
responses (or lack thereof) to corporeal trophy taking.  Despite these in-roads by Dower 
and Weingartner in documenting the significance of this subject, the ground level causes 
remained ill-defined until historians made use of emerging scholarship that began to 
explore the complex social and environmental aspects of the war. 
Historians contrasting the Second World War in Europe and the Pacific have 
underscored the “race hates” and “war hatreds” described in Dower’s War Without 
Mercy.50   The distinction is referenced in Browning’s work, Ordinary Men where the 
author investigates the group dynamics of ordinary men in Poland who find themselves 
placed in extraordinary circumstances that enable them commit atrocious acts with 
varying degrees of compliance.
51
 Although the US military had no organization or war 
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aims found in the German einsatzgruppen, the notion of atrocities committed by 
otherwise “ordinary men” within a shrinking social and moral world centered on the 
“primary group” is a useful framework for exploring the social level of corporeal trophy 
taking.
52
  Browning writes:  
Dower’s account of entire American units in the Pacific openly boasting of ‘take 
no prisoners’ policy and routinely collecting body parts of Japanese soldiers as 
battlefield souvenirs is chilling reading for anyone who smugly assumes that war 
atrocities were a monopoly of the Nazi regime.53   
 
He further adds, “War, and especially race war, leads to brutalization, which leads 
to atrocity.”54 The racial dimensions of the war are well defined and its connection to 
atrocities, specifically the maltreatment of Japanese, remains well established.  But what 
it is still lacking in the distinctions between these trophies and the social, mental and 
physical landscape that defined the war.  As McManus notes in The Deadly Brotherhood: 
The American Combat Soldier in World War II (1998), Dower “was primarily interested 
in the American and Japanese culture and not necessarily the behavior of the fighting 
troops [whose] hatred cannot be termed as solely racially motivated.”55   
Likewise, the ground level conditions are best described by looking at them 
through the lens of the soldiers who fought and trophied the enemy.  As Thayer notes in 
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Begerund’s Touched with Fire: The Land War in the South Pacific (1996), the “no holds 
barred” conduct of the war was:  
derived from the intense fear, coupled with a powerful lust for revenge that 
poisoned the battlefield in the South Pacific.  Both emotions, so closely linked, 
arose from a series of local events that were never part of the public's perception 
of the war,” but were rather ‘the private property of the men at the front or those 
who have studied the campaigns closely.
56
   
 
The terms “intense fear,” “local events” and “private property” are key to 
understanding the perceptions and motivations of trophy taking – and the barrier to 
understanding the phenomenon – in this war.  It is often assumed that this activity was 
cast as a local and private criminal activity.  What is largely absent from this explanation 
is an examination of the social and cognitive values these trophied remains had for the 
soldiers who took them.  We clearly need a framework that connects the network of 
desires behind the objects and memories of the war, the so-called “private property” of 
those in the frontlines, to perceived demands from the American public.  Also lacking is 
an exploration into how some soldiers found trophies, corporeal or otherwise, as the only 
way to bridge the gap between frontline and home front, fear of death and promise of a 
“postwar existence.”57  
The study of the human mind in the cause and conduct of war has long been the 
subject of academic inquiry; yet, it remained largely outside of the field of military 
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history until the latter half of the twentieth century.
58
  As post-Vietnam scholarship 
regarding the recognition and treatment of PTSD gained recognition in the 1980s and 
1990s, several works of note attempted to explain the spectrum of trauma within the 
mental landscape of modern war.  Most notable was Shay’s unique literary approach in 
Achilles in Vietnam: Combat Trauma and the Undoing of Character (1994), which was 
followed by Grossman’s influential work, On Killing: The Psychological Cost of 
Learning to Kill in War and Society (1995). In one example from On Killing, Grossman 
describes a man playing around the trophy of an enemy arm as being “severely afflicted 
with Ganzer syndrome” (discussed further in Chapter III).59  This example illustrates the 
perception amongst many professional observers that corporeal trophy taking in war can 
be categorized as a form of abnormal psychology or, more specifically, as a type of 
“stress behavior” emblematic of “criminal misconduct,” as explained in Franklin Jones’s 
textbook War Psychiatry (1995).60  
 In the first decade of the twenty-first century, combat psychology, anthropology 
and gender studies have also become useful subfields for incorporation by military 
historians and social historians in the formation of a new social military history.  One 
good example is Joanna Bourke’s An Intimate History of Killing: Face to Face Killing in 
20th Century Warfare (2000), which frames corporeal trophy as one of the carnal 
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“pleasures” of war intimately connected to masculine perceptions of the enemy body and 
self.
61
  At the same time, the post mortem body is explored in Christina Quigley’s Skulls 
and Skeletons: Human Bone Collections and Accumulations (2000) and her follow-up, 
The Corpse: A History (2005). The fate of the enemy body is central to the story of 
corporeal trophy taking, and Michael Sledge’s Soldier Dead:  How We Recover, Identify, 
Bury, and Honor our Military Fallen (2005) is a valuable primer for researching the 
treatment of enemy dead in modern warfare.
62
   
Gender studies, and most useful for our purposes here, the role of masculinity in 
warfare, is another valuable field of study for interpreting corporeal trophy taking.  War 
in the Pacific was invariably fought between groups of males who threatened each other 
with bodily harm and the horror of taking or emasculating their bodies in the form of 
corporeal trophies.  The study of masculinity and warfare is a slowly emerging subfield 
in the historiography of “new” military history. As Joshua Goldstein notes in his book, 
War and Gender: How Gender Shapes the War System and Vice Versa (2003), both 
political scientists and historians in North America, especially “male war scholars,” have 
yet to give “serious attention to gender-related subjects in studying war.”63  Part of this 
reluctance stems from the fact that warfare and masculinity are hard to define, as there 
are a multitude of approaches to its interpretation ranging from social, cultural, 
psychological, biological and even anthropological studies.  Reflecting this plurality of 
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views is an outpouring of historical books, journals and articles in the last 20 years that 
seek to find a purpose and place for masculinity studies in their respective subfields. One 
of best examples of this trend applied to the study of the Second World War in the Pacific 
can be found in Christina Jarvis’s The Male Body at War: American Masculinity in World 
War II (2004).   
Gender aside, one of the more recent trends in military history is a growing, 
although controversial, effort to tie all of these subfields into a biological framework.  
The historical misappropriation of biological studies to promote false notions of racial 
and national character used in the justification of colonialism, eugenics theory and 
genocide, poses a challenge to any historian who attempts to integrate this field into the 
study of warfare. As Coleman notes, “Most humanities scholars continue to reject these 
efforts:  boiling down complex, contingent phenomena like aggression, language, and 
colonization to a few biological root causes, they argue, generates more delusion than 
insight.”64  While this integration of biological and historical anthropology is in its 
relative infancy, recent scholarship regarding the biological and genetic factors in human 
aggression and war making can be found in Wrangham and  Peterson’s  Demonic Males: 
Apes and the Origins of Human Violence (1996); Thayer’s Darwin and International 
Relations: On the Evolutionary Origins of War and Ethnic Conflict (2004) and Hayden 
and Pott’s Sex and War:  How Biology Explains Warfare and Terrorism and Offers a 
Path to a Safer World (2008).  Perhaps the most current and synthesis of evolutionary 
and cultural origins of war, or human belligerency, can be found Azur Gat’s War in 
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Human Civilization (2008).  While these works offer tools for interpreting complex 
human behaviors in modern war, they barely touch the significance of corporeal trophy 
taking as it occurred in contemporary warfare. 
Of all the disciplines mentioned so far, anthropology, ethnography and 
archaeology provide a greater perspective on the historical significance of corporeal 
trophy taking in our distant and recent past.  The past twenty years of anthropological 
study applied to war and the taking of human remains as trophies is exemplified in 
Lawrence Keeley’s War Before Civilization: The Myth of the Peaceful Savage (1996) and 
Chacon and Dye’s The Taking and Displaying of Human Body Parts as Trophies by 
Amerindians (2007).  Both of these influential works look at corporeal trophy taking in 
relation to warfare, but largely within the timeframe that ends in the nineteenth century 
with only passing mention of contemporary trophy taking by Anglo-Americans.  One of 
the earlier connections between continental violence and the Pacific theater is found in 
Curchill Ward’s book, Perversions of Justice: Indigenous Peoples and Anglo-American 
Law (2003). Ward noted that US soldiers in the Pacific were: 
making a fetish collecting grisly battlefield trophies form the Japanese dead and 
near dead in the form of gold teeth, ears, bones, scalps, and skulls.  None of this 
can be said to have happened secretly, without the knowledge of responsible 
officers, civilian authorities, or the general public.  Rather it was widely and often 
pride fully publicized,...Plainly, not much had changed since 1814, when, as a 
celebratory gesture, Andrew Jackson encouraged his men to distribute body parts 
cut from the corpses of Red Sticks slain at Horseshoe Bend among “the ladies of 
Tennessee.
65
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The gap in the historiography of Anglo-American trophy taking has slowly 
narrowed in recent years with anthropological interpretations of human behavior in war. 
Social anthropologist Simon Harrison has produced some of the most valuable and 
relevant work in recent years on corporeal trophy taking. Several of Harrison’s articles, 
including “Skull Trophies of the Pacific War:  Transgressive Objects of Remembrance” 
(2006) and a follow-up “War Mementos and the Souls of the Missing Dead” (2008),66 
greatly expand on the scholarship first established by Bass, Dower, Fussell and 
Weingartner in the 1980s and 1990s. Harrison’s work explains the connection between 
corporeal trophy taking of Japanese remains to American hunting culture, consumer 
demand, and the racialization and animalization of the enemy.  
While Harrison can be considered an authority on corporeal trophy taking in 
modern warfare, and more specifically the Pacific War, there are two major arguments he 
makes that will be critically examined in this study. The first involves the adaptive 
behaviors of soldiers to cope with the brutality and atrocity inherent in the warfare 
between American and Japanese forces.  Harrison states: 
My point is that there is no evidence that those servicemen who collected trophies 
were typically suffering from what was at the time called combat fatigue, or were 
other than normal men who understood such souvenirs to be tangible expressions 
of their loyalties to family and nation, and perceived a demand for these objects 
back home.
67
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Harrison’s point regarding  corporeal trophy taking by American servicemen in the 
Pacific War as an expression of loyalty to family and nation and the perceived demand 
from home is crucial the taking of corporeal trophy taking.  However, Harrison 
downplays the ground level realities found within the Pacific where “combat fatigue” in 
its many forms is crucial to understanding the “mental landscape” of the trophy takers, 
whereby enemy body parts were conceived as personal talismans of survival rather than 
expressions of loyalty to family and nation.  In face of the isolation and brutalization of 
the Pacific Theater, the trophies sent to family were more like temporal anchors that 
connected the war trophy to an imagine postwar existence at home (see Chapter III).  
These body parts could also be tied to intense hatred in the battlefield. If they were taken 
in the heat of moment, the social value of these trophied remains could last hours or days 
in the field rather than months and years in the closet or attic.  Social factors also weigh 
heavily in the values of these fetish objects which could be altered to meet the social 
demands of the field or home.  For frontline units, the notion of family meant loyalty to 
the primary unit, or more accurately, the warrior band.  In Chapter III, the social and 
mental adaptation to “combat fatigue” was found in the mental states inherent to the 
Pacific Theater.  
In response to brutality, cruelty, frustration, exhaustion and isolation, US forces in 
the Pacific adopted a unique vernacular with phrases like “rock-happy” and “going 
Asiatic”--terms that both equated and subverted the more clinical notions of “combat 
fatigue.” As we will see, these phrases were used in the context of planning, collecting 
and displaying Japanese body parts, and they belie the altered states of mind or 
(dissociative and stress disorders) that impelled soldiers to openly collect or stage enemy 
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bodies as props in carnival display (see Chapter III).
68
  As Michael Burleigh argues in 
Moral Combat: A History of World War II (2011), “The group could make anything 
morally palatable.” While it is true that these men where normal, they were operating in a 
combat environment where corporeal trophy taking could be socially normalized as an 
affirmation not just of individual prowess but of group solidarity bound in carnival 
vengeance, team aggression and terror.
69
  Hence the nature of combat is key to 
understanding the social motivations for trophy taking.  In one postwar interview, a 
Marine veteran in recalling the “geography of the mind” that was established in a few 
weeks on Guadalcanal: 
And after killing them [Japanese] we could look upon their bodies and feel 
nothing--no remorse, guilt, horror, pity, whatever.  From there it was really just a 
small step to a place in the geography of the mind where pulling the gold teeth out 
of corpses was not at all outrageous.  And the guys who couldn't hack it, who 
couldn't adopt that mentality? We simply got rid of them.
70
 
 
Another argument made by Harrison is well supported but does not tell the full 
story of how American society perceived corporeal trophies and the varied and complex 
social schemata for “integrating these objects into the family or community,” both during 
and after the war.
 71
  Harrison elaborates: 
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[T]here were no generally accepted schemata for integrating objects of this sort 
into the family or community. Instead, this class of war mementoes appeared to 
transgress the boundaries between persons and things, or persons and property, in 
such a way as to resist assimilation into the social relations of their collectors and, 
ultimately, into collective memory.
72
 
 
This is where the study of the home front during and after the war is key. Harrison is 
correct in asserting that here was no official “schemata” for integrating these corporeal 
objects as secular and religious authorities openly condemned them.  While many 
families and communities struggled to find a proper place for corporeal trophies like 
skulls, some found acceptable contexts for displaying and celebrating Japanese bodies 
both during after the war.  Japanese bodies were incorporated into carnival celebrations 
that were tied to the demand, creation and exchange of real and proxy representations of 
Japanese soldiers in corporeal form.  For example, novelties such as “Jap Fingers” were 
sold to reflect the practice of gifting Japanese body parts between servicemen and the 
home front.
73
   
 While Harrison correctly shows how these objects transgressed the boundaries 
between persons and things, persons and property in citing post war history of how skulls 
trophies are rejected, discarded and also how veterans and their families have attempted 
to repatriate these trophies.  What is missing from this history is an exploration of how 
the transgressive aspects of corporeal trophies that excluded them from public discourse 
actually made them intensely desirable to some veterans and various collectors in the 
postwar era.  As we will see, the fate of these objects was and is still tied to the “social 
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political economy” of our post-war society.74  The second thread is dependent on the 
discovery of new primary sources, and the relative absence of private memories and 
objects underscores the importance of the private record in expanding our understanding 
of corporeal trophy taking in the Pacific War.   
  
Third Thread: Personal Histories 
 In the immediate postwar era, the Allies needed to reinforce and commemorate 
their moral and military victory while a majority of the defeated Japanese polity wanted 
to rebuild and forget.  For the victors, especially the United States, the war provided an 
appealing narrative that tended to gloss over any moral ambiguities.  In this new 
environment, American military historians were overwhelmed with a flood of historical 
information in the form of official military records, battle narratives, wartime media, and 
war heroes.  There was a great demand for these triumphant war stories to be told, and 
there was a great supply of official material in the form of American war records to create 
them.  In this context, historicizing corporeal trophy taking ran counter to the moralizing 
and victorious war narrative both during and after the war. 
Past scholarship on the phenomenon of corporeal trophy taking during the Pacific 
War exists along a spectrum of fragmented and often conflicting observations and 
analyses. Many historians of the Pacific War give passing mention to the phenomenon, 
but they rarely engage it analytically.  There are numerous misguided or limited 
perceptions within academic writing to describe and explain this behavior, and most 
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typically examine it through lenses of abnormal psychology. Furthermore, much of the 
literature that mentions this phenomenon is rooted in a popular war narrative that 
dismisses or downplays this challenging history.  The trend towards multidisciplinary 
approaches to military history over the last thirty years and more specifically, the history 
of the Pacific War has favored the study of this hidden history.  These trends towards 
forming a more complete metastory of the Pacific War run parallel to the outpouring of 
primary sources in the form of memoirs, diaries, trophies and photos.  Regardless of how 
these private collections of objects and memories have become public, they offer new 
insights into the course and conduct of war including the mental and physical 
environment that promoted corporeal trophy taking.  One of the many tragedies is that 
many of these veterans passed on with stories and objects they felt they could not share 
with their families and communities.  As one veteran explained this silence between 
generations, “We don’t tell you because we don’t want you to know who we really are.  
It’s too painful.”75 
Today, almost seventy years after the end of the Pacific War, the collective 
memories of the victor have long since transmuted into a generalized and acceptable war 
narrative.  Adherents of the popular war narrative have one of the most popular and 
appealing military histories from which to draw, and for many Americans, the Second 
World War exemplifies a golden age of terrible struggle; a time when a divided nation 
united and prevailed over a treacherous and sadistic foe.  The nostalgia for this past 
reflects our need for a metastory that reflects the collective heroism and sacrifice of our 
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ancestors, something that is missing in our recent academic discourse, a good war, a war 
without moral ambiguity and carnal pleasures. 
This is where the recorded experience of the veteran becomes key, for a mere 
surface analysis of this war would miss much of the agency, intentions, and conditions 
that promoted trophy taking in spite of the measures taken by military and civilian 
authorities to condemn the practice.  Then, as now, the war narrative was reinforced and 
re-enacted through martial rituals and a popular media that, through a process of selection 
and omission, created a lasting and triumphant war narrative.  There were many 
pragmatic aspects to this censorship following the shock of Pearl Harbor where, during 
the early months of the Pacific crisis, US news agencies worked in concert with the 
Office of War Information (OWI) to define war aims and unify a plural society under 
centralized war aims.  Almost all belligerents during the Second World War censored 
their soldiers, and during this time, US military personnel were forbidden from keeping a 
diary, taking photos or keeping any private record of their war experience that wasn’t 
first subject to the knife and pen of their officers.   
This wartime censorship in the field and at home was both coercive and 
voluntary. It was also vital for suppressing dissident voices, disseminating or withholding 
news of enemy atrocities, and controlling news of Allied transgressions such as corporeal 
trophy taking. Most importantly, the triumphant war narrative as promoted by the OWI 
helped sustain war hatred and war effort while seeking to obscure, minimize, or 
appropriate the horrific reality of the war in relation to the larger population.  However, 
outside of this censored war, there existed an extra-legal and transgressive documentary 
of the Pacific War represented in the documents created by soldiers and civilians in the 
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form of private letters, diaries and photographs.  Soldiers and sailors found inventive 
ways to subvert these restrictions--for example, one Marine kept a diary in the margins of 
his government issued Bible, as this book was the only sanctioned text that could be 
carried by a foot soldier.  Others disguised their messages in pre-arranged code so that 
their families could track their location within the vast expanse of the Pacific.
76
  Other 
naval personnel waited until their ship reached a port on the US mainland and mailed 
their uncensored letters using the domestic postal service to avoid the scrutiny of the 
censors.  
As Keegan notes in the Face of Battle, the twentieth century marked the 
beginning of wars fought by literate soldiers.  This trend marked the emergence of 
popular narratives of the Pacific War penned by soldiers who actually fought on the 
ground. Some of the first “diaries” that emerged during the war were written by reporters 
“embedded” with frontline units on Guadalcanal.  The most popular was Guadalcanal 
Diary (1943), written by Richard Tregaskis; this book was later recast as a propaganda 
film under the same title.  The book’s mentions of atrocity and corporeal trophy taking 
were removed in the film version. John Hersey’s Into the Valley: A Skirmish of the 
Marines (1943) was published the same year.  Both of these accounts were written by 
men who were tasked with writing firsthand accounts of the war.  As time and distance 
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permitted, the combat veterans of the Pacific began to record their memories and 
experiences of corporeal trophy taking within their personal accounts of the war.
77
 
 
Private Memories 
Through the tangled web of private memory, one of the most common 
observations from the offspring of these veterans is that their fathers or grandfathers 
avoided the subject of the war altogether. Many recall that “he never talked about the 
war,” or more specifically, he “didn’t want to talk about the war.”  In many cases, this 
wasn’t for lack of trying, as the American censor boards report that soldiers and sailors 
attempted to communicate the unlawful treatment of enemy remains in ways that fell 
under the blanket term of “atrocities.”78  As combat veteran and historian Paul Fussell 
notes, “What drove the troops to fury was the complacent, unimaginative innocence of 
their home fronts and rear echelons about such experiences.”79  
When these soldiers returned from the Pacific front, they found a civilian 
population divorced from the horrors and dangers of war. “The American people still had 
a peacetime attitude and found it impossible to bridge that chasm, in part because they 
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“had not thought of war in terms of men being killed—war seemed so far away’” 80  
Then, as now, this dissonance between soldiers and civilians created lasting barriers to 
understanding that continue to haunt the memories of veterans and their families. As one 
veteran recalled:  
One the hardest things I ever attempted to do was to go to schools and talk with 
children.  I’d take a set of maps, and then things would flash back.  That’s the 
hardest thing- remembering the war – because you relive it.  I finally stopped 
speaking to schools and children.  The questions little children will ask get to you 
because they watch a lot of TV and they think that’s the way war is.  People that 
weren’t there don’t understand.81 
 
Outside of tangled evidence of violence and death found in trophy photos or skulls, teeth, 
ears, bloody flags and senimbari belts, there was little vocabulary one could use to 
convey the brutal and cruel conditions of the war in the Pacific.  Simply put, outside of 
direct experience, there was no effective means to communicate the ground level realities 
of the war.  Another Marine veteran of Okinawa recalled burning Japanese defenders 
alive with his flame thrower: 
The Japs and their screams meant utterly nothing to me.  How can you expect 
anyone to understand that unless they were there themselves –actually in a 
foxhole getting bombarded and watching their buddies get killed?  All these 
people who talk war and don’t have the faintest idea of what hell is!82 
 
 
In this awkward silence between the generations and wars, there have been 
enough popular “drums and trumpets” military history and pulp stories to sustain a 
popular war narrative well into the twenty-first century.  As outlined in this 
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historiography, the history of corporeal trophy taking slowly emerged when the popular 
war narrative was challenged by the veterans who witnessed and participated in it, and 
who began to write about it.  Two of the most valuable early memoirs addressing 
corporeal trophy taking include Robert Leckie’s Helmet for my Pillow: From Parris 
Island to the Pacific (1957) and Fahey’s Pacific War Diary, 1942-1945 (1963).  In 
regards to the prevalence of corporeal trophy taking in the Pacific, the most notable 
among these “third thread” primary sources is Lindbergh’s The Wartime Journals of 
Charles Lindbergh (1970). Lindbergh comments on the pervasive culture of post-mortem 
mutilation and corporeal trophy taking in the Pacific, noting, “It’s the same story 
everywhere I go.”83  In one of the earliest collection of published letters from the war, 
War-Wasted Asia: Letters, 1945-46 (1975), correspondence among Cary, Otis and 
Donald Keene includes the following excerpt in a letter dated to September 23, 1945, 
several weeks after the official surrender of Japan:    
I wonder if these people writing ‘inside histories’ will include all the dirty stuff 
that has marked our campaigns.  A Captain in my tent, served with the First 
Raider Battalion on Tulagi, Guadalcanal, New Georgia, and Vella Lavella, told 
me the other night about a platoon sergeant he used to have who went around 
from “Jap” corpse to “Jap” corpse removing teeth.  When the captain argued with 
him saying, “How in the name of heaven can you put your hand into a stinking 
Jap’s mouth?”  The sergeant produced a bagful of gold teeth and predicted that he 
could sell it for a lot of money.
84
 
 
On Attu, I myself saw some of our atrocities, in the form of bodies from which 
the ears had been cut as souvenirs to be sent back to the homes in America, 
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presumably, other bodies into which the numeral “7” had been cut to 
commemorate the achievements of the 7
th
 Division.  Before I left ship, a regular 
navy lieutenant commander begged me to get him a pair of “Jap” ears.  He said “I 
promised my boy before I left Honolulu that I’d get him a pair.  When were off 
Guadalcanal in my destroyer, I saw a great big ‘Jap,’ must have been one of the 
imperial marines, floating in the water, but we were going too fast to stop.  Damn!  
They would have made a fine pair of ears.  You’ll get me one, though, won’t 
you?’85 
 
 The next wave of memoirs in the early 1980s introduced William Manchester’s 
Goodbye, Darkness: A Memoir of the Pacific War 86 and Eugene Sledge’s With the Old 
Breed, at Peleliu and Okinawa.87 These memoirs stressed the intense and lasting hatred 
for the Japanese soldier and helped reinforce an American social history of the war that 
could begin to analyze the culture of war hatred from the ground up.  One of the western 
world’s most eminent military historians, John Keegan, praised Sledge’s work, and Paul 
Fussell credits Keegan with drawing his attention to Sledge’s memoir in his forward to 
the 1990 edition of With the Old Breed: 
Keegan, a sharp-eyed and comprehensive researcher, had found the book and was 
so impressed as to write later in his book The Second World War, “Among the 
thousands of soldiers’ stories, I am haunted by one from the Pacific War.”  
Keegan found Sledge’s account of his experience fighting in South Pacific to be 
“one of the most arresting documents in war literature.”88 
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In regards to corporeal trophy taking, some of the most insightful and honest accounts 
came from Sledge, and his accounts will underscore many of the key points in this study.  
What soon became clear, in the coming decades is that veterans were reading and 
revisiting their own wars after reading Sledge and Manchester, and in time, they would 
begin to write their own stories. 
 In Quartered Safe Out Here: A Recollection of the War in Burma (1992), author 
and veteran George MacDonald Fraser addresses British trophy taking in the Burma 
campaign,
89
  and Moriss and Day’s South Pacific Diary, 1942-1943 (1996) provides a 
vivid eyewitness account of the mental landscape of the Pacific War: 
The story was pretty sordid.  The kid was on the front, bringing up grenades, 
when he saw a Jap private lying wounded.  He cut off the Jap’s head and then 
heard another Jap groan. Going over the second one, he found an officer with 
sword, etc.  As I got it, the kid reached for the sword and the Jap grabbed him—
either in the desperation of a dying man, or at the end of the usual possum act.  
Anyway, the kid went wild—partly, he said, because he’d had a buddy killed, and 
partly, I think, because he was scared to death.  He broke loose, grabbed his knife 
and stabbed the Jap in the gut, chest, back, cut off the left cheek of his ass and 
then decapitated him…Okay, so the kid went crazy and cut a couple guy’s heads 
off. C’est la guerre. 
 
While this diary entry offers a shocking example of corporeal mutilation, what disturbed 
Moriss even more was the reaction of the Army chaplain, a figure often associated with 
moral authority within a remote and uncivilized frontier environment: 
But what got me was the Father.  While the bloody details were being related, the 
padre kept needling me with:  “Nothing can stop the American boy;” “My isn’t he 
blood-thirsty;” “Nothing the American boy won’t do if you get him mad”—then 
to the kid: “Stand steady there for your picture, boy…It’s not my conception of a 
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chaplain that he should glory in blood and sort of buzz around like a school kid in 
the dubious fame of a guy who killed a couple of Japs—wounded or not.  The 
whole thing disgusted me, particularly when he asked me to take a picture of him 
holding a Jap scarf.  He put his arm around the kid’s neck and grinned like an 
idiot.  He wants the negative—I suppose so he can show it around the in the 
States.  I’m glad it was a double exposure. Nuts.90   
 
The 50
th
 anniversary of the end of the Second World War saw a resurgent interest 
in the collection of veterans’ oral histories, and the social history of the Pacific War has 
benefited greatly from the collection of these histories.  Military historians such as 
McManus and others have included accounts of corporeal trophy taking in their attempts 
to describe the ground level realities experienced in the Pacific.  John McManus’s The 
Deadly Brotherhood: The American Combat Soldier in World War II (1998) offers stark 
reminders of the brutal nature of the social war, including many instances of corporeal 
trophy taking.  In the past ten years, popular histories became useful repositories of oral 
history with most of these collections focused on specific campaigns or battles, such as 
Petty’s Saipan: Oral Histories of the Pacific War (2002); Campbell’s The Ghost 
Mountain Boys: Their Epic March and the Terrifying Battle for New Guinea--The 
Forgotten War of the South Pacific (2008); and Smith’s Iwo Jima: World War II 
Veterans Remember the Greatest Battle of the Pacific (2008).   One of the better – and 
perhaps one of the last – collections of interviews of soldiers in the Pacific is found in 
O’Donnell’s Into the Rising Sun: World War II's Pacific Veterans Reveal the Heart of 
Combat (2010).   
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The early twenty-first century saw a wave of personal memoirs that provided 
evidence for the mutilation and taking of Japanese remains.  Listed in chronological order 
they are:  Veatch’s Jungle, Sea, and Occupation: A World War II Soldier’s Memoir of the 
Pacific (2000); Kahn’s Between Tedium and Terror: A Soldier’s World War II Diary 
(2000); Morrison’s Just Like Me: Beyond the Thousand Yard Stare, Archie Morrison 
(2002); Larson’s Hell’s Kitchen Tulagi: 1942-43 (2003); Walker’s Combat Officer: A 
Memoir of War in the South Pacific (2004); Club’s A Life Disturbed: My Pacific War 
Revisited (2005) Overton’s God Isn’t Here: A Young American’s Entry into World War II 
and His Participation in the Battle for Iwo Jima (2007); Ladd and Weingartner’s Faithful 
Warriors: A Combat Marine Remembers the Pacific War (2009) Sterling and Allen’s 
Battleground Pacific: a Marine rifleman’s combat odyssey in K/3/5/ (2012).  While this 
list is by no means definitive, it does represent a large push by combat veterans to share 
their personal memories as they reach the end of their lives.  Time and distance allow 
many of these men, the youngest now in their mid-80s, to reflect on their war experience 
as young men, often teenagers, or as they were universally branded, “our boys.”   For 
many, the tragedy of this war was forever tied to the life lessons learned through 
experiencing the death of their friends and the suffering they inflicted on others.  
 
Private Record: Trophy Photos and Objects 
The official American photo record of the Pacific War is so entrenched in our 
visual memory that only in recent years, at the nexus between the birth of new social 
media and the death of Pacific War veterans, can this visual memory be challenged. This 
collective visual memory can now be more readily tested by uncovering unofficial and 
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private visual records of the war.  This new class of unofficial (or unsanctioned) sources 
is found within the private photo collections of those people who witnessed and often 
participated in the unlawful staging and collection of Japanese remains.  I refer to this 
subclass of private photos from the Pacific War as “trophy photos.”  
Trophy taking, more specifically the taking of human remains as trophies in the 
Pacific War, is often a hidden history and the private sources for this hidden history of 
trophy taking and their potential impact on the historiography of the American experience 
of the war has yet to be fully measured.  This study will begin to identify and 
contextualize this emerging class of sources and speculate on its potential value towards 
forming a more accurate social history of the Pacific War.  Trophy photos have many 
latent values and peculiarities that I will define by exploring the context of how these 
photos were created and collected. 
 One of the most interesting aspects of this class of sources is the dual purpose of 
the trophy photo: it serves as both a visual record and material representation of an event.  
The event itself is transgressive in nature. It is a staged desecration that is almost 
universally recognized as taboo.  For these reasons, few if any “official” photos (photos 
taken on behalf of the American government) published during the war show this 
particular culture of trophy taking.  Souvenir taking or a more generalized (normalized) 
version of trophy taking was often photographed and reported on by the wartime press.  
But, especially during the war, “censors strictly prohibited visual or written depictions of 
atrocities committed by American troops or their allies.  Other countries had similar 
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policies.”91  In October 1943, Chief of Staff George C. Marshall sent all Pacific 
Commanders a cable urging them: 
to stop their soldiers from such practices as making necklaces out of Japanese 
teeth and taking photographs documenting the steps required to remove the flesh 
from a skull.  Marshall instructed the officers to “give this matter your immediate 
attention and take action to suppress photographs as well as stories of this 
nature.”92   
 
Officials readily acknowledged the power and accessibility of photographs as a tool for 
propaganda and for interpreting the current war, and selectively released photos for 
public viewing. As Trachtenberg notes, “Ordering facts into meaning…is not an idle 
exercise but a political act, a matter of judgment and choice about the emerging shape of 
the present and future.  The [camera] viewfinder is a political instrument, a tool for 
making a past suitable for the future.”93   
As a class of sources, private trophy photos are relatively untapped by historians, 
having only recently become publicly available through emerging forms of online social 
media and commerce.  In a broad sense, these photos can be categorized as personal 
photos taken by Americans in the field during World War Two.  The subject matter itself 
is Japanese remains, staged or often held aloft for the camera.   Before the widespread use 
of social media in the early twenty-first century, these photos were most often discovered 
by researchers/historians through personal contact with veterans who during the war had 
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produced, bought, and traded for these trophy photos. In “Postscript on Japanese Skulls,”  
in his book Thank God for the Atom Bomb (1988), historian Paul Fussell writes at length 
about a fellow WWII veteran and marine showing him his collection of trophy photos 
kept hidden in a shoebox.
94 Through Fussell’s privileged position within a social network 
of fellow veterans, we are exposed to images often only shared between veterans in the 
post war era.  In this case, two private photos have now become public; one shows an 
American soldier posing next to a Japanese skull mounted on a post and the other shows 
two soldiers “skull stewing” by boiling the flesh of a Japanese head (Figure 2). 
 
 
Figure 2: American servicemen boiling the flesh off a Japanese skull at 
Guadalcanal, circa 1942-43. Fussell, Thank God for the Atom Bomb, 46 
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Considering the subject matter of these private trophy photos, the owners of the 
photos have often kept them private.  Some of these kinds of photos do exist in official 
archives open to the public, but often go un-catalogued and buried within large albums of 
donated photos.  For example, the Lawrence Reineke Collection at the University of 
Oregon Archives and Special Collections has multiple photos of Japanese bodies 
(especially bones), disarticulated and staged by human hands.  However, no description 
of this collection mentions this type of activity.  The same can be said for many other 
traditional archives (held at museums, libraries, etc.), and that is why the existence of 
informal personal photo archives, now accessible through the internet, often provide a 
more accurate description of the subject matter.  These trophy photos often find their way 
online after veterans pass away and families are confronted with private photos that were 
often long hidden or forgotten.  More often than not, these private collections will be kept 
private, but every so often they are scanned and posted online in family albums that 
commemorate family members – usually grandfathers – who served in the Pacific War.  
Once posted online, these photos become hyper-social; and the privileged social network, 
by permitting access to the photos, becomes magnified in ways no twentieth century 
archive can comprehend or provide.   
Parallel to these online photo collections is the virtual marketplace of private 
photos used by traditional photo collectors and also by an as yet undefined subculture of 
collectors who specialize in Japanese body parts and trophy photos.  Prolific and 
apolitical collectors use mainstream online sources like EBay or Worthpedia to buy photo 
albums from families of the recently deceased veterans, mining these albums for choice 
photos to then sell either as originals or copies.  For those who collect, politicize, and 
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fetishize trophy photos, these prolific photo sellers are a first stop in acquiring originals.  
Collectors also locate trophy photos using many of the same tactics used to find trophy 
skulls – by fostering connections with local pawnshops and attending estate sales of local 
veterans. Often, the collector sees the skull and photo as mutually supportive and 
essential for an authentic collection.   
 Before we examine the historical causes of corporeal trophy taking, it is important 
to pause and examine two typical examples of trophies that denote the spectrum of 
corporeal trophies acquired in the Pacific War. The first example is a photograph of two 
soldiers staging a trophy skull, and the second is a knife fashioned out of an arm bone 
Japanese soldier.  
 Consider for a moment the black and white trophy photo in Figure 3. Here, two 
young men stand astride a human skull that has been enshrined with other trophies of 
war.   At first glance, the viewer’s eye is drawn to the stark white skull that has been 
staged atop a wooden crate.  Without a discernible identity, the skull itself is 
transgressive and alarming; however, any ambiguity regarding the nationality of the skull 
is quickly laid to rest by the juxtaposition of the bullet-torn Japanese flag that has been 
draped under the skull and across the crate.  We know that the face of death is the face of 
the enemy.   
About six inches from the left side of the skull, one can see a Japanese Type 30 
bayonet, stuck in a vertical position in line with the men.  Completing this symmetry is a 
smaller dagger sticking into the crate, equidistant from the right side of the skull.  While 
the flag itself is pockmarked by war, one can still see the distinctive Japanese lettering or 
kanji surrounding the flag’s red sun.  It is most likely that the kanji carries names and 
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exultations of well-wishers from its place of origin as well as the collective good will of 
friends and family back home.   
 
Figure 3: Two soldiers staging a trophy skull at Guadalcanal, circa 1942-43. 
Screen Capture:  http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=220751880058  
(Accessed Nov 11, 2011) 
 
 As for the men, while they both represent the victors of battle, the man on the left 
holds a captured Japanese arisaka rifle and appears more confident in his role in this 
staged trophy photo.  He stands closer to the skull, his legs and arm splayed further apart 
in a more assertive posture.  The other man is skinnier, and his posture is slack; his arms 
and hands rest close to his side.  While he is certainly an accomplice in this trophy 
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display, his demeanor suggests that he is not quite physically or mentally in possession of 
these objects.   
 While all of these visual cues give a possible context for the time and place of this 
trophy photo, what is more important to remember is that the photo represents an 
important document.  On the other side of this photo, written in faded graphite, is the 
following: 
Their flag and skulls are ours. 
Airport Henderson Field 
 
These nine words impart a much stronger context for deciphering this photo.  Henderson 
Field was the focus of the Guadalcanal campaign in the early stages of the Pacific War.  
This photo reveals a combat culture that developed during the ground war on the “Canal” 
from August 1942 to February 1943 and further expanded the boundaries of war-time 
behavior to include the desecration and display of Japanese dead throughout the entire 
Pacific Theater.  This photo exemplifies this culture by depicting the dehumanization and 
animalization of a Japanese soldier’s remains. To this end, his skull has been trophied and 
staged like that of a game animal. 
The caption adds further significance with “their flag,” a symbol that embodies 
the national character which was captured and disarmed in a similar fashion as the 
bayonets and rifle.  The phrase “skulls are ours” not only implies the ultimate defeat and 
defilement of the enemy; it also suggests a new form of ownership and identity that is 
established by the trophy taker.  Note, too, that the caption mentions “skulls” in the 
plural, which suggests that there are other “Jap” skulls around Henderson Field, outside 
the boundaries of the narrow frame.   
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 Shortly before he died of natural causes in August 2011, a Marine veteran 
reflecting on his war experience in the Bougainville campaign in New Guinea took this 
photo of his cherished KA-BAR, or combat knife, that he had modified using the arm 
bone of a skeletonized Japanese soldier (Figure 4).  This hybrid of seemingly ancient and 
modern materials provides evidence for the modification of Japanese remains during the 
Pacific War.  Although utilitarian in nature, the weapon – or weaponized remains – has 
been imbued with significance that transcends the normal boundaries of what is often 
referred to as “trench art.”95  As Quigley notes, “The reduction of human bones to 
trinkets and skin to upholstery is a puzzling phenomenon when intended by the deceased 
and a disturbing one when it is carried out against their wills and at the expense of their 
lives.”96 The trophy was not only a possession of the enemy (like such traditional trophies 
as bayonets or swords), but it is also a physical part of the enemy. For some, it can 
embody the enemy monolith (discussed further in Chapter III). 
 Then as now, the bone handle knife and the photo of the staged trophy skull 
display powerful social and symbolic meanings that resonate well beyond the lives of 
their makers.  For example, trophy photos are themselves a form of trophy, and the 
simple act of gazing upon them completes a social transaction between the author(s) of 
the photo and the audience.  As Scott writes, “As soon as the researcher approaches the  
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decent burial. 
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Figure 4: KA-BAR Knife with Human Arm Bone Handle, made during the battle 
for Piva Trail at Bougainville, circa 1943-44. Screen Capture: 
http://marinephotos.togetherweserved.com/782599.jpg (Accessed August 25, 
2011)  
 
text to interpret its meaning, he or she becomes a part of its audience.”97 Just by 
witnessing the degradation of the enemy remains, we help to perpetuate the original 
function of the trophy photo, regardless of our personal feelings on the subject matter.  
The Japanese bone-handled knife functions in a similar transgressive manner, and 
although its point of origin is unclear, its existence reminds us of the ingenuity and hatred 
involved in both its conception and use. This trophied artifact elevates the prowess of the 
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owner while denigrating the Japanese soldier whose once deadly arm has now been 
reduced to that of knife handle.   
While these trophy photos and corporeal remains were taboo to many outside the 
battlefield moment of creation, they have become increasingly powerful as the hatred and 
memories from that war subside and are forgotten.   That in itself represents the lasting 
power of these trophies: the ability to trace or even recreate in the mind’s eye the exact 
time and place of domination over a hated enemy.   
After the war ended, most World War II veterans regarded their souvenirs, both in 
object and in memory, as something to forget.  Now, as soldiers of the Pacific War reach 
the end of their lives, they are losing custody of these visual records and the ability to 
keep the photos private.  Trophy photos and artifacts are an important class of sources in 
that they illuminate what the official record suppressed and, in many ways, what the 
private record wanted to preserve, yet hoped to forget.  
As these intimate and private collections and recollections become public through 
new forms of hyper social media and the due diligence scholars and surviving veterans, a 
more complete and complex picture of the war emerges. Still, the social life of these 
corporeal trophies—then as now—remains an elusive and controversial subject of 
inquiry.  To this end, this study seeks to shed light on this murky gap in the collective 
memory of the Pacific War.  I will show how corporeal trophy taking was not only 
prevalent and multifaceted, but how Japanese war materials and bodies were repurposed 
into trophied objects that were recorded, kept, displayed, exchanged and even celebrated 
both in the battlefield and home front during and after the war.   
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CHAPTER II 
ANCESTORS AND ENEMIES 
 
One of the most compelling aspects of corporeal trophy taking is that it has been 
constant throughout history.  Almost every path of migration, every branch of civilization 
around the world, from Mesolithic Germany and Neolithic China, to ancient Egypt and 
postcolonial Vietnam, has evidence of trophy taking in human remains.
1
   
 Ancient evidence for corporeal trophy taking is primarily found in human heads 
or other skeletal remains, since trophies made of soft body parts such as scalps, ears, and 
genitalia would not be visible in the archaeological record.
2
  It appears that post-mortem 
scalping even pre-dates modern humans; while evidence for the scalp does not survive, 
evidence from the skull does.  The most notable evidence for the modification of pre-
human remains can be found in marks consistent with the use of stone tools to detach a 
scalp from a hominid cranium found in Ethiopia dating from the middle Pleistocene some 
600,000 years ago.
3
 
Current anthropological studies show that early humans were cunning and 
opportunistic scavengers, who had the need and the means to extract protein-rich brains 
                                                          
1
 Richard J. Chacon and David H. Dye, “Introduction to Human Trophy Taking: An Ancient and 
Widespread Practice,” in The Taking of Human Bodies Parts as Trophies by Amerindians, ed. Richard J. 
Chacon and David H. Dye (New York: Springer, 2007), 33. 
 
2
 Chacon and Dye, “Introduction,” 33. 
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 Chacon and Dye, “Introduction,” 9.  Although their genetic relations to modern humans are contested, it 
should also be noted that recent scholarship suggests that Neanderthals, expressed “symbolically mediated 
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and marrow from dead animals (including human rivals).  These early hunters and 
warriors would have had stone tools and, later, stone knives to butcher and ultimately 
modify human remains.  At the same time our cognitive abilities had allowed us to 
perceive the bodies of our ancestors and enemies as ritual objects to keep and celebrate.  
Our species could imagine and create social significance that imbued these corporeal 
remains with powers that often traversed the boundaries of time as symbols of survival, 
death and regeneration.   
At this early point in time, human societies and their material cultures were 
invariably focused on the body and were restricted light objects that could be carried 
without the aid of draft animals or mechanization; thus the hunter and warrior kit was 
small and portable. Likewise, all trophies had to be carried from the battlefield. For early 
hunters and gatherers, mobility was essential and carry capacity was a matter of life and 
death.
4
   
 With the rise of intra-group competition for resources and status amongst fraternal 
warrior societies, there was a corresponding rise of visual and written records of trophy 
taking in war. From the warring tribes of prehistory to the early civilizations of antiquity 
to the present day, one can find many examples of how trophies were used as symbols to 
signify the prowess of an individual warrior. Trophies also denoted the power and 
prestige of the group and helped define its social and spatial boundaries.  Corporeal 
remains were also used as objects of terror to be staged in order to elevate the power and 
                                                          
4
 Thousands of years later, in the midst of the Pacific War, the burdens of transport and mobility also 
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prestige of the group leader while instilling fear in rival populations.  With the rise of 
agriculture, subsequent growth in human populations, and increasingly sedentary living, 
the taking and displaying of human remains permeated organized warfare, rituals, 
government and religions.   
As societies and civilizations became more complex, new forms of expression and 
uses emerged for corporeal trophy taking.  City-states and empires began recording 
casualty figures, and bureaucratic trophies were often required by the state in order to 
generate real statistics in the form of a body count. For example, ancient Egyptian armies 
took hands from each fallen enemy, while Assyrian warriors took heads and often 
recorded the head count on clay tablets or permanent monuments. Also common was the 
display of human remains (usually heads) as symbols of state power and dominance, and 
as deterrents to common crime and rebellion.   
An Egyptian mural indicates that phalluses were collected after at least one battle.  
In the 13th Century, Ghengis Khan's army killed all the inhabitants of the city of 
nishapur in one hour.  Their ears were cut off and proved that 1,748,000 had been 
slaughtered.  At the end of the Ming Dynasty in China, Chang Hsien-chung 
ordered a massacre in Szechuan Province, after which he instructed soldiers to 
bring the ears and the feet of the dead to him to be counted.
5
   
 
This practice of tabulating the dead saw Japanese warlords take and pickle the 
ears and noses of their enemies during the 1597 invasion of Korea.  This practice was 
later commemorated in the Mimizuka shrine with its “ear mound.” Even today, tourists 
can visit the Mimizuka shrine, which entombs “some 38,000 noses and ears that were 
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sliced off by Japanese Samurai.”6  It is also notable that the Korean ears and noses were 
preferable to heads (a traditional Japanese trophy), due to the fact that these items were 
“easier to transport.” 7  Victorious leaders throughout the ancient and medieval period 
also sought the remains of their rivals, and some medieval European rulers fashioned 
receptacles from the crania of defeated enemies.  For example, in AD 880, “Prince Krom 
of Bulgaria commissioned the creation of a drinking cup be made from the skull of his 
former rival, the Byzantine Emperor Nicephoros II.”8  In some instances, enemy skulls 
were literally imbedded in the foundations of state control in the form of “skull towers” 
used to create lasting monuments of terror and power over defeated populations. Timur 
Lenk (historically known as Tamerlane) was famous for having 100,000 prisoners killed 
at Delhi in 1398 and having “built two towers of skulls in Syria in 1400 and 1401.”9  
State-sanctioned trophies still retained the ability to instill fear on the battlefield, 
but they were more often used as a visual deterrent to criminal and traitorous actions 
within the society that created them.  Many examples of state staging and display of 
bodies can be found in prehistoric to modern era, examples range from the Roman 
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crucifixions of antiquity, the Japanese practice of staging heads in public during the Edo 
period, and the practices in the West African Kingdom of Whydah in the seventeenth 
century.  Here, capital punishment could include the removal of the head and genitalia of 
a criminal, after which “both the head and private parts of the criminal were brought to 
the King’s palace where the thief’s relatives could pay a fine in order to redeem the 
severed body parts.”10  This historical example can be viewed as a form of bureaucratic 
trophy taking whose end result was a commodified object that could be sold back to the 
family of the deceased.  
  By 1800, the public display of corporeal remains as a deterrent to crime began to 
wane in Western Europe, with the last body to be hanged in chains publically outside of 
Leicester, England, in 1834.
11
 Despite the decline of state-sponsored public display, the 
practice of taking and staging the heads of criminals and other state or ethnic enemies 
still held great sway in societies with strong tribal affiliations or clan identity. The 
frontier and borderlands of nineteenth century colonial North America and Africa were 
no exception as this practice of sanctioned trophy taking was especially true among 
peoples living in close proximity to a feared racial or ethnic population.
12
   
In the Euro-Colonial period, trophy taking blurred the boundaries of savagery and 
civilization.  A well-known example of colonial trophy taking in the late nineteenth 
century comes from the Congo Free State established by Belgium’s King Leopold II in 
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1885.  The main purpose of this colony was to coerce the indigenous populations into 
tapping latex.  For those Congolese who refused to meet their harvest quotas, there could 
be terrible retribution.  Here, “intransigent individuals would be killed by Leopold’s 
enforcers who severed the right hands of their victims and then presented them to their 
superiors as tangible proof that the ordered executions had taken place.”13  A village that 
refused to supply rubber could be eradicated and “some military units had what was 
termed a ‘keeper of the hands’ whose job it was to preserve (smoke) the severed 
hands.”14   
 
American Continental Violence: Trophy Taking and the Frontier 
As the historian John Dower notes, both American and Japanese had 
“romanticized” or simply forgotten their own history of demonizing the other.15  
Propaganda was most effective when it could latch onto a historical truth; likewise, 
American propagandists had ample evidence from the ongoing China War, as 
exemplified by the 1937 Nanjing Massacre, of historical barbarities committed by the 
Japanese.  On the other hand, Japanese propagandists used the history of US expansion 
and ongoing race violence or lynching.  As Aldrich notes Japanese editorials offered all 
this as ‘evidence’ of American barbarism, linking it together with their extermination of 
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the native peoples of North America and the ‘lynching of negroes’.”16  Each side accused 
the other of savagery and hypocrisy.  “Overtly, they said, the Americans were 
proclaiming the freedom and the dignity of the common man, but lurking underneath was 
dollar oppression and a war driven by racial hatred.”17  For the Japanese, the legacy of 
lynching and exterminationist warfare were powerful reference points for connecting the 
photos of skulls and stories of bones being used as gifts in the oval office as emblematic 
of the cruel and barbaric American character.  To better understand the basis for this 
propaganda it is necessary to look at the formative years and the historical factors behind 
the killing, collection, and display of enemy bodies. 
Long before Douglas MacArthur was appointed Supreme Commander of the 
Southwest Pacific and later the Gaijun Shogun, he appeared on record in his January 19, 
1921, correspondence with Florida Senator Duncan Fletcher.  MacArthur wrote a short 
letter in support of the memorialization of the Dade Massacre, an event in which a US 
Army garrison was overrun, massacred and mutilated (scalped) at the hands of the 
Seminoles in 1835.  He wrote, “The massacre was a very tragic one and has been one of 
the Army's camp-fire stories for a generation.”18   To understand the legacy of corporeal 
trophy taking in the territorial expansion and the campfire stories of MacArthur’s 
formative years in 1890s and 1900s, we need to trace the long bloody history of the 
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frontier war and collection and display of human remains that marked Anglo-American 
colonial expansion.   
The interaction between Amerindians and Europeans in terms of trophy taking it 
provides a backdrop to a deeper understanding of the more recent culture of trophy taking 
in the Pacific War. Like the Pacific War, this history is embedded with recurring themes 
of racism, hunting, warfare and revenge and the expansion into the western frontier. Also 
significant to this story is the memory of the Civil War where corporeal trophy taking and 
post mortem mutilation was given as proof of Yankee and Rebel barbarity. 
This chapter will also address cultural shifts; the fears and anxieties posed by 
race, ethnicity, and the perceived need for extra-legal solutions (often lynching) in the 
face of mass immigration and shifting demographics.  American attitudes towards life 
and death would also shift in response to urban settlement at the turn of the twentieth 
century, which, among other things, removed animal slaughter from public view. All of 
these historical episodes; Westward-expansion, continental violence against outsider 
populations and the Indian and Civil Wars cast a long shadow over the Pacific War.   
 
Amerindian Trophies  
 In 1720, Pennsylvania Governor William Keith told the Iroquois representatives 
in his midst, “Surely you cannot propose to get either riches or possessions by going thus 
out to War.  For when you kill a deer you have the flesh to eat and the skin to sell, but 
when you return from war you bring nothing home but the scalps of a dead man [and get] 
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nothing by it.”19  In another example from the period, a Frenchmen  noted that  among 
Iroquois warriors, “one or two scalps or the smallest prisoner satisfies them to an equal 
degree and they return as victorious as if they had wholly destroyed the Nation that are 
about to attack [and that] this is the mode of thinking among all Indians.”20  What the 
colonial authorities, and more broadly the Euro-American observers, struggled to 
comprehend was the plurality of non-materialistic motivations for ritualistic trophy taking 
in warfare among the Native peoples.   
For many Amerindian tribes, the removal of “heads, scalps, eyes, ears, teeth, 
cheekbones, mandibles, arms, hands, fingers, legs, feet, and sometimes genitalia for use 
as trophies was an ancient and widespread practice in the New World” prior to European 
contact.
21
  Ritual and symbolic trophy taking was a well-established culture in the 
Americas and was most notably expressed through the taking of scalps, or “scalping.” 
For example:  
The sacrificing of scalps raised the status of men in Pawnee society and improved 
their prospects of marriage.  Scalps were also taken to avenge the killing of tribal 
members by enemies, to strengthen diplomatic ties, or to end the mourning period 
of people who had lost a friend or relative.  The quest for scalps could be the 
reason to launch military expedition.
22
 
 
Ritualistic trophy taking is similar to symbolic trophy taking (discussed shortly) in that it 
serves to reinforce established customs or ritual purposes. It can be distinguished as its 
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own category because it usually takes place within an established culture and has a 
religious or ceremonial function. The trophy is often taken by an individual who has a 
preconceived notion or an approved social context to take and display the trophy.  In 
other words, the trophy has an acceptable place within the trophy taker’s culture.   
The human scalp was also considered an ideal trophy in that it was light and 
durable and could be taken from a deceased (or living) victim in a matter of seconds.  
This was a preferred method of trophy taking, especially when raiding enemy settlements 
when speed and mobility were essential.  For many indigenous peoples, such trophies 
were typically incorporated into dances, rites, or celebrations.  That is, they were often 
used publicly rather than privately. This form of public celebration often involved songs 
and dances, and specifically scalp dances, which often reinforced the prestige of the 
trophy taker.  For example, a Cheyenne victory song included the words: 
Brother, pull up my dog rope.  I will clean it and use it again.  Where are the 
enemies that taunted me?  They are dead now.  I will see one more summer; it’s 
too soon for me to go.  I will surprise my sweetheart; she thinks that I am dead.  I 
have another scalp for my mother; she will be proud.
23
 
 
This recurring theme of survival and domination, love offering and prestige are universal 
to corporeal trophy taking activity.  In the Euro-American context, it is worth noting that 
trophy taking occurred with such frequency that it bordered on being ritual.  In the Pacific 
War, Japanese body parts were often framed by the trophy takers as objects of love and 
affection for home front mothers and sweethearts.   
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The agency in the creation of trophies can vary, and another aspect of ritualistic 
trophy taking is that they were not always obtained through violence.  In fact, many of 
these remains might be taken from family members or cherished leaders.  For example, 
many religions venerate the remains of shamans, priests, martyrs and saints as “Holy 
relics” or sacred remains. 24  For the faithful, sanctified relics such as skulls and bones 
and the culture that promote them provide a powerful and tangible link to the past and an 
imagined future.   
The taking and displaying of scalps could also serve a dual purpose. On one hand, 
scalps were regarded as tangible evidence of a warrior’s status, but on the other, they 
served as an important warning to rival tribes not to infringe on their territory.  However 
“barbaric” scalp or head taking may seem, it could be used to limit warfare between rival 
populations.  Human body part trophies such as scalps – dried, stretched and openly 
displayed at the border, or along the path of hunting territory (or some other valuable 
resource) – helped define a tribe’s sphere of influence and, as such, served as a grisly 
warning to any potential trespassers.  In this sense, the staged enemy body became a 
weapon, a form of staged ordnance whose effect varies depending on who views it.  For 
the English colonists at Plymouth, the staging of wolf and Indian heads along the palisade 
of the fort walls was important for walling off civilized from the threats of uncivilized 
space that was inhabited by savages and beasts.  In many ways it was a necessary display 
of power needed to reinforce a sense of order for the isolation and frustration experienced 
by the colony.  As Coleman writes, 
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The colonist [of Pymouth] tried to use human skulls as tokens of power from the 
earliest years of settlement.  In 1623 Miles Standish decapitated Wituwamat, a 
Massachusetts Indian accused of conspiring to destroy the English settlements, 
and stuck his head on a pole outside of Plymouth’s fort.  The colonists received 
Wituwamat’s head ‘with joy’; it signaled their ability to defend themselves and 
punish their enemies…Wituwamat’s head symbolized the colonists’ yearning for 
power, domination, and control…Standish seized physical command of an Indian 
body when he copped off Wituwamat’s head, but the English never acquired the 
cultural authority to determine the skull’s meaning.25 
 
While both settlers and Native groups staged heads, the perception amongst 
settlers was that no matter how effective these human trophy displays may have 
appeared, the English colonists tended to regard these trophy displays as just another 
symbol of Native American savagery.  The practice was often condemned by religious 
authorities, but this type of trophy taking during the era of European colonialism was a 
well-established practice on both sides during the three hundred years of ethnic warfare.   
 
Animal Magic 
The animalization of enemies was also a hallmark of colonial warfare at the edge 
of the perceived wilderness.  As Coleman explains in Vicious: Wolves and Men in 
America (2004), natives were often equated to wolves, having wolf-like qualities imbued 
with subhuman and superhuman traits.
26
  By the end of the 19
th
 century both the wolf and 
the Indian would be demoted to fairytales and incorporated into a frontier mythology.   
Although the Pacific War was separated from wolves and Indians by time and distance, 
we can still find subtle echoes of meaning attached to the bodies of animalized enemies 
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to ward off physical and emotional pain.   In one example, Coleman notes that the Anglo-
Americans believed that “wolves’ fangs rubbed against a baby’s gums relieved the pain 
of teething.”27  Over one hundred years later, in the midst of the Pacific War, a blues 
singer named Willie “61” Blackwell recorded a blues song titled “Junior’s A Jap Skull 
for His Santa Claus.”28  This song included the following lyrics: 
Goodbye, I got to leave you, I’ve got to fight for America, you, and my boy,  
Well, well, you can look for a Jap’s skull Christmas, ooh, baby, for Junior’s Santa 
Claus. 
 
If I just make it to our great general, Mr. MacArthur, the world knows he’s a hero 
of war, That’s where I get my instructions, well, well, I’m sure that Junior will get 
his Santa Clause.   
 
Yes, when Junior starts to teethin’, baby, please write to me, 
Well, well, I’m gonna send him a Jap’s tooth, so that he can cut his with ease. 29 
 
The song was a reflection of reality.  Soldiers and sailors were mailing “Jap” teeth, ears 
and skulls back home.  The song connects the magical properties conferred to top 
predators of colonial past to the new “animal” threat embodied by the Japanese.  The 
blues song offers a context for the tooth to be used as a talisman to symbolize ones 
obligations to the sovereign (in this case MacArthur) and family (that he leaves behind); 
and that elements of both groups are soothed by killing and taking of Japanese remains.   
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Corporeal Trophy Taking and American Continental Violence 
Simply put, successfully taking a corporeal trophy requires motive, opportunity 
and means. The motives are varied and complex and interconnected, and include 
environmental, social-psychological and political and economic factors.  In this section, 
motives, opportunities and means will be explained through some key historical examples 
focusing on the social and political factors that have influenced American warfare.  The 
examples here are drawn from the wars of 1812, the Indian Wars of the early and mid-
nineteenth century, as well as the American Civil War (1861-1865).  As we will see, all 
of these conflicts among various groups within the expanding boundaries of the United 
States promoted racialized animosity, retribution, mutilation, and most importantly, 
corporeal trophy taking.   
A notable example of early nineteenth century American trophy taking occurred 
during the final battle of the Creek War of 1813-1814.  Here, General Andrew Jackson’s 
forces defeated the Upper Creek Indians at the battle of Horseshoe Bend in Alabama, 
“effectively ending any further Indian resistance in the South.”30 After the battle, “five 
hundred and fifty-seven fallen warriors had their noses removed by Jackson’s forces to 
make easier the tally of the dead.”31 Jackson’s force, which was comprised of US 
regulars, Tennessee militia and various Native American allies subsequently “proceeded 
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to skin the bodies and tan the hides of the deceased Indians in order to convert them into 
trinkets and other ‘souvenirs’ such as bridle reins.”32  
Several years later, in February of 1819, the legality of Andrew Jackson’s 
incursion into Seminole territory became the topic of heated debate in the US House of 
Representatives.  In defense of General Jackson’s actions, Henry Clay, Speaker of the 
United States House of Representatives, addressed the room with the following speech: 
Mr. Chairman, it has been justly remarked, that the only lawful end of retaliation 
is lost on an Indian foe.  Death has no terrors for a North American savage.  
Hunting and war are his delight.  He hates labor.  You may punish him by 
requiring him to construct another wig-wam, by laying waste to his corn field, or 
destroying the fruits of his harvest.
33
 
 
Clay went on to defend the war against the Seminoles, which in response drew 
accusations that General Jackson lacked a justification for an “offensive” and war against 
the Seminoles.  Clay dismissed the criticism by impugning the patriotism of his critic 
while calling out for revenge against the Indian foe: 
Sir, you are an American! Go! Count the bleeding-scalps of your murdered 
countrymen, of all ages and sexes, found by Gen. Jackson-and then return, and 
tell this house if this Seminole war was, on the part of your country, an offensive 
war!  Tell this house, also, if you advise a vote of censure to be passed on the 
conduct of either the executive, for his just orders, or upon gen.  Jackson, for 
discovering upwards of three hundred and fifty fresh scalps, with a red pole 
erected as the beacon of the Indian war, and crowned with the scalp of an 
American citizen!
34
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Almost all levels of American society reflected on native trophy taking, and in 
many ways, the long history of Native mutilation and scalping provided the primitive foil 
needed to promote this call for exterminationist sentiment. This sentiment was brought 
forth during the January 12, 1854, Convention honoring the living “Veterans of 1812.” 
Here, a veteran of the 1812 war, Rev. Dr. Van Polt, spoke of the treachery of the British 
Government and its Indian allies: 
In reference to the connection of the Indian tribes with that which the British 
Government has always denied officially that they employed Indians in their 
warfare with the United States.  But proofs were not wanting in history.  A case of 
scalps with an invoice was sent to Canada in 1812.  It contained 998 scalps.  Of 
these, 297 were from the bodies of farmers; 116 soldier; 88 mothers; 17 old 
ladies; 190 boys; 211 girls; 92 infants ripped from the mother's wombs... Who can 
read these historic accounts without feeling blood rushing back upon the aching 
heart, and reversing back again to flush every face with that indignation that 
would burn to punish those who would indulge in barbarities of this kind?
35
 
 
General McCalla of Kentucky, also a veteran and hero of the 1812 war, was then called 
upon to speak.  At the closing of the proceeding, he addressed the crowd:   
Fellow Citizens and Fellow soldiers:  I did not expect to intrude upon you this 
evening, but I would like to add a few words to what my comrade has just said, - 
he has spoken with great feeling upon the subject of the Indian race of this 
country.  I have the right to say something upon that subject; from the earlier 
period of Western civilization to the time when the Red Men were driven from the 
soil of our State, the blood of Kentucky has flowed beneath the tomahawk and 
scalping knife of the savage.  And I can say with truth that Kentuckians have 
given blow for blow - wound for wound - in the contest.  
 
[Great applause]  
 
Now, when I hear the poor Indian spoken of, I think of the poor white woman and 
children who have been butchered… by the accursed savages and I feel that I 
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would be willing to exterminate the race, for they are but an encumbrance upon 
the face of Nature.
36
 
 
 What General McCalla and Rev. Dr. Polt were referencing was the British use of 
Native warriors as instruments of terror against the Euro-American population.  Here, 
Polt suggested to the audience that the British Army, at the behest of the British 
Government, paid a bounty (as indicated by the invoice) for tangible evidence from the 
Indians of a body count.
37
  While one can assume that these corporeal trophies were taken 
using traditional tomahawks and scalping knives, the motives behind the trophy taking 
were entirely divorced from the rituals commonly associated with Native American 
trophy taking.   
While the statements at this convention did not address the actions of General 
Jackson’s men in the Creek War, they did affirm a lasting sentiment that condoned the 
“blow for blow” retribution and the extermination of a savage Indian race. Less than a 
year later, ordinary citizens commented on how the “the innate treachery of the 
aborigines is revealing itself most alarmingly [and that] the spirit of natural rapine and 
war is extending among all the tribes.”38  Given this social and political environment, it is 
safe to assume that General McCalla’s opinion of the Native as “an encumbrance upon 
the face of nature” would have been shared by many outside of the captive audience at 
the convention.  At both the top and ground level of American society, the natives were 
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conceived as a historical and future threat to American civilization, a treacherous and 
subhuman obstacle to westward expansion.
39
   
 
Scalp Bounties and the Indian Wars 
As discussed earlier, bureaucratic trophies functioned to provide statistical 
evidence to the victors of war. This category of trophy also includes prime examples of 
terror and trophy taking supported and maintained by edict. For example, scalp bounties 
were a fairly common form of both bureaucratic and commodified trophy taking within 
expanding frontiers and borderlands. Euro-American incursions into Native lands, 
coupled with corporate interests in resource extraction, accelerated the demand for native 
removal, often by any means necessary.
40
 
While the practice of scalp bounties hearkens back to the seventeenth century, it 
has been documented in several states such as Texas, Arizona, California and Minnesota 
into the 1870s.  Given the long history of issuing scalp bounties in America, there can be 
no question that European colonial authorities “encouraged and stimulated” scalp 
taking.
41
   
These commodified and bureaucratic trophies were assigned a monetary value 
that superseded their value as a symbolic or utilitarian trophies. Most often this occurred 
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between warring parties who place bounties or ransoms on living captives and the dead.  
Those motivated to kill offered payment to such bounty hunters and, as a result, Indian 
War veterans and so-called “Indian hunters” flocked to localities offering scalp bounties.  
A newspaper in 1849 wrote that a large group of men, unified under a determined leader 
with economic incentives, could be motivated to exterminate Native men, women and 
children, and receive a small fortune for the taking of their scalps and livestock. The 
article read:   
Major Cheveallie, of renowned fame in Texas, with 25 well armed and well 
equipped Americans was the first to enter the field.  The term of contract were 
$200 each for the scalps of warriors, $150 each for those of women and children, 
and $200 for prisoners, and all the captured animals to be retained by the Major 
and his command.  The Major secured 9 scalps, 4 prisoners, and 55 animals in his 
first campaign.
42
 
 
The bureaucratic trophies obtained through sanctioned violence against criminals were 
not directed solely at Natives; for example, in 1853, the feared Murrieta gang of 
California was ambushed by lawmen who removed the leader’s head and had it 
“preserved in spirits.” The criminal’s head was then transported throughout the state in 
order to provide proof of the feared gang leader’s death and to raise funds for law 
enforcement; it was also implemented as an effective warning to future criminals.
43
  This 
traveling exhibition also included the misshapen trophy hand of “three fingered Jack,” 
another reviled member of the Murrieta gang.
44
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Support for scalp bounties usually was strong in the areas they were enacted. 
When Alexander Ramsey, the territorial governor of Minnesota, was criticized for 
securing funds for issuing scalp bounties, a sympathetic observer came to his defense 
adding “it is a ‘State Right’ that will not be given up.”45 Criticism from the East was 
often frequent but ineffectual, as local fears and nativism called for vigilantism and state 
authorities who would defend or sanction the murderous actions of settlers against the 
native population.  In 1867, the New York Times reflected critically on the scalp bounties 
of Minnesota and Colorado: 
With all their inhumanity and barbarity they have not yet equaled the white 
settlers of Colorado in bloodthirstiness.  At a mass meeting held in one of the little 
towns in that territory recently, a fund of $5,000 was subscribed for the purpose of 
buying Indian scalps, and $25 each is to be paid for scalps with the ears on.
46
   
 
 Another example of authorities gifting or distributing war trophies can be found in 
criticism of the US Army’s actions in the Colorado territory; one spectator observed:  
[G]ross mismanagement and want of humanity on part of the United States 
troops, which approaches upon barbarism… braves with flags of truce in their 
hands, were taken prisoners, and afterward executed.  And to consummate the 
extent of wickedness, the scalp of the chief was cut in twenty pieces, and sent to 
different white settlements throughout the country.
47
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The shock expressed by Eastern papers regarding the brutal warfare and scalp bounties 
on native populations was met with disdain in the West.  As one 1867 letter published in 
the New York Times reminded Eastern readers: 
They [the natives] are thoroughly aroused, like a nest of hornets invaded, and 
have to have some evidence of the power of their Great Father before they will be 
quiet.  I want you and the Eastern people to exculpate the Western pioneers from 
blame in this matter.  They are only fulfilling their destiny, superseding an 
inferior race the same as you did.  Do not turn against them in their extremity.
48
  
 
In the case of state sponsored scalp bounties, the collection and showcasing of enemy 
remains suggests that bureaucratic trophy taking and exhibition was alive and well in the 
United States during the throughout the period of colonial settlement and conflict. 
In the Pacific, some eighty years later, Japanese skulls generally sold in the field 
for $10-35 (in 1940s dollars) depending on the supply and demand.  In this case, the 
economic incentive was high since selling a skull could roughly translate to a week’s pay 
for an American GI.   Melanesians were also integrated into the bounty system by 
Commonwealth authorities and through Special Forces units such as “Z special unit” was 
tasked with training and supplying head hunting tribes in Borneo.
49
 On May 29, 1942, a 
correspondent for the Sydney Daily Telegraph wrote: 
It is reported that native guerilla fighters in Burma receive a bonus of 500 rupees 
(£ 40) for each Japanese officer killed or captured and 100 rupees (£ 8) for each 
soldier.  This should enable the Nagas, Karens and other head-hunting hillsmen to 
combine profit with pleasure in reviving their ancestral customs.
50
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During the Pacific War, both Japanese and Allied forces sought to co-opt Melanesian 
head hunting practices by placing bounties on each other’s body parts.  As we will see, 
war reporting often cast this practice of corporeal trophy taking as something confined to 
the savage headhunter.  
 As we will see, the Allies had a history of attempting to rationalize their 
acquisition of heads in the name of science.  The bounty system applied to only to the 
“ancestral customs,” of the head hunters and the quest for body parts was divorced from 
the motives and meanings ascribed to the modern civilizations that promoted the practice.   
  
Skull Science 
In the February 1848 issue of the American Phrenological Journal, the following 
plea asked for its readers to “save Indian skulls,” as “The Indian must surely pass away, 
and then every Indian skull - the sure index of his natural history - will possess thrilling 
interest, and to be in present age what geological relics are to us - the history of past 
ages.”51   
 From roughly 1830 to the late nineteenth century, phrenology or “skull science” 
was one of the driving forces for the collection and study of native remains.  This practice 
was first pioneered by naturalist Samuel Morton, who was influenced by biblical 
scripture as explanation for the scientific study of Native population.  While scientific 
trophies such as native skulls were common in the eighteenth and nineteenth century, 
Morton’s work was both respected and heavily influential in laying the basis for what 
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later became scientific racism in the twentieth century.  He also had one the largest 
collections of Native remains in the Americas, which later became part of the US Army 
Medical School and eventually a prize winning display at Spain’s 1892 Columbus 
Exposition in Madrid.
52
  Morton, like many other anthropologists, saw the Indian race as 
a dying breed and, with the lack of native specimens, there was a rush on native remains. 
The demand for Native bodies far outstripped the supply; when 38 Dakota men 
were hanged on December 26, 1862, local doctors drew lots for possession of the 
bodies.
53
  The demand also meant mass looting and grave robbing of Indian burial sites; 
in fact, in some regions, the looting of Native American graves was a major part of the 
local economy.
54
 
 The soldiers and officers of the US Army also a played significant role in the 
collection of Native remains for scientific study.  For example, an Army surgeon general 
recommended that army surgeons use their ample spare time at the frontier for such 
activities as “woman’s knitting work,” or “sketching, photography, botany, entomology, 
herpetology, Indian languages, or craniology,” as well as the “exploration of Indian burial 
grounds, and the collection of crania and skeletons.”55  In response, an acting assistant 
surgeon sent a pelvis from Minnesota, writing that it: 
belonged to one of the hostile Sioux tribes, [adding] I am sorry to state that the 
body was badly mutilated by soldiers and citizens, before I was able to secure it; 
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one of the hands and scalp having being cut off and carried away, the lower jaw 
being fractured from blows besides other unnecessary ill treatment of the same.
56
 
 
By the 1890s, the science of phrenology had incorporated more recent Darwinian 
concepts of race and natural selection.  By the 1900s, phrenology was falling out of favor 
as Native peoples were increasingly categorized and defined by their language rather than 
the shape of their skulls.  However, the notion of the racially distinct and disappearing 
savage never left academic discourse and observations. Although organized Native 
resistance had all but disappeared after the Wounded Knee massacre in 1890, there was 
an “unspoken premise” that Indians would continue to die out through undeclared 
warfare and disease. The extinction of Native peoples was simply the “natural process of 
one race supplanting another.”57   
 Although “skull science” fell out of general practice a generation before the 
Pacific War, the Smithsonian Institution (holding one of the largest collections of human 
skulls was asked to resurrect this racialized science study at the behest of President 
Roosevelt.    
In 1942, these scientists reported to Roosevelt that different skull shapes of 
various Asian peoples dictated particular types of behavior.  Roosevelt endorsed 
the view that the Japanese skull was ‘some 2,000 years less developed than ours’ 
and his entourage was discussing ‘racial crossing’ in the hope of producing a 
‘breed’ that was less aggressive.58 
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This “scientific” investigation conducted in 1942 touched on the recent past of American 
eugenics, and found a perverse kinship with the racial breeding schemes embraced by 
Third Reich during this period.  While most of these theories of racial hierarchy placed 
white Anglo-Saxons (or Aryans) at the top, skull science could also lead to some 
alarming conclusions that reflected the existential threat posed by the rising power of the 
Japanese Empire.  The “science” used by the Smithsonian institute in 1942 reflected the 
need to dehumanize the Japanese threat in the midst of war.  But skull science could be 
twisted to either assuage or reflect the fears of the public; if Roosevelt had consulted the 
findings from forty five years earlier, he would have found experts proclaiming that “the 
Japanese possess the greatest brain weight.” Therefore, using logic of the times, Japan’s 
colonial ambitions and military victories supported the evidence for a superior and 
heavier brain.  But the findings also reflected the fears and anxieties of American society 
entering the twentieth century, as the editors forecasted some future Darwinian struggle 
asking, “Will they [the Japanese] be the dominant race?”59 
 
The Civil War 
Recalling the actions of General Andrew Jackson’s forces in the creation of 
utilitarian trophies, such as the making of tobacco pouches and bridal reins out of Native 
skin, it is important to place these trophies in the large context of nineteenth century 
warfare.  Taking and utilizing enemy body parts were frequent occurrences in both 
Europe and America.  Quigley continues: “The teeth of the healthy young soldiers who 
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died in the battle of Waterloo were prized, and dentures referred to as ‘Waterloo Teeth’ 
were sold for years throughout Europe…  Casualties of the American Civil War [also] 
had their mouths ransacked for the same reason.”60   
In the context of the Civil War, the crafting of enemy bones into trinkets and 
keepsakes appears to have been common enough to be discussed in letters and 
newspapers throughout the war. One woman testifying before the Joint Committee on the 
Conduct of the War in 1863 reported seeing Confederate soldiers fashioning drumsticks 
out of “Yankee shinbones.”61 According to captured letters, at least one Confederate 
cavalryman had taken apart the jaws of a dead Northerner and used the lower jaw bone as 
a spur.
62
  All of these accounts would have proved sensational grist for Northern 
propaganda against the Southern rebellion.  However, given the amount of evidence 
concerning “Yankee bones” from Southern soldiers themselves (such as letters attesting 
to the creation of Yankee skull cups and bone rings and other utilitarian ornaments to 
give to Southern belles to decorate their boudoirs and hands), suggests an supply and 
demand for such objects.
63
  
Turning body parts into utilitarian objects represents one of the most powerful 
forms of domination over one’s enemy. As Quigley notes, “The reduction of human 
bones to trinkets and skin to upholstery is a puzzling phenomenon when intended by the 
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deceased and a disturbing one when it is carried out against their wills and at the expense 
of their lives.”64 However, in the context of civilized war, the possession or staging of a 
material or non-corporeal trophy can symbolize the ability to violate or dominate one’s 
enemy.  A common theme amongst “civilized” soldiers until the end of the nineteenth 
century was the “extraordinary preoccupation with protecting their own and seizing their 
‘enemy's regimental colors, imperial eagles, and the like.’”65  Armies and nations 
throughout history have promoted symbols of reverence and unity that bind the body of 
the individual to the sovereign or national body. At times, soldiers would go to great 
lengths to protect their sacred symbols from capture or destruction.  In a way, this was 
mirrored by the heroic risks of Native warriors to retrieve their own wounded or dead 
from the battlefield in order to prevent them being scalped by their enemies.
66
   
 As mentioned earlier, another common form of symbolic trophy taking was the 
staging of enemy remains.  This was a fairly common event in ancient times and is still 
found in throughout modern warfare where combatants refuse to observe lawful burial 
practices regarding enemy dead.  Anglo-American examples from the Civil War are 
found in testimonies recalling the aftermath of Bull Run; some attested that, many weeks 
after the battle ended, “the bodies of Union soldiers remained unburied, and in some 
instances their skulls were placed to ornament the [tree] stumps of the ground.”67   
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Later, in March 1862, a Union soldier wrote home to his family:  “We heard to-
day from a citizen, that after the battle of ‘Bull Run, some Northern skulls were sold here 
$10 apiece; also that many officers had spurs made of our dead men’s bones.”68 During 
the Civil War, enemy remains could be commodified and rendered into tools in the same 
fashion that Native skin and bone became tobacco pouches, ornaments and rings.  It is 
worth noting that at the same time Confederate soldiers were allegedly selling Yankee 
skulls for $10, the US Army Medical Museum was reimbursing between “$3-5 for an 
Indian skull, $5 for a fine French skull, [and] $3 for the skull of a Congo Negro.” 69   
It was ironic that a month after the Sand Creek Massacre in 1864, the US 
Congress Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War spoke not of corporeal trophy 
taking of native remains, but of the corporeal trophy taking by the Southern Army, as 
defined by the “Enmities and Barbarities of the Rebellion.” The following statement 
given before the Committee offers insight into the moral equivalency of the times, and 
also gives an honest reflection of the cruelties of war found in the collection modification 
and display of enemy bodies:  
We are not too ignorant of history to know that in all wars, and by all armies, 
cruelties and inhumanities are practiced.  WE [sic] too well know what has 
occurred in our present struggle to make it an exception.  Nor do we assert that 
the Union armies have been wholly free from these things.  But there is a 
characteristic difference.  The most revolting of the atrocities of Southern troops 
which have marked the course of this war, have occurred under such 
circumstances, and on so large a scale, that they reveal a system of warfare which 
has been adopted by those in command.
70
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In this example, the Rebel soldier had acquired attributes long held by the Native.  This 
then posed a social and political dilemma: once the war was over, who would become the 
primitive foil once the savage had been removed from the face of nature?  Would it be 
the recently emancipated African Americans?  As the Far East became the Far West, 
would it become the native Filipinos in the Pacific?  Looking further ahead, would it be 
soldiers of Imperial Japan?   
 
Post-Civil War Lynching and Corporeal Trophies 
Lynching and frontier vigilantism were powerful antecedents of the racialized war 
that developed in the Pacific Theater during World War Two.  The culture of frontier or 
vigilante justice was a unifying force, especially when state or federal institutions such as 
law enforcement, police or military could not protect the people at the fringes of 
civilization. In such cases, people invariably took the law into their own hands and sought 
to protect their social group from any criminal or outsider elements.  This notion of 
vigilantism was common to the North American frontier, and many communities had 
been known to administer “frontier justice since the colonial era…By the late antebellum 
period, [vigilantism through] mob violence [had] become an integral part of American 
culture.”71  
In the post-Civil War era one of the common forms of American mob violence 
was the lynching of African Americans, a group who represented an outsider threat in 
many American, especially southern, communities.  In the post-Civil War era, “it is 
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estimated that 3,000-5,000 African Americans were lynched in the American Deep 
South.”72 The victims of this vigilante justice were “savagely beaten and tortured before 
being hung, with their corpses being burned on occasion.”73 Here, racial hatred was 
expressed through the taking of human remains as trophies to consecrate the event, [and] 
the taking photos as well as “souvenir taking of body parts frequently followed these 
events.”74      
In one example from 1899, the New York Times recorded the “unspeakably 
horrible and shameful” lynching of Sam Hose, and described how “The men mutilated 
their victim, and, after burning him, cut up and sold pieces of his flesh and bones as 
souvenirs, have given a lesson in savagery and barbarity to the most savage and 
barbarous.”75  While the lynching peaked in the 1890s and 1900s, it was a recurring form 
of terror and extra-legal violence against ethnic and racial minorities well into the 1950s.   
Perhaps the greatest terror was the celebratory and carnival atmosphere that 
accompanied the public lynching.  In July 16, 1921, the Washington Eagle recorded a 
public lynching in Moultrie, Georgia.  “[T]his was done in broad daylight.  The Negro 
was unsexed and made to eat a portion of his anatomy which had been cut away.  
Another portion was sent by parcel post to Governor Dorsey, whom the people of this 
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section hate bitterly.”76  The agonies of the victim were often extended as long as 
possible and ended with the ritual burning as recorded by the paper:  
The pyre was lit and a hundred men and women, old and young, grandmothers 
among them, joined hands and danced around while the Negro burned.  A big 
dance was held in a barn nearby that evening in celebration of the burning, many 
people coming by automobile from nearby cities to the gala event.
 77
 
 
Two months later, on October 19, 1921, the Baltimore Herald covered another lynching 
and noted that “Just before he was fired up [set on fire], leaders of the mob drew lots for 
the part of the Negro’s anatomy which they regarded as the choicest souvenir.78 
Numerous accounts from this period attest to the fingers, hands, skin, heart and genitals 
being carved from the corpse of another lynching victim, as something to be celebrated 
and exchanged as a trophy to memorialize the event in the minds of victors.  Suffice it to 
say, lynching and vigilantism were powerful antecedents of war in the Pacific. As one 
African American sailor serving in the Pacific recalls the aftermath of Kamikaze attack of 
the coast of the Philippines: 
The body of a Japanese pilot lying on the deck behind the cockpit,”[and] “white 
fellows started to curse him, then someone pulled out a dirk and plunged the blade 
into the lifeless body; then more people began to stab the body.”  [The sailor 
recalled that he] “Was bothered by the way they treated the body.”  Not only did 
they stab it repeatedly, but someone pulled the teeth from the body, and “they 
called him awful names.  I stood there and wondered if they would do that to me.  
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From somewhere came the answer:  Yes!  It all reminded me of the pictures I had 
seen of the lynching of Negroes in the southern part of the United States.
79
   
 
Racially motivated violence created a demand for corporeal evidence, and 
“victims were often mutilated with their scalps, teeth, ears, fingers, toes, and especially 
penises removed and sometimes dried or preserved in formaldehyde and displayed in 
glass jars kept in store windows.”80 This public display of human trophies is akin to the 
display of animal trophies, and it suggests that the takers of these trophies saw their 
victims as equal to, if not less than, game animals.  The Japanese propaganda calling 
attention the lynching culture of the United States had found kinship with the racial 
hatred and violence on the American continent would find kinship with the fears and 
hatred of the pagan and subhuman “Oriental” populations in the Pacific.   
 
Pacific Expansion 
The American expansion in the Pacific was seen as fulfilling the inevitable laws 
of progress and civilization.  Following the war with Mexico (1846-48) and the 1846 
Oregon treaty, the American claim to overseas territory became the logical extension of 
the Monroe Doctrine and the idea of manifest destiny.  In the expanse of the Pacific, 
Americans found the same “universal laws of progress” at work in their westward 
expansion of the American continent.
81
   As American and European whalers and traders 
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entered the Pacific, they encountered Melanesian populations who represented the initial 
phase of civilization shared by natives on the continent.  They were perceived as pagan, 
primitive, cannibalistic, emotional, and prone to gross appetites, and many practiced head 
hunting and worshipped the skulls of their enemies and ancestors.  These perceptions 
“primitive” peoples as both stateless and savage allowed subsequent acquisition of 
Pacific islands to be “justified by the notion that the inviolability of independence in the 
hemisphere only extended to state societies and not to territories occupied by 
‘uncivilized’ peoples, who could be annexed by the US without the consent of the 
indigenes.
82
    
By the mid nineteenth century, American advances in trade and transportation 
were less a barrier to US expansion in the Pacific and spurred colonial ambitions toward 
the fabled riches of the Orient.  In the rush to catch up with British and Dutch settlement, 
Americans found an “inward looking Manchu China and Feudal Japan” and the drive to 
open their ports to American ships and merchants.
83
  To further this expansion and the 
flow of commerce concentrated in China, the US Navy would need coaling stations and 
forward bases to maintain and project its power into the Pacific.  Due to its proximity to 
China; a foothold in Japan was needed to support American interests in the Pacific.  
For many Japanese, the 1853 arrival of Commodore Mathew Perry’s “Black 
Ships” was seen as an act of overt imperialism, the end of an era and the instigator of 
national trauma.  Up until the Second World War, Americans had generally viewed this 
opening of Japan to trade as bringing the gifts of enlightenment to an isolated and 
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backward feudal hermit kingdom.  If we look ahead to December 8
th
 1941, the day after 
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, a Kansas senator reflected on the event saying that 
the “Yellow man really is yellow…[a]lmost 100 years ago this Sunday afternoon an 
admiral of the U.S. Navy [Commodore Perry] reached into the dark drawer of 
Medievalism and pulled the intellectually and physically dwarfed Nipponese out into the 
light of civilization and education.”84  As we will see, the senator’s statement highlights 
the general perception that the United States had historically acted as the great teacher 
and Japan in American eyes was at best the childish or ungrateful student and at worst, a 
subhuman mimic with plans for world domination. 
By the 1880s, organized native resistance to white settlement in the west had all 
but ended.  A majority of the Native American population was relegated to outsider 
status; and through military force, they were made to live on reserves that were often 
regarded as distant or marginal lands. Having defeated their human rivals, the Euro-
American settlers had secured the western edge of the continent, thus secured their 
manifest destiny.  The success of American colonialism formed a self-fulfilling prophecy 
that reinforced a confidence and zeal that helped to drive capital interests further into the 
Pacific.  
In an 1886 speech that foreshadowed American racial and social attitudes in the 
Pacific War, future president Theodore Roosevelt remarked, “The most vicious cowboy 
has more moral principle than the average Indian.”85 This was a popular sentiment that 
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helped justify, if not sanction, a culture of frontiersmen (cowboys, lawmen, soldiers and 
sailors) who could kill and even mutilate enemies, taking their remains as trophies.  This 
period of colonial expansion was allied with a “moral passion unleashed by the abolition 
of slavery” and a zeal that justified the colonial conquest and control of people deemed 
uncivilized.
86
  Crusader rhetoric was used in the cause, Secretary of War Elihu Root 
proclaimed that the American soldier was a “Ambassador of Christianity and Democracy, 
“I claim for him the higher that while he is as stern a foe as ever a man saw on the 
battlefield, he brings the schoolbook, the plow, and the Bible.”87  This political and 
religious sentiment was reinforced by President McKinley arguing for the annexation of 
Hawaii in 1898, saying “we need Hawaii as much and a good deal more than we did 
California.  It is Manifest Destiny.”88 By the end of the 19th century, this western frontier 
had expanding far into the Pacific and at the dawn of the 20
th
 century the frontier was the 
Philippines. 
 
Pacific Propriety: Filipino Flags and Skulls 
  For many political and military leaders, the conflict in the Philippines was to be a 
replay of the war with the Plains Indians.  As Sledge notes, “Secretary of War Elihu Root 
stated that the United States would use the “methods which have proved successful in our 
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Indian camps in the West.”89 When the conventional phase of the war transitioned to a 
guerilla war, the memory of the West was rekindled in the mutilation of bodies on both 
sides.  American newspapers attest to the uncivilized nature of the warfare that followed. 
The ears of some of the corpses had been removed, the noses cut off and the 
hearts torn out of some of them.  Such mutilation disproves Aguinaldo’s claim 
that the insurgents are conducting a civilized warfare.  The American troops give 
the Filipino dead a decent burial, and proved every comfort and afford the best 
treatment possible to the wounded.
90
 
 
Detractors of American imperialism noted that “race prejudice in the Philippine 
Commission, finds that the great obstacle in the way of good feeling is American 
tendency to treat the native on “the nigger theory,” although their pride is at least equal to 
ours.
91
  Revenge was cited as a factor in the taking of corporeal trophies from the bodies 
of Filipino fighters:  
How the Americans avenged the picking-off of their officers by Filipino 
sharpshooters was shown by the skull which one soldier had as a souvenir.  In the 
center of the dead Filipino’s skull were five bullets placed so close together that 
they could all be covered by a half-dollar pierce.
92
 
 
Steamer Ships returning to New York from the war in the Caribbean boasted of 
“war souvenirs” from Cuba and Puerto Rico; these “articles ranged from the armor plate 
taken from the wrecked Spanish cruisers down to machetes, bayonets, old swords, skulls, 
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bricks, rifles, old shoes, hats, and pans.”93 In the Pacific, American war coverage 
reflected the way that Filipino resistance had confounded American notions of Christian 
civilization and racial propriety.  Filipino savagery, the shooting of wounded and 
mutilation and taking of corporeal trophies, was a common thread that connected the 
Philippines to continental violence.  Thus, the Filipino fighters had inherited a 
constellation of negative terms that cast them as part dehumanized savage Indian with the 
threat of miscegenation and racialized violence attached to the term “nigger.” This 
disdain for the Filipino resistance was also reflected in the perceptions of soldiers who 
took Filipino flags, weapons, and sometimes skulls as trophies.  In one letter published by 
the New York Times a private from the Twentieth Infantry, wrote to his parents:  
I wish you could have seen the Filipinos (or niggers, we call them.)  I shot one 
Thursday morning.  He was a sharpshooter, and was trying to climb on a 
haystack.  I shot him and he had nothing but a big cent in his pocket.  I am going 
to keep it.  Some of the boys have found as high as 1,000 in Mexican money...I 
am well, but I have fallen away some, and am tanned as black as a negro.  I did 
not think I could kill a Filipino, but I can run my bayonet through one.  They 
captured one of the men in our regiment and killed him by inches that is their 
delight.  They have no mercy.
94
  
   
In another account, “The sight of a Filipino standard [flag] within 800 yards of the 
Tennessee outpost, near Jaro, grated upon the Sergeant’s sense of propriety, and he 
determined to capture the flaunting emblem…he arrived with his trophy, which now 
adorns the First Tennessee barracks.
95
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While American soldiers returned triumphant, carrying trophies from their war 
against Spain and the Philippines, what they also brought back from the former Spanish 
colonies in the war against the Filipinos in the 1900s was a new vocabulary of racial 
branding that became synonymous with the Japanese by the 1940s: labels like “gook,” 
“yellowbellies,” “yellow bastards,” “yellow monkeys,” “yellow horde,” “little 
barbarians,” “vermin,” and “primitives.”96  Just as the Filipino war against American 
occupation was ending, global events were drawing the Japanese and American spheres 
of influence and interest closer to confrontation.  When trying to explain Japanese 
aggression in China in the 1930s ethnologists and historians were describing Japanese 
“head hunting” culture had been responsible for the spread of head-hunting amongst the 
“Primitive” Melanesians.97 
Perception of skin color was also key to understanding the vernacular of Pacific 
colonization.  In the age of genetic determinism, the Filipinos under American control 
were sarcastically referred to as “our brown brothers,” the Chinese were tied to the 
“yellow peril” but until the interwar period, the Japanese were often distinguished from 
the Chinese as subordinate and “brown.”98   
 While animosity towards the racial “other” was generally an international and a 
pan-historical sentiment at the turn of the 20
th
 century, on the American west coast, 
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public killings (lynching) were often guided by anti-immigration sentiments toward 
Asian immigrants.  This extra-legal violence was often tied to the fear of miscegenation, 
a deep frustration with the judicial system, in combination with white supremacy.
99
  
During the “Japanese scare” of 1907, reporters commented on the growing anti-Japanese 
sentiment in the West coast. 
On Hawaii: [the Japanese] make up 50% of population.  “Many of the Japanese 
have intermarried with the Hawaiians and have families.  They make good 
citizens, are unobtrusive, and never bother anybody who does not bother them.  
They never seek trouble, but they never cease to defend themselves in case of 
trouble.  “On the Pacific Coast of the United States the situation is entirely 
different, and has grown to serious proportions.  There the people just naturally 
hate a Jap as they do a Chinaman.”100 
   
 
A Matter of Life and Death 
While both Japanese and American cultures were gradually moving towards 
confrontation in the Pacific, American society in general was experiencing great changes 
that would alter pre- and post-war perceptions of death and the taking of trophies from 
the dead. In the fifty years prior to World War Two, advances in medicine such as 
anesthesia helped block physical pain during routine medical care.  By the end of the 
nineteenth century birth and death had also become institutionalized; childbirth moved 
from the home to the hospital, and when a family member died, an undertaker took the 
body away to a mortuary.  In contrast, within traditional frontier or rural communities, all 
of these life and death functions, including frontier justice, and vigilantism were carried 
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out in the absence of or in response to a weak form of centralized government and 
societal institutions.   
  One great change was the migration from the farm to the city. Just prior to the 
war, more than half of Americans lived in cities.  This is significant in that individuals 
within an urban society relied more on institutions and industry, rather than on frontier 
knowledge and identity.  The social authorization needed to desecrate the bones of the 
dead was tied to the idea that these remains were stateless, or relics of the distant past.  In 
one example from 1907, the LA Times reported on the progress of the Malibu Railway 
noting the shock of finding “Ghastly Trophies,” and rows of “Indian Skulls” decorating 
the railroad surveyor’s camp.101  These relics were the corporeal reminders of the 
“encumbrance” that had been overcome a generation earlier, and had now been recast as 
trophies for the surveyors and engineers who were busy laying the foundations of 
progress.  A generation earlier these collections and displays of native remains were so 
common that they wouldn’t be worth mentioning.   
For the urban population in general, death had become relatively removed from 
daily life; indeed many of the men who went into the Pacific War might never have 
witnessed or participated in animal slaughter. Daily reminders of death (memento mori) 
had begun to fade; the sights and smells of animal death was harder to find, as slaughter 
became industrialized.  Animal blood was more often found on the factory floor than in 
the city street.
102
 The violence of the past was committed to mythology and carnival 
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entertainment.  As we see, the bodies of the Japanese in the opening months of war 
became intertwined with carnival celebration that re-enforced notions of revenge and 
racial propriety. 
 
“A Clash between Yanks and Japs” 
At the start of the 20
th
 century, the U.S. found itself a major colonial power in the 
Pacific.  Japan, already an expansionist empire, was soon to follow. Following Japan’s 
victory in the Russo Japanese War in 1905, its subsequent expansion into Korea and 
China caused the waning Euro-colonial powers in the Pacific great alarm.  Another 
significant event came with the geopolitical shift in the Pacific Theater following the 
First World War in 1918.  Here, both Japan and the U.S. made political, economic and 
military gains in the Pacific.  For all intents and purposes, the “Far East” was now the Far 
West.  With the end of World War One came planning and preparation for the next world 
war and for many war planners on both sides, a war between Japan and the United States 
seemed inevitable.  Twenty years before Pearl Harbor, one Australian newspaper account 
from 1921 summed up both sides: 
Perhaps a miracle may happen.  But nothing short of it can avert a clash between 
the Japs and the Yanks.  Human nature is so constituted that self-preservation and 
self-interest are the dominant urges in individual and racial life.  Each of these 
nations is virile.  The Japs have a small country with a big and rapidly increasing 
population.  They must expand, and the temperate climate of the Pacific suits 
them.  America sees in this expansion a menace to her economic interests, fore 
wherever the Jap goes, he earmarks the trade for himself along.
103
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Post-World War One fears of Asian domination and miscegenation were 
predicted on a life and death struggle in the face of “racial suicide.”  These fears were 
echoed by California Senator James Phelan 1919 in a preview of his “keep America 
white” campaign in the early 20s as he railed against Japanese immigrants: 
The rats are in the granary.  They have gotten in under the door and they are 
breeding with alarming rapidity.  We must get rid of them or lose the granary.  If 
this is not checked it means of the end of the white race in California, the 
subversion of American institutions and the end of our western civilization.  The 
fight is on.  On which side do you stand?
104
 
 
This binary notion of loyalty--the notion of us and other--helped lay the 
foundation for the dehumanization and animalization and devaluation of Japanese life.  
Although the US and Japan enjoyed commercial ties prior to the 20
th
 century, most 
cultural or ideological connections were rendered superficial following the geopolitical 
tensions of the 20s and 30s.  Historically, this fear and hatred of the Oriental outsider was 
largely focused on group action through numerous “anti-Chinese” riots that included the 
lynching of Chinese and later, Filipino and Japanese immigrants.  The struggle to 
maintain influence in China strained relations and by the 1910s American politicians 
were accusing Japan of open “economic warfare.”105  This political hostility combined 
with nativist impulses reinforced at federal legislative level that had begun with the 
Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 and culminated in the 1924 the national origins act 
otherwise known as “Japanese exclusion act” which was passed by a vote of 72 to 2.106  
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These developments drew the ire of Japanese leaders and as Cameron explains, 
“American racial prejudice inflamed and gave credence to Japanese ultra-nationalism in 
the 1920s and 1930s; the perceived or actual inequalities of Versailles, the Washington 
conferences and the immigration laws of 1924 all contributed to the climate in which 
ultra-nationalism flourished.”107  As fate would have it, the children born during this 
period of social and political conflict between Japan and the United States in 1920s 
inherited geopolitical tensions that spanned the globe and would eventually draw them 
towards war in the Pacific as they reached military age.   
Looking back into our human, or more specifically, American past, we can see 
that corporeal trophy taking was based on fear and contempt for the subhuman or 
animalized “other.”  The historical factors that influenced American perceptions of the 
Japanese had existed long before the modernization and buildup of Japan during the early 
Showa period of the interwar years, or even its transnational development during the 
Meiji restoration.  Going back further, this chapter has mapped some of major themes of 
corporeal trophy taking in American warfare from the early colonial period up to the 
Pacific War and has demonstrated that corporeal trophy taking in American history was 
underpinned by social and political factors tied to racism, nativism, continental warfare, 
and especially the racialized and animalized violence between Anglo-Americans and 
Native populations during this period of colonial expansion. As we will see in Chapter 
III, the social and economic exchange values placed on these corporeal remains reflected 
heavily on their perceived connection to the ancestors and enemies of the American past 
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and provide us with a framework for understanding the dynamics of American trophy 
taking in the war against Japan.   
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CHAPTER III 
CORPOREAL TROPHY TAKING IN THE PACIFIC WAR 
 
The Pacific War was an epic clash of cultures, a perfect storm in which extreme 
circumstances of modern industrial warfare, mutual hatred, racial paranoia, military 
leadership and intense environmental stress all contributed to what the historian John 
Dower described as “a War without Mercy.”  The Pacific War, and World War Two 
more broadly, was industrialized warfare fought at speeds and distances almost 
unimaginable a generation earlier.  
For many Americans and Japanese soldiers, the setting for this war was largely 
unknown. Its people fought and died within a liminal state between animal savagery and 
human civilization.   For many, the Pacific Theater was historically known as the “far 
east”: a distant and exotic, if not untamed, land of foreign cultures, taboos, lawlessness, 
and alien environments.  In this war, the “geography of the mind” was formed by the key 
factors of enemy and environment, and in this absence of knowledge of these two factors, 
American forces found ways to diminish these alien threats in order to understand and 
control them.
1
  This chapter will map these physical and mental threats and show how 
they promoted corporeal trophy taking in the Pacific War. 
While both Japan and United States had a long established history of trans-pacific 
trade and cultural exchange, soldiers and civilians on both sides suffered from a lack of 
realistic knowledge regarding their enemies and their own capabilities.  For the 
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Americans, the Japanese soldier also represented a great unknown; and in many respects, 
he remained unfamiliar and intangible throughout the war, even to the men who took his 
bones as trophies.  In 1944, psychologist Dr. Jerome Bruner reflected on the aftermath of 
the Pearl Harbor attack, noting that, “[n]ot only is Japan different; it is unknown.”2 He 
continued:  “Our conception of Japan and her people was disdainful; they were ambitious 
imitators, energetic, secretive, and dangerous.  Of Japan's war-like ideology we were only 
dimly aware.”3 In the absence of knowledge regarding the enemy, the environment, and 
fears of a potential invasion, the imaginations of soldiers and civilians ran wild with fear 
and speculation.  Following the shock of Pearl Harbor and the prospect of defeat, 
American society was calling for a war without mercy, a war of racial extermination 
which provided the rationale for depicting the enemy as game animal.
4
 This chapter will 
show how the American home front and Pacific frontlines influenced each other and how 
they promoted or condemned the taking and displaying of Japanese remains in the Pacific 
War.  In order to understand these motives, this chapter explores themes of collective 
fear, racial paranoia and dehumanization of the enemy, retribution, and domestic demand 
for trophies.   Also discussed are the adaptive benefits of trophy taking and the ultimate 
failure of military and civilian authorities to counteract this activity.   
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For many American soldiers, the Japanese enemy was a construct, both real and 
imagined was portrayed by Allied propaganda as subhuman and superhuman foe but, 
more specifically, as a game animal, a savage beast.
5
  This animal context is important in 
understanding the devolution of the Japanese man into the Japanese beast.  As Harrison 
notes, “The special fetishizing of Japanese remains as desirable acquisitions was 
permitted or encouraged by the way in which the different enemy peoples were classified 
racially by degrees of humanness.”6 In recalling past struggles against bestial enemies, 
the Indian Wars of the American past became a collective point of reference in the minds 
of many Americans who sought to comprehend the type of warfare they experienced in 
the Pacific.
 7
  As Schrijvers notes: 
In the long fight against the Indian American, colonists had decried his preference 
for secrecy, his love of surprise, his unmilitary use of concealment.  American 
schoolbooks had denounced him for ‘making war without declaring it.’  In one 
violent stroke, the Japanese at Pearl Harbor again brought to the surface all these 
primal fears.  And they made sure to keep them alive in the American soldiers up 
to the very end of the war.
8
 
 
Once awakened, it was these “primal fears” that helped conflate Japanese 
“Orientals” with Indians.  Likewise, the perception of Japanese war-making as analogous 
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to Indian fighting was a major factor in framing the ground war in the Pacific as a 
primitive war existing outside of the lawful codes conduct in modern warfare.  The 
behavior of the Japanese soldier was key to this process, as Schrijvers notes: “The 
unquestioning ease with which Japanese appeared to snuff out their own lives went far 
beyond the kind of courage that Americans could comprehend or approve of.”9  But in 
many respects, these soldiers and their native cultures could not have been more 
different.  Each regarded the other as either subhuman or barbaric and each saw in the 
other his worst fears realized.   
Fear was another important trait that the Americans felt the Japanese didn’t share.  
This Japanese lack of fear, or excessive bravery, was viewed as animalistic or insane 
fanaticism, and was exemplified in Japanese doctrines that stressed the offensive spirit 
and the belief that the fighting spirit (or bushido) could overcome almost any 
technological or material advantage held by the enemy.  Due in part to this offensive 
spirit, Americans soldiers believed that “the Japanese were particularly adept at jungle 
warfare and better able to bear the adverse conditions of that environment, due in part to 
an absence of ‘white man's feeling.’”10  The ways that American soldiers, most often 
Marines, adapted to their enemy was a point of pride that permitted the mutilation and 
taking of enemy body parts.  The personal memoirs and diaries of American frontline 
soldiers attest to the mental “acclimatization” that occurred in the first few weeks of the 
Guadalcanal campaign.  As one veteran recalled, “You either got hard or you died.  It 
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was that simple.”11 Getting “hard” meant adapting to the enemy and the environment, and 
was a necessary form of adapted by soldiers to immunize themselves to the mental 
stresses of battle.  Removing fear and guilt was necessary for killing fellow human 
beings.  Likewise, these adaptive behaviors were predicated on surviving combat against 
an enemy who fought their opponents in ways that made the Pacific War particularly 
brutal and dehumanizing for both sides.  While it can be argued that “war always borders 
on the carnivalesque,”12 this notion of war as carnival was the hallmark of the ground 
level experience in the Pacific “Theater” as the conventions and laws of war were often 
parodied in the way enemy dead could be mutilated and transformed into props for 
display on the frontlines and home front as symbols of carnival humor, power and 
terror.
13
  As we will see, the collective drive for retribution after Pearl Harbor helped 
sanction a culture of cruelty that could support transgressive behavior against the 
Japanese.  
 
Remembering Pearl Harbor 
In recalling the war against Japan, the reference point for many Americans was 
the collective shock, fear and hatred experienced in the aftermath of the Japanese attack 
on Pearl Harbor and Manila on December 7, 1941.  Many acknowledged the surreal 
nature of the event, as reporters to the Times News Bureau recorded the public response:  
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“‘Sounds unbelievable -- like another Martian broadcast.’ was the sentiment of some.”14  
Within hours every radio in Los Angeles was turned on, and police stations and sheriff 
offices were “swamped with calls from hysterical citizens.”15  One man declared, “Those 
s.o.b’s have done it…To H[ell]. with hunting quail, I got a notion to go out and hunt 
Japs.”16 
Beyond fears of safety and security, the wound to American martial and 
masculine pride was immeasurable.  From around the country came responses ranging 
from shock and hatred to vigilance and vengeance.  Draft aged men were asked to 
comment:  Said one salesman, age 22,
 “We should have killed off those damned Japs 
long ago.”17   Another, aged 24, added, “I'm glad it’s come to a showdown and now we 
can teach those Japs a thing or two.”18  An older man identified as an “employee of U.S. 
Steel Corporation,” said, “We'll stomp their front teeth in.  Japs are the same caliber as 
Hitler.”19  The response from a hunter in Topeka Kansas was, “I guess our hunting will 
be confined to those God damned slant eyed bastards from now.”20   
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Within hours of the attack on Pearl Harbor, there was a rush to recruiting centers. 
A wire from Tennessee reported: “Indication of how seriously people are aroused is that 
recruiting stations in Nashville have been jammed with calls for men wanting to enlist.  
All were vigorously expressing eagerness to get at the Japs.”21  In some communities 
men grabbed rifles and patrolled the streets.  Chinese and Japanese Americans feared for 
their safety, and in Texas, one reporter declared, “Filipinos in Dallas are afraid to go into 
the streets.”22  In Los Angeles, cops patrolling outside of “little Tokyo” expressed 
concern that some guys would try “lynching a poor bastard Japanese who might be trying 
to earn living down here selling his countryman’s junk.  We gotta protect the Japs against 
Americans, not the other way around.”23  On the day after the attack, on the other side of 
the country, a crowd of thousands had assembled outside the White House. One reporter 
on the scene wired to the Times News Bureau:   
What was the silence of shock last night today was the cold, determined hatred of 
an outraged people.  There was something of the tension of a lynching mob, a 
mob where there are no masks, where each individual is happy to be identified 
with the purpose of the assembly.”24 
 
The fear and hatred spurred by the attack demanded mass retribution; it was as if the 
entire country was now unified under the “tension of a lynching mob.” On the West 
coast, an editorial from the Oregonian proclaimed: “Japan, as an empire, is about to go 
down beneath the waves of the Pacific.  American will destroy her…America believes 
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that in that undertaking it carries banners of God.”25  One woman added, “They ought to 
take every Jap and throw him into jail, American or not.”26  Another editorial comment 
from the San Diego Union echoed the sentiment of many: 
Japan yesterday signed her death warrant as a world power … this spark in the 
Pacific, which was ignited by a fawning puppet of Hitler and probably at his 
instigation, sets a new blaze which may prove to be the backfire that will save the 
decent peoples of the world from the full effects of catastrophe that has been 
raging in Europe for more than two years... By this act, she started a string of 
events that quickly will send her reeling back in the medieval age from which she 
was rescued by this country just a century ago.
27
    
 
Amongst these hundreds of reports of hatred, one dissenting voice was recorded, an 
“Isolationist mother” offered another view: “If Hitler had just let the Japs alone this 
would never have happened.  How terrible for the Japanese, it’s mass suicide.”28 
Besides shock and indignation, many Americans struggling with issues of 
isolationism and division felt “great relief, like a reverse earthquake…Japanese bombs 
had finally brought national unity to the U.S.”29  That unity was firmly in support of the 
war, especially one against Japan, and from this point forward, Japanese culture and, 
more importantly, Japanese life was devalued. 
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The one minority group to get it in the neck was the Japanese-Americans.  The 
Issei (first generation Japanese-Americans) and the Nisei (their offspring) were 
instantly recognizable as such and thus subject to immediate retaliation by angry 
Americans.  In the aftermath of Pearl Harbor they found that their insurance 
policies were arbitrarily cancelled, their checks bounced, the milkman refused to 
deliver and shopkeepers declined to serve them.
30
   
 
Within a week of the Pearl Harbor attack, Japanese in one American town found the only 
business open to them was the barber shop, with an advertisement hung in the window: 
“Japs shaved – not responsible for accidents.”31  This message of carnival killing altered 
many forms of entertainment.  By March 1942, trade magazines were advertising a 
“timely and patriotic change-over,” asking arcade owners to convert their gun targets 
from frontier animals, chicken thieving hoboes (“Chicken Sam”) and carnival clowns into 
new games.  These conversions offered new anti-Japanese games such as “slap the Jap” 
and “shoot the Japs” and that these conversions would triple your collections 
“immediately.”32   While the Japanese-Americans were already considered racial and 
cultural outsiders prior to Pearl Harbor, the war permitted the rejection of any shared 
humanity and likewise their immediate exile from the “moral” community that would 
helped prevent the desecration of their remains.
33
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Casting for the Pacific Theater  
 
In the aftermath of Pearl Harbor, the collective desire for revenge and the fear of 
defeat required the mobilization and the creation of martial culture to counter the 
Japanese threat.  In the push to mobilize the population government, propagandists and 
civilian advertisers found a connection with the American past; over 200 years of trans-
generational warrior identities would be re-cast to revitalize the Depression Era 
generation to fight a total war against Japan. The timing of the Pacific War also coincided 
with strong colonial impulses, as the “closing of the west was reopened through frontier 
fantasies.”34 One officer entering the south Pacific described his friend in his journal with 
admiration; this friend was “[a]n old time explorer who really knows how to survive 
these jungles.”35  For American promoters, the initial response was to reconnect the 
frontlines and home front with the triumphant settler narrative of their pioneer 
forefathers.
36
   
This push to reinforce a triumphant masculine and military culture in the wake of 
Pearl Harbor was an important factor in framing the Pacific conflict as a modern day 
“Indian war,” being fought in “Indian country.” The posters, newsprint and other 
ephemera attest to the adoption of the frontier pioneer hunter and lawman as the male 
ideal.  This martial and masculine culture was forged during a period of intense fear 
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regarding the inherent weakness of American youth.  Adams writes that, during this time, 
“Some male psychologists asserted there was a national crisis of masculinity brought on 
by women pampering their boys.”37   This perception of weakness brought on by 
feminine influences was also projected onto soldiers who suffered psychological wounds.  
These psychiatric casualties “were often seen as ‘mommies’ boys” spoiled brats without 
manliness.”38  
Time and distance from the masculine frontier was another threat to the country’s 
manhood. Since the 1920s, “over half of the people lived in urban environs,” and most of 
this generation was removed from the “strenuous life” associated with the frontier. As 
Altherr notes, “For this group, farming and ranching existed as tales from older male 
relatives.”39   
This Depression Era generation had also been reshaped by the urban environment, 
raised in a time of social and economic struggle, and many worried about the criminality 
and maturity of urban youth. One editorial asked, “I wonder if these same youngsters will 
fight the Japs as well as they can fight each other?”40 Many of these fears were justified, 
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as records show that “[o]ver half of young men [aged 21 to 25] who signed up for 
military service in 1940-41 failed to pass” and of this group, “10 percent failed through 
illiteracy, the rest from psychological or physical defects.”41  At home and abroad, 
American maturity was also scrutinized.   European critics noted that these young men 
“seemed immature because they had not grown up amid war and because their parents 
had worked to prolong in them the sheltered innocence that Americans feel is a part of 
their national dream.”42   
In the face of these perceived American weaknesses, and in the face of Japanese 
and German strength, a new American warrior aesthetic was promoted through radio, 
film, posters and print.  A majority of these resurrected ancestors reflected a 
“constellation” of archetypes built around the Western myths of righteous lawmen, strong 
woodsmen, chivalrous cowboys, Indian fighters and, most importantly, skilled hunters 
who would prevail against the savage foe.
43
   
By January of 1942, the term “Jap hunter” had entered popular usage and was 
embraced by print media and military publications.  Throughout the war, it was a clarion 
call for the new generation of soldiers who were taking up the hunting mantle from the 
generation who fought in the previous war.    On the East coast, the imagery often evoked 
the victorious martial past associated with that region’s history – images of Minutemen of 
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the Revolutionary War, or the Kentucky rifleman of the Revolutionary War and the War 
of 1812. But as one ad from January 25, 1942, shows, the term “Jap hunting” was also 
used: “Wanted: Single man, too old for military service, to take care of my place while I 
go Jap Hunting.  Ralph Cox, Renshaw III.”44   
Wartime publications in the wake of Pearl Harbor stressed the connection to 
hunting and “the long held assumptions that American freedoms had depended upon a 
close connection between hunting prowess and military might, and that hunters had 
always been the best soldiers and patriots.”45  National propaganda and print media 
actively sought to promote the strong frontiersman and game hunter masculinity over the 
weak and decadent femininity exhibited by the middle class of the Victorian England.
46
   
This connection to between strength and hunting was reinforced in the February 1942 
issue of Hunting and Fishing Magazine, which reminded its readers that “beleaguered 
England” was an “example of a nation that had neglected its hunting tradition.”47 But the 
magazine reassured its readers “that one-fifth of the trainees” being sent to fight overseas 
“were sportsmen” who were keeping the “victory spirit vibrant.”48  Two months after 
Pearl Harbor, one veteran hunter wrote: 
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Finally there is an obligation that the sportsman has in war which is not material 
nor is it mawkishly sentimental.  It is the deep sentiment, rather, of the man who 
has slept on mother earth, who has tramped his native hills, and who would rather 
die than lose his heritage to aliens.  We sportsmen are, or ought to be, the soul of 
this country’s manhood.49 
 
 The ethos of frontier hunting and extermination warfare was deeply embedded in 
the infantryman’s war against Japan.  American soldiers recalled that “fighting Japanese 
in the jungle was like going after small game in the woods back home, or tracking down a 
predatory animal,” and that “killing the Japanese soldiers was like shooting down running 
quail, picking off rabbits, or bringing a desperate and rabid beast to bay and finishing it 
off.”50  “Exterminate the rats!” was a common off-hand remark.51 As fighting on the 
island of Guam was ending, one officer wrote to his father: 
PS: Incidentally, there are still hundreds of Japanese soldiers holed up throughout 
the unoccupied parts of the island.  They keep coming out every once in a while, 
sick and emaciated.  Some of the men in the occupation force spend their days off 
duty ‘Jap huntin’.’  I guess it is the ultimate sport.52  
 
Simply put, success as a hunter and warrior meant the survival of the group.  Many 
soldiers from rural or “backwoods” communities, upon joining the Marines or Army had 
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the skills, experience, and motivation to fight and kill.
53
  They had a greater connection to 
a way of life that dealt with death and that was willing to deal death to outside threats.
54
 
 
 
Home Front Displays 
For an American public reeling from the shock of Pearl Harbor, the enemy body, 
especially the Japanese body was “invested with relations of power and domination”55  
The home front projected and reflected the demand for corporeal evidence.  Revenge and 
“Jap hunting” was woven into American propaganda and even advertising, which often 
evoked images of the frontier and carnival. For instance, Dower describes an 
advertisement by a rifle cartridge company, which carried a headline reading, “Now Your 
Ammunition Is Getting Bigger Game,” and which: 
juxtaposed a painting of a hunter sighting in on a mountain sheep with a scene of 
ammunition stores on Guadalcanal. An ad for telescopic sights showed a Japanese 
soldier crouched on his hands and knees, with the cross hairs fixed behind his 
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shoulder. ‘Rack up another one,’ the heading read. Cards for display in 
automobile windows proclaimed ‘Open Season for Japs.56  
 
 In the same vein, recruiting posters for the Marine Corps offered “‘Jap hunting licenses,’ 
with the added bonus of free weapons and ammunition.”57  These “licenses” were posted 
in windows, issued to fraternal orders and, boy scouts, and were even used in local 
advertising.  For example, the text of one license read:  Season Opened Dec. 7, 1941   
--No Limit, JAP HUNTING LICENSE, Good Until Extermination, (No Closed Season) 
ON YELLOW BELLY JAPS, Issued to…[Blank], Ammunition Furnished by Uncle 
Sam, Hunting Instructions on Back” (Figure 5).58 
The back of the license read: “NO CLOSED SEASON ON ATHLETE’S FOOT.  
TUCKO IS THE RIGHT AMMUNITION.  YOUR DRUGGIST SELLS TUCKO ON 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.”59 In the wake of Pearl Harbor a flood of informal and 
formal looking “Jap hunting” licenses hunting themed trinkets appeared; for example, a 
postcard titled “Made in Japan caught in the Pacific tanned in the U.S.A.” with the 
illustration of a mounted and tanned hide of a Japanese man with the limerick, “Here 
hangs the pelt of a Jap Who mistook a Yank for a sap.  He never deserved to be 
preserved.  So we just kept his hide and his cap” (Figure 6).  
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Figure 5: “Jap Hunting License and Foot Powder Ad,” circa 1942-45. 
Screen Capture: “Good until extermination (No Closed Season).  Ebay.com. 
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Vintage-Adv-WWII-1941-Tucko-Athletes-Foot-
Medicine-Jap-Hunting-License- /261040446917?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_ 
0&hash=item3cc7391dc5 (Accessed August 1, 2012). 
 
Another postcard showed an American soldier in a dentist’s office using pliers to rip out 
the teeth of his Japanese “patient.”  The sadistic dentist trope was referenced shortly after 
the invasion of Guadalcanal, “Dentists are really needed on the home front, maybe if we 
want to get any secrets out of Jap prisoners we can have the dentist persuade them with a 
probe and a pair of forceps, those Jap teeth ought to look like the promised land.”60    
While most these references to mutilating Japanese mouths were meant to be patriotic or  
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Figure 6: Postcard, “Made in Japan, Caught in the Pacific, Tanned in the U.S.A.”  
Screen Capture:  http://www.authentichistory.com/1939-1945/2-homefront/3-anti-
jap/index.html (Accessed June 8, 2012). 
 
 
even humorous, the postcards suggest a “psychology of cruelty” where the depiction of 
torturing subhumans became the “hallmark” of the Pacific War.61   
In the first year of the war, public reminders of Japanese dehumanization had 
become routine and socialized all forms of entertainment.  In Philadelphia, the 
“Mummers Parade” made a public spectacle of killing mock Japanese in front of the 
crowds.
62
  Children’s comic books routinely showcased the most reviled aspects of the 
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Japanese beast to consumers who might one day be expected to fight the Japanese. The 
cover of one U.S. Marines comic book issue, published in 1944, depicts a Marine using a 
flamethrower to exterminate a Japanese-octopus subhuman. The cover of another comic 
book, Air Ace, shows a downed American pilot using the equivalent of frontier 
knowledge to snare a toothy Japanese soldier; the cover highlights the pilot’s use of “new 
tricks in jungle warfare” to fight the enemy. Both of these characterizations of Japanese 
soldiers, and the themes underlying them, were pervasive in American culture and were 
considered appropriate children’s entertainment, while consciously promoting these 
recurring themes.   
While the home front society reflected the need to incorporate the subhuman 
Japanese in public spectacle, and entertainment, the hunting culture was key to bolstering 
the “victory spirit.”  Harrison notes that the “Implicit conception of the war in the Pacific 
as a sort of nation-wide, collective hunting expedition, allow[ed] the moral boundaries of 
normal military fieldstripping and souvenir-seeking to be widened, in the case of the 
Japanese, to the collection of body parts.”63 This culture of masculine game hunting and 
trophy hunting was conflated as both practices were rites of passage for many young men 
tasked with carry the burdens of home front fear and hatred for the Japanese.
64
   
Answers to these fears came from servicemen returning to the home front society 
with stories and evidence of triumph.  They had become killers.  In early 1943, the Los 
Angeles Times reported that Barney Ross, a Marine corporal returning from Guadalcanal, 
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had a message that could assuage home front anxieties: “I wish they [the public] could 
see their boys turned into killers because they are fighting killers.” The newspaper 
highlighted this point, noting that “Corp.  Barney Ross holds a cane with head embossed 
with real Jap teeth.”65 
 
“Indian Country” in the Pacific 
From the very first encounters on Guadalcanal, Japan’s method of fighting was 
summarized by American soldiers as “taking Indian warfare and applying it to the 
twentieth century,” and using all the “Indian tricks to demoralize their enemy.”66  These 
“tricks” were the hallmarks of a war in which there were no rules, where the Japanese 
“often used white surrender flags to suck us Marines into traps. They shot at our medics 
and mutilated our dead.”67  In a message to his superiors General A. A. Vandergrift, 
commanding the U.S. Marines at Guadalcanal, explained that he had “never heard or read 
of this kind of fighting, these people refuse to surrender.  The wounded wait until the men 
come up to examine them and blow themselves and the other fellow to pieces with a hand 
grenade.  You can readily see the answer to that.”68 The answer was a war of revenge, 
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without pity or mercy.  One Marine veteran observed: “I didn’t feel anything you’d feel 
as if you’d killed a person…At that point to us, they were little more than bloodthirsty 
monkeys.” 69  He continued: “They would decapitate prisoners and torture them.  They 
were ruthless in their whole conduct.”70  
One Marine recalled the type of psychological war that had developed in first few 
weeks on Guadalcanal:   
We called No man's land “Indian Country.”  Naturally we saw ourselves as the 
cowboys and the Japanese as the Indians.  The Japanese played their part well.  
“They used to act like Indians,”…”They’d rund (sic) around a night making all 
kinds of noises trying to get you to shoot:  They'd make bird noises and take 
pieces of bamboo whack’em together.”  ...They had some english speaking guys, 
and these guys would listen to our guys who were bullshitten’ (sic) in their 
holes...And sometimes they'd just swear at us and tell us that we were sons-of-
bitches for taking souvenirs from dead bodies of their buddies we'd killed.  They 
were trying to provoke us to shoot our rifles and give ourselves away.
71
 
 
The tit for tat nature of this psychological war was part of the intimate experience of the 
war and was often overlooked by those outside of the frontlines.  “Ground troops did not 
even attempt to wrestle the night from the Japanese,” 72 Ira Wolfert reported from the 
Solomons: “We are daytime fighters, and when twilight comes, we revert to our Indian-
fighting past and build old fashioned squares of defense around each separate automatic 
weapon.”73  At the local level, American forces could often rely on their mechanization 
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and defensive firepower during the day, but at night, Japanese forces used night attacks to 
offset this advantage.    
Fighting Japs is often an individual affair.  A mass battle like a banzai charge is 
only part of the story.  The Jap is willing to move an inch an hour.  And he’ll go 
to any lengths to get you.  He’ll lie crouched in weeds and dust and even muddy 
malarial water for hours.  We're too impatient.  The Japs will try to create panic in 
your line.  The only way to survive them is to refuse to be panicked.  If you've got 
guts, you'll hold tight.  If they panic you, you're sunk.
74
 
  
Here, both sides sought to torment the other as they goaded the other with wild yells and 
curses.   Japanese screams were likened to Indian “war whoops.”75   
Correspondent John Hersey found that almost all the Marines on Guadalcanal in 
the early stages of the war regarded the Japanese as animals. It was a common sentiment 
among Marines to wish that they “were fighting against Germans, who react like men,” 
instead of against these “Japanese animals, who ‘take to the jungle as if they had been 
bred there.’”76 The Jungle was often perceived as the refuge of the enemy; it was 
physically and mentally impenetrable; home to alien disease and death.  The war of 
ambush and infiltration played on the nerves, “on these islands a lot of times there was no 
front” attack could come from any direction.77  The unknown enemies played on the 
mind: calls in the night were attributed to Japanese mimicry as many soldiers were 
“convinced that Japanese soldiers, like American Indians, could flawlessly imitate animal 
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sounds.”78  To many Americans, the Japanese encountered on Guadalcanal, Saipan, 
Tarawa, Peleliu, the Philippines, Okinawa and every other front triggered the sort of “fear 
and insane animalistic fanaticism” that the Germans directed at the Red Army.79  This 
Japanese fearlessness and fanaticism fueled intense hatred and fears that frustrated 
American attempts to comprehend or control their enemy.   
War reporters couldn’t help but carry the analogy of Indian fighting to the home 
front, as war had comical and theatrical elements that found connections to the imagined 
past.  On the island of Namur, the fighting itself was described as “true French and Indian 
warfare-tree to tree, men flopping in the coral soil.”80  The Australian publication Army 
News reported that Japanese sappers used “Buffalo Bill tactics” in their attempts to 
demobilize US tanks on Okinawa.
81
  American soldiers would adopt the vernacular of the 
primitive environment to describe the combat conditions of the Pacific.
82
  Amerindian 
and Melanesian trophy taking were also used as metaphors celebrate victories in the air 
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war, and war reports recorded that fighter pilots called their kills scalps or heads, the 
Australian press reveled in these American analogies, as they announced that these 
“American flyers [are] hunting heads.”83  Some writers took the fantasy even further; on 
the ground, the jungle war could be cast as a game preserve for the American soldier, 
where “the game he hunts is the most dangerous in the world.”84  The reality was far less 
exciting, as one “Jap Hunter” on Saipan revealed: 
Life isn't so grand it's mighty monotonous. Hunting down Japs isn't like what the 
movies would picture it.  They'd have us doing exciting things like having hand to 
hand fight on the top of a cliff.  It ain't like that.  We're going to set up an ambush, 
see?  That's the way we do most of our Jap hunting.  You find out where they live, 
how they get their food and such.
85
   
 
In this account, the ethos of game hunting had transitioned from the metaphor for Jap 
hunting and revenge into the reality of low intensity warfare in the jungle.  Some soldiers 
from rural communities embraced the connection between the Pacific and the American 
frontier. One diarist brought his buckskin coat with him into the Pacific, decorating it 
with cowry shells and would often celebrate by making “Indian war whoops, loon calls 
and owl calls of Northern Minnesota.”86  In some American camps, skulls were collected 
to mimic the staging of skulls as imagined in a Melanesian head-hunters village: one 
soldier recalls getting an officer’s approval to give “our little bivouac area some primitive 
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character.”87  But while Americans were mimicking the “primitive character” of the head 
hunters, American accounts of corporeal trophy taking often used the Melanesians 
primitive foil as the backdrop to the civilization and boom town nature of American 
expansion and infrastructure in the Pacific.  One war reporter for The New York Times on 
Guadalcanal wrote that: 
Not a Jap skull remains above ground with its teeth intact, systematically and 
expertly the descendants of a ferocious race of head-hunters have searched out the 
skulls and knocked out every tooth in which a filling could be found.  Many a 
native proudly carries around small boxes or bags of gold filled Japanese teeth.  
The teeth have a definite value in trade and barter.
88
 
 
While this description could be accurate, it neglects to mention that the natives were 
typically the second or third wave of corporeal trophy takers since frontline troops would 
have had the first opportunity to loot the dead.  But to understand the ecology of trophy 
taking as it formed in the early days of the American counter offensive, it is important 
retrace the mindset of the servicemen as they left the home front and entered the Pacific. 
 
Sailing for Guadalcanal 
 The a priori assumption for many veterans and historians attempting to describe 
the escalation of brutality that eventually led to corporeal trophy taking was that it was 
entirely one-sided, and that any atrocities committed by American forces were sort of a 
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pragmatic response to Japanese barbarity.
89
  For many soldiers this response to atrocity 
was the driving motive for mutilation and trophy taking. However, it is important to note 
that the subhuman game animal status was attributed to the Japanese long before the 
counter offensive in the Solomons began. Furthermore, Japanese atrocities against 
American forces in the Philippines and Wake Island were largely unknown until 
photographic evidence in the form of trophy photos were recovered from the bodies of 
Japanese soldiers on Guadalcanal.  As Richard Tregekis’ account from a troop ship en 
route to Guadalcanal reveals,  some of the Marines were talking about taking teeth and 
ears days before the their first encounter with Japanese forces on Guadalcanal:   
While working over their weapons, the marines passed their inevitable chatter, 
“shooting the breeze” about the girls they had known here or there, their 
adventures in this or that port, a good liberty they had made here or there.  But 
now, a large part of the chatter deviated from the usual pattern.  A lot of it was 
about the Japs.  “Is it true that the Japs put a gray paint on their faces, put some 
red stuff beside their mouths, and lie down and play dead until you pass’ em?”one 
fellow asked me.  I said I don’t know.  “Well if they do,” he said, “I’ll stick ‘em 
first.” 
 
Another Marine offered:  “They say the Japs have lot of gold teeth.  I'm going to 
make myself a necklace.”  “I'm going to bring back some Jap ears,” said another.  
“Pickled.” 
 
The Marines aboard are dirty, and their quarters are mere dungeons.  But their 
esprit de corps is tremendous.  I head a group of them, today talking about an 
“eight ball,” which is a marine slang for a soldier who disgraces his fellows 
because he lacks their offensive spirit.  This eight ball, said one lad, was going to 
find himself in the water someday.  Somebody was going to sneak up behind him 
and push him over-board.  Others agreed, and, looking around at them, I could see 
that they meant it.
90
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Tregekis’ first-hand account speaks to what historian Peter Karsten refers to as 
“Wild West talk” where “[s]oldiers about to fight have fears that can be reduced or 
controlled if they are satisfied that they and their comrades are at least tough, ‘mean,’ 
deadly and, capable as the enemy.”91  As one veteran recalled his boot camp experience, 
“they keep telling you, over and over again, that the Marine Corps is the greatest force in 
the entire world.  There’s nobody better than us.  Period.  And all of a sudden, you begin 
to think that way.”92  This “esprit de corps” found in the US Marines illustrates some of 
the important social factors that bound all individuals to fighting ethos of group.  In the 
case of the Marines, they were the frontline units and were expected to take heavy 
casualties in amphibious operations; and the fighting ethos promoted in their training was 
quite simple; “you gotta kill the fucking enemy.”93 Survival depended on group solidarity 
and in Tregekis’ account, the “eight ball” was seen as the weak link in the chain, and the 
individual “lacking offensive spirit” could face retribution from the group if they didn’t 
support the ethos needed to engage and destroy the enemy.  The many frontline units, 
unspoken laws that promoted group survival and toughness often trumped the rules of 
warfare.  As Ladd and Weingartner note:  “It was just a small step in the geography of the 
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mind where pulling the gold teeth out of corpses was not at all outrageous.  And the guys 
who couldn’t hack it, who couldn’t adopt that mentality?  We simply got rid of them.”94 
In addition to these social pressures was the environs of the battlefield itself.  As 
we see, the when group dynamics mentioned above encountered the enemy and the 
environment on Guadalcanal the reacted (or acclimated)  by adopted an “offensive spirit” 
that was reinforced by taking of corporeal trophies.   
 
Environment: Living with the Dead 
In order to acquire a trophy, soldiers needed motive, opportunity and means. Thus 
far, motive has been addressed in the discussion of themes of history personified in the 
frontier, continental violence and racism, and a hunting culture predicated on the 
animalization of a subhuman enemy.  It is also important to address the combat 
environment of the Pacific theater that provided the opportunity and the means for trophy 
taking. The opportunity came mainly in the form of the nightmare battlefield conditions 
in the Pacific that were predicated on the death of the Japanese soldier.   
Bodies in these tropical climates decayed more quickly than in the temperate 
zones of other World War Two battles.
95
 “It usually took about three or four days for a 
dead Jap to deteriorate completely in that climate.”96 Soldiers on the frontlines ate, slept 
and fought amongst the dead.  No military film or photo could describe the site of heaps 
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of blackening bodies slowly awakening to the attentions of the sun. If soldiers became 
immune to the sight of enemy dead, the smell of death was another form of mental torture 
in the Pacific.  In his memoir, Leckie recalls: 
The smell overpowered us.  Smell, the sense which somehow seems a joke is the 
one most susceptible to outrage.  It will give you no rest.  One can close one's 
eyes to ugliness or shield the ears from sound; but form a powerful smell there is 
no recourse but flight.  And since we could not flee, we could not escape this 
smell; and we could not sleep.
97
 
 
Sledge describes the constant presence of dead bodies in the midst of tropical 
combat environment of unburied, stinking Japanese and Marine corpses, maggots, flies, 
rain, dysentery, knee-deep mud, and the constant fear of death at any moment: 
It was the most ghastly corner of hell I had ever witnessed…to slip in the mud and 
fall was to have one’s clothing filled with wriggling maggots from the rotting 
corpses... Men fought and bled in an environment so degrading I believe we had 
been flung into hell’s own cesspool.98 
 
All veterans recall the flies.  Everywhere bodies were covered in a fur of greedy 
flies.  In this jungle climate, the hot air laden with the inescapable smell of putrefaction 
forced some soldiers to fight wearing gasmasks.  Men hallucinated that bodies were 
moving, and as morning shadows disappeared, the bodies of the Japanese soldiers would 
begin hissing, flexing, buzzing and bursting.  Here, the dead came back to life as their 
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nutrients transitioned from animal to insect.  Soldiers moved around corpses with 
caution; besides booby traps was the danger of stepping “through a nip.”99  
The decomposition of Japanese bodies also helped to diminish their link to 
humanity; they were, in effect, absorbed by and became part of the physical environment. 
One officer noted in his diary: 
We use good psychology there.  The Japs are allowed to lie and rot for 5 or 6 days 
in the hot sun.  It makes them horrible, stinking, rotten; and the feeling is easily 
transferred to the living; while our dead are immediately covered up with 
something and are taken to the cemetery as soon as possible.  Thus, we never see 
how rotten we ourselves could be when allowed to rot.  I can think of only a few 
times where I’ve come across “ripe” Americans.100 
 
This battlefield degeneration and decay, coupled with extreme hatred and racism, 
enabled American soldiers to view Japanese dead with little concern. For Sledge, the 
Japanese had become subhuman, as his memoir reveals: “The sight of dead Japanese 
didn’t bother us in the least, but [in contrast] the sight of Marine dead brought forth 
regret, never indifference.”101 Journalist Murray Kempton reported that a seasoned 
soldier in New Guinea admitted, “When you see a dead Nip, you don’t care.  But no 
matter how many times you see a dead Yank, you’ll never get over it.”102 Such was the 
indifference towards the Japanese that bodies were treated violently and mutilated with 
little afterthought.  The Americans would use burial detail and graves registration to deal 
with their own dead; they viewed the dead Japanese bodies as an issue of sanitation. One 
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soldier recalls his radio operator requesting a bulldozer from the Air Corps, who asked, 
“What the hell do you need that for?” This soldier continues: 
Then my radio operator responded, “So we could shove all the bodies out of the 
way.”  After the battle, I send out a few men to see if any were still alive. Most of 
them were dead. But we finished off any still alive.
103
   
 
The environment that promoted the taking of body parts was defined by the vast 
numbers of unburied Japanese dead. As the victors, the Allies owned the field, so to 
speak, which meant that they also “owned” the enemy bodies. Contempt for Japanese 
was so strong that there was never a push to properly honor the Japanese dead with 
military burial.  
Factors such as the environment and the prevalence of bodies, coupled with group 
dynamics, historical archetypes and home front expectations, primed soldiers at the 
collective level for corporeal trophy taking. We must also explore their individual 
motivations, to which we turn next. 
The motives for American soldiers to take Japanese remains as trophies in the 
Pacific War were as complex as the men who took them.  While “war hate” or revenge 
was the driving factor in the many forms of post-mortem desecration and display, the 
taking of corporeal trophies often bridged secular and supernatural meanings. On the 
surface these were objectified remains with mutually supporting economic and social 
exchange values.  For example, corporeal remains could be exchanged for other 
commodities to supplement their supply chain.  For some, these Japanese remains 
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embodied notions of “war magic,” in providing temporal anchors and talismans of 
survival that were often crafted into fetish commodities, something that was both reviled 
and desired by home front society.
104
  While military and state authorities officially 
condemned the ill treatment of enemy remains, none of found evidence that soldiers were 
going to trial for mutilating or taking enemy remains in the Pacific War.   
Exploring the complex web of motivations further, we find that the story of 
corporeal trophy taking in the Pacific War was largely shaped by the desires of soldiers 
and sailors and often in relation to their fellow countrymen in trying to fulfill a genuine 
practical need, or more specifically, a “lust” for corporeal evidence that could quite 
literally embody, and therefore assuage, these powerful fears and hatreds that they felt 
toward thier subhuman foe.
105
  Feifer notes that for GIs on Okinawa, “there was also a 
strange lust for souvenirs [and] if the Japanese determination to die defied explanation to 
most Americans, their own passion for largely worthless Japanese artifacts also bordered 
on the bizarre.”106  In one account, a marine recalls, “Like all marines I wanted souvenirs 
of battle.” And then he puzzles over his motives, “Maybe taking them was a way of 
connecting with the enemy, with the men we had killed.”107  
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But most importantly, this passion to engage or connect with the enemy was born 
out of need for evidence of enemy death and defeat extended from the frontlines to the 
home front and was a major driving force for taking of enemy objects, corporeal or 
otherwise. While most of these trophy objects were the ever-present flags, helmets, and 
swords; but, as the record shows, this “passion” extended to the taking of Japanese skulls, 
teeth and ears and other body parts as enemy material. The acquisition of body parts was 
also predicated on the environmental and social condition that promoted a culture of post-
mortem mutilation, collection and display. And yet this subject remains largely ill-
defined and absent from the popular narrative of the war.
108
   
 
Geographies of the Mind  
Looking back on the war, one Marine veteran recalled, “I often tell people there 
were two wars:  one in the Pacific and one in Europe.  They were two absolutely different 
kinds of wars.  The jungle, disease, and the Japanese were all your enemy.  Most of it was 
psychological.”109  The war in the mind was tied to the war of brutal attrition against an 
entrenched enemy on remote islands thousands of nautical miles from home.  While the 
battle for air and sea was separated by tactical and tactile distance from the enemy.   
Modern warfare also meant that due to advances in technology, combatants were often 
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able to keep an emotional distance.
110
 These barriers afforded by distance were contrasted 
with the experience of the frontline soldiers on the ground, who were often in close 
combat from the enemy; the war for them was more personal; they lived and died 
surrounded by the dead and “killing was often intimate.”111  This close proximity to the 
dead and the brutality of war created the urgent desire to adapt, conspired to create where 
the mental and physical landscape created a unique and especially harsh combat 
environment.  These factors set the ground level conditions for corporeal trophy taking 
and the fetishization of Japanese body parts.  Here, we will discuss various motives, such 
as the individual’s state of mind, his ability to acclimate to battlefield conditions, and 
what is possibly the most forceful motive here: revenge. 
 
Acclimation  
For both sides in the Pacific War, cruelty and mutilation became the rule, not the 
exception. In this combat environment, E.B. Sledge described a fierce struggle for 
survival that “eroded the veneer of civilization and made savages of us all.”112  One 
Marine veteran recounted how the culture of corporeal trophy taking rapidly evolved 
within the first few weeks of the Guadalcanal campaign: 
On the second day on Guadalcanal we captured a big Jap bivouac with all kinds 
of beer and supplies.  Thank goodness for that because we needed the food to 
make it through those first two weeks or so.  But they also found a lot of pictures 
of Marines that had been cut up and mutilated on Wake Island.  The next thing 
you know there are Marines walking around with Jap ears stuck on their belts 
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with safety pins.
  
They [command] issued an order reminding Marines that 
mutilation was a court-martial offense.
 113
 
 
Despite official orders that condemned the activity of trophy taking, the violence 
escalated within mere weeks: 
It was just amazing, observed Murdock, 'how you could take kids like this and put 
them out into the jungle, and in just a few weeks they'd be great at jungle warfare.  
For them it was like playing cowboys and Indians.  They come back from a patrol 
and you'd here them talk. ‘How many teeth did you get?’ or ‘how many did you 
kill?' And they'd brag, ‘Well, I killed two, I killed four.’114 
 
Another Marine recalled: 
 
On New Britain a lot of guys who captured Japs tried to pry their mouths open 
and take the gold teeth out.  They did that with the dead ones too.  You get into a 
nasty frame of mind in combat.  You see what’s been done to you.  You find a 
dead Marine that the Japs had booby-trapped.  We found dead Japs that were 
booby-trapped. And they mutilated the dead.  We began to get down to their 
level.
115
 
 
 Another example from Guadalcanal of an adaptation to the brutal realities of the 
Pacific demonstrates some of the factors that led to the staging of corporeal remains: 
We learned about savagery from the Japanese.  Those bastards had years of on-
the-job training on how to be savage on the Asian mainland.  But those sixteen-to-
nineteen-year-old kids we had on the Canal were fast learners.  Example:  On the 
Matanikau River bank after a day and night of vicious hand-to-hand-attacks, a 
number of Japs and our guys were killed and wounded.  At daybreak, a couple of 
kids, bearded, dirty, skinny from hunger, slightly wounded by bayonets, clothes 
worn and torn, wack off three Jap heads and jam them on poles facing the “Jap 
side” of the river.  All of sudden you look and those goddamn heads are there.  
 
Shortly after, the regimental commander comes on the scene.  He can’t believe 
the scene in that piece of the jungle.  Dead Japs and Americans on top of each 
other.  Wounded all around, crying and begging.  The colonel sees Jap heads on 
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the poles and says, “Jesus men, what are you doing? You’re acting like animals.”  
A dirty, stinking young kid says, “That’s right, Colonel, we are animals.  We live 
like animals, we eat and are treated like animals—what the fuck do you expect?116 
 
The brutality of the Pacific War that encouraged these activities exacted a great 
physical and mental toll on soldiers.  A postwar study by the War Department found that, 
“after sixty days of continuous combat, 98 percent of all serving soldiers suffer some 
kind of psychological damage.”117 This statistic hints at the serious nature of the mental 
landscape that must be explored in order to understand the phenomenon of taking human 
remains as trophies. 
But despite the gruesomeness of taking corporeal trophies, “what soldiers wanted 
to avoid by all means,” notes Schrijvers, “was to allow killing to feel like murder. Hence 
it was paramount to deny proof of shared culture or better still, to pretend to belong to an 
utterly different species.”118 Jap hunting was a useful metaphor here, as it dehumanized 
the Japanese,  
The Japanese weren’t human to us.  I don’t’ think I could have shot anybody if I’d 
been over in Europe, because they looked like me.  But a Jap was completely 
different.  They smelled different, looked different.  They ate different.  And I 
couldn’t understand what they were saying.  They weren’t human, that the 
thought.  It’s like we were out deer hunting really.119   
 
This example highlights the how some soldiers not only regarded the Japanese as 
subhuman (beasts) but considered themselves absolved of guilt (sin) in killing fellow 
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human beings; it was a crime without punishment in a just war. One soldier recalled, “We 
sometimes did horrible things.  Not without reason:  when your enemies behave in a 
bestial fashion it is only natural to look on them [as] beasts, natural and to some extent 
justified.”120   
 One of the major social pressures on frontline soldiers was to maintain a brave 
façade in front of fellow men-at-arms. However, one must remember that many soldiers 
were twenty years old or younger, and nothing in their life experience could have  
prepared them for a merciless war of mutilation and extermination in the Pacific. The 
mental landscape of fear, hatred, and isolation here was so overpowering that it 
commonly led to psychological “acclimations” often referred to as “rock happy” or 
“going Asiatic.”121  This term transformed the mental and physical landscape in one 
overarching descriptive term that was increasingly prevalent in the Pacific.  One Marine 
replacement arrived on Guadalcanal a month after the invasion and recalled this scene: 
A kid from the 1st Marine Division ambled by swinging a length of rope weighted 
with the bleached skull of a Japanese soldier.  His clothes were in the usual 
tatters, and was of course emaciated, but also cheerful.  We gaped at him and his 
grisly trophy, and when he say us staring, he grinned and twirled the skull over 
his head.  A real nut case, right?  Well, yes--and no; mostly no.  Later, but soon. 
we would understand the kid was doing just fine, in the circumstances.  He had 
found a way to keep his spirits up.  He had ‘acclimated’ to conditions on 
Guadalcanal.
122
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Revenge 
 Three years into the war, “human slaughter was at the heart of military strategy 
and practice,” and it was necessary to maintain and perpetuate an intense hatred in order 
to slaughter the Japanese.
 123
   With atrocities known to both sides and in a war of 
retribution without rules, it was not hard to find U.S. soldiers with an intense hatred of 
the Japanese.  The New York Times ran an article entitled “A War Without Quarter 
Forecast in the Pacific,” in which the hatred for Japanese as soldiers and as a race was 
revealed: 
A war department observer here had this to say about the attitude of American 
fighting men toward their enemy in the Pacific ‘We see a lot of soldiers who have 
come back from Europe and the Pacific.  The boys from Europe speak 
impersonally of the enemy.  Those from the Pacific do not.  They all want to go 
back and kill more Japs…Their motive is revenge. What they have seen make 
them hate the Japs personally.  They know all about the Japs. They enjoy killing 
them.’124 
 
There can be no doubt that the Japanese military represented a formidable and 
often ruthless foe to the Anglo-American Allies.  Whether embracing death or fearing for 
their lives, many Japanese soldiers entered this conflict expecting to die for their 
Emperor: “Where Allied troops surrendered at the rate of one prisoner for every three 
dead, on the Japanese side, 120 died for each soldier who surrendered.”125  In contrast, 
most American soldiers entering the war, whether volunteer or conscript, they entered the 
war expecting to fight for their nation and return home.  Throughout the war, the rallying 
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cry for revenge was tied to Japanese atrocities.  Likewise, as an occupying force, or in the 
field, the Japanese army could often be shockingly brutal and merciless toward captives.  
Following numerous Japanese victories were reports of atrocities committed against 
Allied soldiers and civilians, events that terrorized and solidified the resolve for total war 
in the Pacific.  
As Grossman argues, soldiers committing atrocities were strengthened by the 
“dark power of atrocity” and that “one of the most obvious and blatant benefits of 
atrocity is that it simply scares the hell out of people.”126 Harnessing, confronting and 
exploiting these innate fears would play a strong role in the course and conduct of the 
Pacific War.  For example, the Japanese military often used staged atrocities to augment 
its warrior traditions and to foster brutality amongst soldiers.  And for many Americans 
fear of the enemy was bound to slogans that recalled Japanese barbarity; “Remember 
Pearl Harbor, Remember Wake Island.  Remember Bataan were all rallying calls for 
revenge.  Looking more closely we see that idea of revenge was also tied to branch of 
service.  For example, Pearl Harbor was often referenced as not only a national trauma or 
atrocity, but more specifically, as the reference point for vengeance.  As one sailor writes 
in his diary: 
An Army truck came down the beach with five soldiers sitting on the back of it.  
They stopped just to let us sailors see what they were going through.  The men 
lying in the back of the tuck were shot all to pieces.  You could hardly tell they 
were men.  One of the soldier's head was cut completely off. The Japs did that to 
make sure he was dead.  We can't forget what happened December 7, 1941 and 
the Japs are making sure that we don't.”127 
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For fraternal organizations like the US Marines, the hatred inspired by this event in the 
early war was often tied to the reported atrocities that occurred after Wake Island fell on 
23 December 1941.  As one Marine veteran recalled: 
Several times [there on Gavutu], two or three Japs tried to surrender, but we cut 
them down.  We had a battle cry, “Remember Wake Island.”  As far as we knew 
all Marines were killed on Wake [and we] were not going to take any prisoners.  
If the Japs [had] announced they had taken prisoners on Wake, it would have 
saved some of the men.
128
 
 
After Guadalcanal the Japanese “reputation for ruthlessness and savagery was widespread 
and well founded.” Recalled another Marine, “We knew all the stories: the rape of 
Nanking, the Bataan Death March, atrocities committed far and wide and often against 
prisoners. ..They neither asked for no gave any quarter and we responded in kind.”129  In 
a letter to his wife, a naval officer referenced the atrocities committed in the Philippines 
as a justification for the methods used to ensure their starvation. 
At this particular place over 20,000 Japs are now surrounded in the jungle.  
They’re cut off from all supplies and are slowly starving to death.  They plant 
gardens but as soon as the garden starts up our bombers fly over and spill oil over 
them.  It must be hell for them too, course they are not human and it doesn’t make 
any difference, not after their barbarous treatment of the American men and 
women in the Philippines.
130
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 We can look back to the personal narratives from the “third thread” as discussed 
in the Chapter I historiography to further explore the motive of revenge. Begerund notes 
that “intense fear,” “local events,” and “private property” were tied to transgressive 
behaviors, and for many soldiers, these significantly influenced their actions on the 
battlefield.  Locally occurring atrocities witnessed by American soldiers were particularly 
impactful, and consequently drove many soldiers to retaliate. The following personal 
accounts were played out on countless battlefields in the Pacific War and were generally 
hidden until veterans (typically the youngest veterans) began to share their most private 
recollections from the ground war.  One Marine writes about his perceptions of the 
enemy after discovering the desecration and staging of American remains:  
They were barbaric, they were cruel, they were inhuman… [w]e sent out a patrol 
one night…the patrol didn’t come back…thirteen men.  Our scouts found them 
the next morning on that little railroad to Naha [Okinawa], and they had killed all 
thirteen of them and dragged them up and placed the heads along the railroad 
tracks, and a Japanese soldier defecated on each man’s face.  We didn’t take any 
prisoners from then on.
131
 
 
The combination of atrocity and environment was a powerful reminder of the 
horror and the hatred inherent at the unit level.  One Marine recalls the camaraderie and 
brotherhood, but also the way that the combination of mutilation, death and insect life 
compounded the horror of encountering American dead: 
 There he is…a fellow Marine.  His face is not recognized; perhaps I have never 
met him.  None of this seems to matter now.  He is my brother.  How many times 
had my fellow Marine felt the slicing and piercing of the Japanese bayonet.  There 
must be at least 30 bayonet wounds.  His penis is cut off and shoved into his 
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mouth in the Japanese way of the ultimate insult.  His once handsome features 
and dark complexion are now obscured by ants... eating away at the flesh.  I shed 
tears for his family whom I will not be able to find.  To this day I am bothered by 
that memory.”132  
 
E.B. Sledge witnessed similar atrocities that involved the mutilation and staging  
of American soldiers.  Sledge describes the scene: 
As we moved past the defilade, my buddy groaned, “Jesus!” I took quick glance 
into the depression and recoiled in revulsion and pity at what I saw…The bodies 
were badly decomposed and nearly blackened by exposure.  This was to be 
expected of the dead in the tropic, but these marines had been mutilated hideously 
by the enemy.  One man had been decapitated.  His head lay on his chest; his 
hands had been severed from the wrists and also lay on his chest near his chin.  In 
disbelief I stared at the face as I realized that the Japanese had cut off the dead 
marine’s penis and stuffed it into his mouth.  The corpse next to him had been 
treated similarly, the third had been butchered, chopped up like a carcass torn by 
some predatory animal.
133
 
 
 Such experiences invoked intense feelings of hatred that coalesced into actions of 
revenge. After witnessing the instance described above, Sledge became hardened to the 
point that he had to be talked out of taking corporeal trophies.
134
 
 
My emotions solidified into rage and a hatred for the Japanese beyond anything I 
ever had experienced.  From that moment on I never felt the least pity or 
compassion for them no matter what the circumstances.  My comrades would 
fieldstrip their packs and pockets for souvenirs and take gold teeth, but I never 
saw a Marine commit the kind of barbaric mutilation the Japanese committed if 
they had access to our dead.
135
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Another soldier recalled seeing “American soldiers on stretchers, who had been 
mutilated by the Japanese.”136 He continued:  
I had never seen anything like that.  Like I said, I came from a Christian family, 
and I saw that and it changed me.  I became…not immediately…it wasn’t a 
complete, instant metamorphosis…but I became just as bloodthirsty as the 
Japanese.
137
 
 
 Many soldiers felt that they reached the point at which this bloodthirst became 
enjoyable. Another soldier remembered:  
I have discovered that the killing gives me an emotional high such as I have never 
felt before.  This blood lust is especially strong after I’ve seen my closest friends 
die at the hands of the enemy.  At such times, I could kill any Jap in sight and 
enjoy doing it…[I’ve discovered] the side of me that could cut off a man’s penis 
and shove it into his mouth.  I have seen men do this and seen that they enjoy it.
138
 
 
 It was this point at which sadism begins to normalize, and desecration and 
violation of the enemy body would arise: 
I wasn't nice.  I did bad things.  Looking back over the years, I can say we 
probably committed as many atrocities against the dead bodies of the Japanese as 
they did to ours.  For example, we'd heard the Japs wanted to die looking at the 
sun.  So we'd roll them over and stick their faces in the dirt so they couldn't see 
the sun.  Our guys would cut their fingers off. Make watch fobs, believe it or not--
with the finger, the Jap fingers hanging down.  And they'd go out there with 
knives and pliers, trying to pull out the gold teeth.
139
  
 
 Genital mutilation – the ultimate violation – happened with increasing frequency 
as conditions in the Pacific intensified:  
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I want to kill as many Japs as I can and bring back teeth and ears to show the guys 
in the bars at home.  The Japs are animals.  I’m thinking of cutting off their cocks 
and shoving them in their mouths.  I hate those motherfuckers.
140
 
 
This level of desecration was often intended to carry on as punishment forever, as though 
the enemy would be frozen in time with the ultimate insult of genital mutilation: 
Next time I’m going to cut off their dicks and put them in their mouths so they 
can be real God-damned cocksuckers forever.  Every time I look at my collection 
I’ll think of my dead brother.141 
 
 These recollections are some of the more disturbing and private accounts from the 
infantrymen’s war. It is important to note that these are the types of stories that were not 
shared with families. Only in recent decades have these stories filtered out through 
memoirs and other personal accounts. One is forced to realize that the Japanese soldiers 
would have had similar reactions to their own dead mutilated, such as the Japanese 
soldier’s account of seeing three heads on the riverbank, or the number seven cut into the 
chest of a soldier on Attu.  Japanese perspectives on the downward spiral of violence and 
reciprocal culture of mutilation and display are largely absent due to the fact that few of 
the frontline units on Guadalcanal survived to record their stories. 
 The idea of revenge is tied to larger collective notions of revenge that stemmed 
from the attack on Pearl Harbor. While soldiers in the field sought revenge firsthand, the 
home front wanted to experience it vicariously through the objects that signified violence 
and vengeance meted out on their behalf. Soldiers promised corporeal trophies to families 
and communities as a way to guarantee their survival, generate income, and make 
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declarations of strength and prowess. Communities in turn sought trophies to connect 
with the frontlines to assuage their fears and anxieties. 
 
Trophy Exchange 
During the Pacific War, the American home front experienced several distinct 
phases that challenged and altered public perceptions, from shock, fear and revenge, to 
hatred, war weariness and carnival celebration. The home front demanded trophies that 
reflected American triumph, but the stories to go with corporeal remains were often 
detached from the circumstances of their origin.  In one post war interview, a veteran  in 
his 90s recalled a scene that inspired the taking of a Japanese head  as told the story of the 
‘the grinning skull, a grim and ghastly souvenir’ of the war in the Pacific."Sure 
enough it was a Jap. It was just about the time the Japrats had been shooting our 
airmen as they floated to earth in their parachutes after bailing out of their 
disabled planes, and we were furiously angry. We hauled the body out, and one of 
the boys whose buddy had been killed yelled, ‘I’m going to take that rat's head 
back to the states as a souvenir.’142 
 
In such cases the head  would need to be processed into a trophy, which usually meant  
boiling off the flesh (also called “skull stewing”; Figure 2), or relying on lye, ants or 
seawater to clean them, bones could be carved, inscribed, and sanded into penholders, 
paper knives, and even ashtrays.
143
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reveal that desecration of enemy dead was disturbingly widespread.”144  In a letter to his 
mother, one young Army lieutenant bragged: 
Say, next fight I get into I’ll get enough gold teeth to make you a necklace.  I had 
about 10 but lost them.  The Japs have some good dental work.  You see them 
lying around and just kick their teeth out.  Some fellows have dozens.  I think I’ll 
get some and keep them and if I ever get married I’ll have my old lady a ring 
made out of them.
145
 
 
This account speaks to the cottage industry that evolved from the taking of Japanese 
remains.  Any trophy could be commodified; these might include firearms, knives, 
watches, helmets, flags, and even Japanese skulls.  For some soldiers, the desire to take 
trophies was driven by the demand and value given to these items by rear echelon 
personnel and, ultimately, the home front.  Finding and selling a prized trophy from the 
field could translate into a small fortune.  So great was the demand that it often exceeded 
the supply, and within this category, we can find falsified trophies that comprised a 
cottage industry run by both soldiers and civilians. A New York Times article from 1943 
recounts the ease with which soldiers would fabricate trophies for sale:  
The fighting men there, after the real fighting was over, had a very lucrative 
sideline in Jap souvenirs.  If they ran out of an item, such as a flag, they took 
immediate steps to produce another one.  Some white cloth, red and black paint 
and a little processing resulted in a very authentic article which could be sold for a 
cool $50 to the eager purchaser.
146
 
 
Other soldiers recognized the financial incentives involved with making trophies 
for sale or exchange: 
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They knew there was a great demand in the States for Japanese souvenirs, and 
hence a great opportunity to make money--a lot of money…Other who had not 
bothered to collect souvenirs realized they could manufacture the aforesaid times 
aboard ship and later pass them off to unwitting customers as the real thing.   
Sheridan became a floating workshop, the 8th Marines a crafts guild.  The 
Marines fashioned Japanese dog tags out of wooden orange crates and made small 
Japanese flags--red meatball on a white background--on some sort of cotton 
fabric, probably sheets.
147
   
 
For support units such as the Seabees, the drive to furnish corporeal trophies led to the 
raiding of Okinawan tombs (Figure 7).  As one memoir attests the selling of ancestor 
skulls from as stand-ins for genuine “Jap skulls.”   
They must have regarded us as castaways.  They weren’t accustomed to seeing 
naval personnel so unclothed and looking like what they referred to as 
“gooks”…It was great fun conning the naïve, souvenir-hungry crew with genuine 
(Seabee-fabricated) Japanese Samurai swords, Japanese flags, and skulls from the 
Okinawan burial caves at bargain prices.
148
 
 
The social and economic exchange between the rear echelon and frontlines was mutually 
beneficial.  In the ecology of the battlefield, the marines had access to prime souvenirs 
and the navy had access to better food and supplies needed to supplement the Marine’s 
supplies.  Any exchange for better supplies helped support the survival of frontline 
soldiers at the extreme end of the supply chain. The Sea Bees were a vital to this 
exchange as “they were great go-betweens; they supplied good food from the Navy to the 
marines in exchange for souvenirs.”149   
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Figure 7: Private Photo: Caption on back reads: “Okinawa 1945 Burial Tomb.” 
Private photo courtesy of the Garcia Family. 
 
Projecting Home  
 For some American families and their communities, the idea of fighting and 
returning was bound to corporeal trophies.  As Harrison writes, “skulls, teeth, and other 
body parts were proper and fitting items to collect because they were understood to be 
symbols of attachment and moral relation.”150  Likewise, some soldiers promised to bring 
back corporeal trophies to demonstrate that they would encounter the enemy and triumph; 
these trophies would signify survival and prowess. Bennett notes: 
The passion for loot derived partly from life assertion.  To the displaced, freighted 
young “collectors,” the objects were proof of their survival in the netherworld of 
combat against the fanatical Japanese.  But it also derived from the view that 
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those Japanese as less than fully human.  The otherwise worthless souvenirs had 
the value of being from another species, another planet.
151
 
 
To solidify their chances of survival, soldiers promised to bring back trophies, 
often offering them as tokens of endearment to loved ones. One soldier wrote: 
I went down to try to give him [a prisoner] some water or something.  When I was 
trying to get the stuff, this sailor appeared pulling on the prisoner's ear saying, “I 
promised my kids some Jap ears.  I'm going to cut your ears off!
152
  
 
The Los Angeles Times reported that a man in California opened a letter from his brother, 
a Marine Corps flyer in the South Pacific: “Out fell a Jap's tooth!  ‘I’m enclosing a Jap's 
tooth for you,’ the letter read. ‘It’s silver-capped and was taken from a Jap at 
Guadalcanal.’”153  In one example, soldiers returning from the Pacific flashed their 
corporeal trophies to civilians to shock and impress:   
A group of men just back from Guadalcanal brought forth exclamations of horror 
when they offered to let the volunteers view their prized souvenirs-Jap ears!  In 
return, they were glad to feast their eyes on the volunteers-the first white girls 
they’d had an opportunity to talk with for several years.154 
 
Other soldiers promised trophies as love offerings, many times to actresses and 
singers. In 1942, Hollywood gossip columnist Hedda Hopper wrote in the Los Angeles 
Times: 
Dinah Shore, who's now working in “Thank Your Lucky Stars,” has been doing 
so many Army camps that she says if she ever gets all the presents the boys have 
promised her she'll have  a museum.  Among other things, she's been promised a 
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part of Jap's ears, a picture of Mussolini in jail, a German helmet and an Italian 
Salami.
155
 
 
The next year, a popular young country singer was “solemnly promised over 2,000 war 
souvenirs, topped by the sailor who swore to bring her a necklace of Japs’ teeth.” 156 
 At times, the requests for body parts came directly from the home front 
community. Dower discusses a news story of “an underage youth who had enlisted and 
‘bribed’ his chaplain not to disclose his age by promising him the third pair of ears he 
collected.”157 One woman openly petitioned to allow her son to mail her the ear of 
Japanese soldier he had cut off in the South Pacific.  She wanted to nail it to her front 
door for all to see.”158 Military publications recognized the prevalence of corporeal 
trophies arriving at the home front. The Yank Army Weekly featured an editorial cartoon 
in which a father opens a letter from his son and finds a set of Japanese ears in the 
envelope (Figure 8).  
Religious authorities within the United States readily acknowledged the human 
trophy taking phenomenon during the Pacific War and publicly condemned it. For 
example, a mother wrote to the “Ask and Learn” column in the St. Louis Register, an 
official weekly of the Missouri Roman Catholic Archdiocese, and asked this question: 
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Figure 8: Editorial cartoon from the Yank Army Weekly American family 
receiving a pair of “Jap” ears mailed to them by their loving “junior,” then 
fighting in the Pacific. Yank Army Weekly, January, 1944.159 
 
A friend of mine has received the skull of a Japanese from his son in the Pacific. 
The son's wife allows her small children to play with it. Is this right?”  [The 
Answer] ‘No. Church law declares that persons who violate the bodies of the 
dead, with a view to . . . any evil purpose, shall be punished with a personal 
interdict (Canon 2328). The honor due to the human body after death should 
indicate that the skull should be decently buried. The fact that it is a portion of the 
body of an enemy of this country makes no difference.
160
 
 
The promises made to return with Japanese body parts, whether they were made 
in jest, bravado or solemn oath, had the same end result:  Thousands of corporeal 
remains, in the form of skulls, teeth, ears, fingers, were being sent home.  One junior 
officer wrote to his sister regarding his off duty exploits in the aftermath of Guadalcanal: 
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An Army officer drove me way up by the Matanikau River where many Japs had 
been slaughtered.  I had to look out for booby traps. I found dead Japs.  The ants 
had eaten out the brains and soft parts leaving the skull clean.  I scrapped off the 
hair of several and dumped them into  a gunny sack plus a nice helmet I have to 
this day.  A guy is pretty far gone when he begins to collect enemy skulls.  The 
Army officers wanted native souvenirs so I promised to get them some.  Think of 
it!  Getting liberty over in Guadalcanal. 
 
I saw some of the spookiest sights one can imagine.  There were far worse than 
the things you read about in the newspapers back home.  I wish I could have taken 
some pictures.
161
 
 
While this officer wished he had camera to record the scene.  Some men did have 
cameras to record the “spooky” nature of the battlefield.  As mentioned in Chapter I, 
trophy photos were common but confined to the private record.  Below in figure 9, is a 
private trophy photo that attests the open and cooperative practice of taking teeth from 
Japanese skulls.  Within months of the Guadalcanal offensive savagery had become 
domesticated. 
Almost all Japanese objects collected in the Pacific War, including objectified 
bodies, had economic and symbolic exchange values that were tied to the perceived 
demand from home.  Evidence of this demand can be found during and after the war in 
which in local newspaper advertisements offered top dollar for war souvenirs from the 
Pacific and European theaters.  These objects also offered a physical and visual 
connection between the public and the war effort by providing tangible evidence of a 
defeated enemy.   
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Figure 9: “Getting all the gold out,” American servicemen extracting gold teeth 
from a Japanese skull. Screen Capture: http://picasaweb.google.com/ 
cookbookdude/WorldWar2#5412972982369253858 (Accessed September 9, 
2010). 
Pieces of Japanese war material were auctioned to support the war effort.  For example, a 
captured Japanese midget submarine from the attack on Pearl Harbor became a parade 
float and was towed through the streets to from Santa Monica Boulevard in Los Angeles 
to Galveston Texas.  Purchasers of War Bonds and Stamps were allowed to inspect and 
touch the hull of the “suicide submarine.”162 Thus, this form of economic exchange was 
closing the distance between the war and the home front. 
The connection between war trophies and war support was strong.  Along with 
coverage of the bloody Okinawa campaign, one newspaper ad asked the reader, “Have 
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you any Jap War Souvenirs?… Sterns would like to display them for the seventh war 
loan drive.”163  Another fundraising effort to sell war bonds involved an all-ages magic 
show in Little Rock, Arkansas, which featured a “Jap Torture Chamber.”164 Such displays 
were vital in creating and maintaining support for the war in the Pacific and, in many 
respects, this system of trophy taking and public display to create wealth would prove to 
be mutually supportive.   
What would become a taboo culture was, for the time being, out in the open and 
generally supported by American society. There was a perceived demand for and ready 
supply of trophies, so much so that returning soldiers could place classified ads selling 
their war trophies to meet that home front demand. Most of these objects were benign, 
such as flags, helmets and swords. But there existed another set of trophies in this 
environment that were readily and openly exchanged, as one classified ad in Billboard 
Magazine offered:  “$12.00 Half Skull of Jap Soldier, Genuine.”165 
Although there was some acceptance of the practice of corporeal trophy taking 
both on the battlefield and at the home front, an examination of legal military and 
political responses concerning trophies reveals tensions between the idea of a civilized 
state and public demands for retribution.  
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“Holy Jitters about the Skull Question”  
A trans-Pacific crisis was initiated by wartime media coverage of trophy taking on 
both the American and Japanese sides. As Americans publicly recognized corporeal 
trophy taking in media, such as the Natalie Nickerson photograph in Life Magazine and 
news reports of the letter opener that Senator Tillich sent to President Roosevelt, 
Japanese censors found a powerful clarion call for continuing the war to the bitter end.   
American intelligence and print media recorded the Japanese response: “There is no point 
mincing words:  The Yankees are revealing their true nature, that of devil-bastards.  All 
we can do is vow to go over to the US mainland and take back these sacred bones.” 166  
Australian listening posts also recorded Japanese broadcasts condemning the desecration 
of Japanese dead, and hearing the broadcast to Australia that “appealed to the mothers, 
questioning how they would like the remains of their dead [sons] to be so 
disrespected.”167 Such coverage was “[g]rist to the Japanese propagandists, such reports 
incensed their population and produced ‘tears of indignation.”168  Other newspapers and 
radio broadcasts suggested revenge: “Americans may be classified into the category of 
insane people.  They should be made to understand, the commentator continued, that 
retaliation might be in order if the U.S. continues indulging in beastly acts.”169   
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A year before he replaced Hideki Tōjō as prime minister, General Kuniaki Koiso 
spoke publically condemning the desecration of Japanese remains: 
Although I do not try to complain against such an atrocious enemy, they even 
enjoy exposing the bones of our heroes on the top of desks.  Their cruel and brutal 
nature even lets them make paper knives from the bones of Japanese soldiers.  
The only way to make these cruel and outrageous fellows repent of what they 
have done is to win the war.
170
   
 
In the summer of 1944, General Koiso and his enemies would have found a 
common understanding, while both sides officially using the same words to describe the 
“cruel and brutal” nature of this activity.  Weingartner comments on an internal 
memorandum dated June 13, 1944: 
A War Department Chief of Staff, the army’s judge advocate general, Major 
General Myron C. Cramer, asserted that “such atrocious and brutal policies’ were 
not only ‘repugnant to the sensibilities of all civilized peoples,’ but were 
violations of the laws of war as well.  He recommended that a directive be 
addressed to each commander of an overseas theater of operations, task force or 
part of embarkation, pointing out that the maltreatment of enemy war dead was a 
blatant violation of the 1929 Geneva Convention on the sick and wounded.
171
  
 
A closer reading in the Army Field Manual of 1940 instructed that:  “After every 
engagement, the belligerent who remains in possession of the field of battle shall take 
measures to search for the wounded and the dead and to protect them from robbery and 
ill-treatment.”172  The prohibition against the mutilation and mistreatment of enemy dead 
arguably originated in ritual and religious laws regarding the sanctity of the dead.  The 
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Geneva Conventions (and its historical predecessors) manifest the ritualized nature of 
modern warfare.
173
  For example, one of the earliest written examples regarding the 
treatment of enemy bodies was written by caliph Abu Bakr in the 7
th
 century CE, who 
gave Islamic warriors explicit instructions that warriors “must not mutilate dead 
bodies.”174  
These international laws were part of the perceived norms of modern warfare that 
were codified in American rules of warfare following the 1907 Hague Conventions.  As 
Quigley notes, “collecting human body parts has been against army regulations since 
World War I.”175 On rare occasions, the perpetrators would be punished and executed.  In 
one example, dated December 4, 1915, a German officer on the Western Front was found 
mutilated opposite French lines with his ears cut off.  
The day following the finding of the body of the officer the officer of the French 
infantry appeared before the German position under a flag of truce and expressed 
to the German commanding officer that the abhorrence of his regiment at the 
action of the culprit, who, he said, already had been condemned and shot.
176
  
 
 German newspapers responded “appreciatively on what is termed the quick 
justice meted out by the French to the man who killed him and their chivalrous spirit in 
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declaring that recognition deserved by an enemy which was acting honorable.”  177  The 
term “honorable” is key here; the desecration of enemy corpse, especially that of an 
officer merits special attention and in the class structure of the times.  In contrast, it was 
recorded that some American units in the First World War had taken to making necklaces 
of German ears. 
The Hague Convention, which was later reaffirmed in the 1929 Geneva 
Convention, was cited by the American Judge Advocate General.  Army training manuals 
printed five years after the FM-27-10 from 1940 reflected the effect of corporeal trophy 
taking, and re-emphasized the threat of punishment and the responsibility of commanders 
to see that offenders are punished. For example, FM-10-630 “Graves Registration 
Technical Manual,” amended in January 1945, stated that: 
Robbery and maltreatment of the wounded or dead on the battlefield are 
outrageous offenses against the law of war.  It is the duty of the commanders to 
see that such offenders, weather members of the armed forces or civilians, are 
promptly apprehended and brought to trial before competent military tribunals.
178
 
It is notable that the military leadership of both nations sought to condemn  
corporeal trophy taking.  But while both sides used similar language to describe the 
practice, one speaking to the Japanese public and the other in internal communique, they 
had vastly divergent solutions for ending the practice.  For the Japanese, the solution was 
to win the war; for the Americans, it meant reinforcing military laws and controls at the 
ground level that often proved ineffective.  In regard to these laws, this history of 
corporeal trophy taking in the Pacific War undergirds the tension between the sovereign 
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state system whose duty was to uphold the legal expectations between these warring 
states and to enforce internationally recognized laws and rituals of war against the 
expectations and demands of a population of civilians and soldiers that demanded 
revenge.   
Top leadership made efforts to respond to reports of corporeal trophy taking. In 
September 1942, within a month of the Guadalcanal counteroffensive, the “treatment of 
Japanese corpses as if they were animals became so flagrant,” Paul Fussell notes, “... that 
the Commander in Chief of the Pacific Fleet ordered that ‘No part of the enemy’s body 
may be used as a souvenir.  Unit Commanders will take stern disciplinary action…’”179 A 
year later, “General George C. Marshall, U.S. Army Chief of Staff, was sufficiently 
disturbed by these accounts to radio General Douglass MacArthur in October 1943 about 
his ‘concern of the current reports of atrocities committed by American soldiers.’180 
Three months after this, in January 1944, a directive from the Joint Chiefs of Staff was 
sent to all theater commanders: 
calling upon them to adopt similar measures to prevent the preparation of skulls 
and ‘similar items’ as war trophies, and to prevent members of the armed forces 
and others from removing from the theater skulls and other objects which might 
be represented as Japanese body parts.
181
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Despite these efforts, evidence suggests that there was uneven enforcement of the 
codes of conduct regarding treatment of enemy dead. At the platoon level, some officers 
threatened offending soldiers with court martial, as was the case with one soldier on 
Okinawa: 
My gunnery sergeant came to me and said, “Lieutenant, some of our guys are 
collecting Japanese ears and teeth and wearing them on their gun belts.”  I held a 
meeting immediately and told them if I saw one man again [with such items] I 
would follow the articles of war and court martial them. We are not tolerating 
that! …We were basically civilian people at heart…Some of the kids who 
practiced this were just adolescents, young impressionable guys, who just didn’t 
know any better.  They had to be stopped.
182
 
 
As indicated by numerous examples in this study, however, there were instances 
of permissive or absent leadership. Generally, officers frowned upon this practice, but 
many turned a blind eye because these trophies were recognized as symbols of 
dominance and triumph. Many times, officers must have overlooked or even condoned 
the staging of corporeal trophies in the field, such as the skull used to encourage soldiers 
to take Atabrine, an anti-malarial medication (Figure 10).  
One soldier reflected on how soldiers in the field felt about the responses by 
American and Japanese leadership to corporeal trophy taking, recording the following 
entry in his diary on October 3, 1944: 
The place [Hollandia] has been defended by a number of machinegun posts until a 
couple of days ago.  Now they are no longer deemed necessary, as it has been 
weeks since any Japanese have been killed, and even then, only a couple of 
starved, half-crazy ones.  The thick jungle behind the camp is full of evidence—
their camps and scattered equipment, odd foods in jars and bottles, wooden kegs 
of pickled fish heads and soybean sauce (still good, or as good as it ever was), 
two-toed shoes, their little wooden ‘pillows,’ their blasted foxholes and their 
skulls. 
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I picked up one skull and brought it back to camp and left it on Ed’s cot.  Later 
the fellows took pictures of it and will, most likely, never get the photos back 
either.  The army has gotten the holy jitters about the skull question, and we 
receive repeated warnings of court martial, death, and any number of absurd 
threats for possession of Japanese bones, teeth, etc.  Life published a full page 
photo of a girl with the skull her friend had sent her from Guinea, and such 
publicity didn’t help any.  Even Tokyo Rose used the photo as an example of the 
‘barbarous Americans’ attitude toward a ‘superior race.’183 
 
 
Figure 10: Skulls staged to encourage soldiers to take anti-malarial medication.  
Screen Capture: http://pzrservices.typepad.com/advertisingisgoodforyou/ 
2008/02/persuasive-adve.html
 
 
 
 
The Twentieth Century Savage 
The typecasting of Americans was a double-edged sword.  When these warrior 
archetypes committed battlefield transgressions against Japanese bodies, they could be 
recast as something primitive, insane, ghoulish, or as criminals whose attributes reflected 
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the societal fears regarding excesses of rebellious youth, naive adventurers, and 
“rednecks” and “savages.”184  
In one of the most respected memoirs to emerge from Pacific War, E.B. Sledge 
worried that he would lose his civilized nature in this war with Japan and that he would 
become a “twentieth century savage.”185  It’s important to note here that the practice of 
“field stripping” the enemy in his unit “wasn’t simply souvenir hunting or looting the 
enemy dead; it was more like “Indian warriors taking scalps.”186   
Then and now, the practice of taking corporeal remains as trophies was 
condemned as part of some primitive criminality or abnormal psychology, “unthinking, 
unstrung or empty headedness”; however, the most common phrase used by those who 
reflected on this behavior was its inhumanity.187  One veteran recalls an incident his unit 
witnessed on Iwo Jima: 
Some of the guys got so inhuman—I can’t think of another word—that they were 
taking the teeth out of the dead Japs’ mouths to get at the gold fillings.  I can even 
remember at the same time I was sitting on the Jap’s belly eating, this one friend 
of mine knocked the tooth out of a dead Jap’s Jaw, and he missed it, and it went 
down the throat.  Well, he just reached out and cut this man’s head off and got the 
tooth out of his throat.” 
 
I was appalled.  That’s my word now.  I don’t know what word I used then.  That 
was being a butcher; there was no way I would want to be classified as a butcher.  
We all saw it, and afterward we talked about it: “Oh, my God, how could you do 
that?”  That was about it.  Nobody dressed him down for it, nobody chewed on 
him for it.”188 
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This example speaks not only to the shock felt by the unit, but more importantly 
to the fact that there was no authority to stop the mutilation of enemy remains. One 
Marine recounts: 
Every tiny little advantage, every anything you can do to say alive, is worth it.  
What do you care about animals anymore when you’ve seen stacks of dead 
buddies and you know you can join them in one second?  One day, I thought I’d 
try to get down some food, so I sat down on a log.  Then I noticed it wasn’t a log 
but a charred Jap corpse.  And I didn’t move; it didn’t faze me a bit.  A dead 
body, another human being, meant nothing to me –because it was Japanese and I 
myself had become something less than human.
189
  
 
Here, it is important to note that these accounts not only speak to the advantages of 
animalizing the enemy, but also the significant step, or adaptation in the geography of the 
mind, of perceiving oneself as less than human.  The perception of the savage self is a 
common reference point in the accounts of veterans who witnessed and participated in 
the mutilation and taking of corporeal trophies. We were “animals” and they were 
“inhuman.” This last accusation poses a unique challenge for the historian: how does one 
humanize the inhuman?   
 As this chapter has shown, there are many dimensions to the practice of corporeal 
trophy taking that reveal complex motivations and underlying factors behind its 
prevalence. Overlapping desires between the frontlines and the home front, coupled with 
individual psychological and physical conditions, promoted a violent practice rooted in 
revenge, power, assumptions about the enemy, and historical archetypes.  For many, both 
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on the battlefield and at home, these symbols of death became affirmations of life, 
ultimately providing powerful markers of experience, survival, and memory.  
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
 
Consequences 
 One of the lesser known and most tragic consequences of corporeal trophy taking was 
its effect on the escalation of brutality in the field and its contribution to the futile resistance 
and mass suicide of Japanese civilians in the Pacific War.  As American forces approached 
the Japanese home islands, they were preceded by the same propaganda in radio and print as 
recalled by Shinto Sayeki in his postwar letters of inquiry.  The war propaganda stressed that 
American soldiers would rape and kill women and children, turning their bones into trophies, 
trinkets and toys.  Roosevelt’s letter opener and the photo of Natalie Nickerson and her skull 
were proof enough. As Hoyt argues, “The ‘unthinking’ practice of taking home bones as 
souvenirs was exploited so effectively by Japanese government propaganda that it 
contributed to a preference for death over surrender and occupation.”1 This was demonstrated 
time and again by the mass civilian suicides on Saipan and Okinawa after the Allied 
landings.  Some Japanese soldiers refused to surrender, thinking they would be mutilated and 
trophied by American forces. For example, when some Japanese soldiers finally surrendered 
at Kwajalein, it was found that “none had had anything to eat or drink for two or three days.  
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Almost all of them had been told that if any surrendered, their ears would be cut off by their 
barbaric white enemy.”2 
 In time, both sides rediscovered the humanity in the other in the midst of the 
occupation.  By the winter of 1946, home front hatreds had subsided.  Japan was defeated, 
and many of the combat veterans were rotated home. One of the subtle signs of the change 
was when companies offered to reconvert shooting gallery games back to the prewar 
standard.  These de-conversions from the war era brought back the frontier and carnival past; 
within a year, the subhuman “Shoot-a-Jap,” a replacement for the prewar “Chicken Sam” and 
“Shoot-A-Clown,” was transformed back into its base elements, becoming “Shoot the Bear.”3 
 Six years after the war ended, the remains of the Japanese Imperial Army were 
omnipresent in the battlefield ruins of the island war and were a significant source of income 
to islanders who lived among them.  An Australian newspaper recorded the “side- lights of 
postwar life in the islands,” as tourists aboard the luxury liner Caroms found islanders selling 
weapons and “Japanese skulls at 5 dollars each at Guadalcanal.”4  Given the tangles of the 
jungle, and numbers of unrecovered dead, one can assume that some of these “Jap” skulls 
could have been American in origin instead.  A similar scene connected the ruins of 
Hiroshima to the rusting metal and corporeal relics of Guadalcanal.  As one Australian news 
correspondent covering the occupation of Japan noted, there was a flourishing trade between 
survivors and Allied occupation forces in Hiroshima souvenirs. He wrote:  
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The big attraction is the ruined Industry Promotion Hall, which was formerly used for 
trade shows. The cracked and blasted walls of this building, with its rusty iron dome, 
stand in a garden of rubble. When I went in a Japanese workman was turning over the 
rubble with a rake. The guide explained he was looking for “souvenirs.”5 
 
The reporter noted that he “already had several pieces of burned metal in a box,” but before 
he could leave, the reality and legacy of the war was revealed, as the guide gently reminded 
him that “these objects are not so valuable as pieces of bone.”6 
 
Significant Findings 
 This study is a close examination of one dimension of the Pacific War that remains 
relatively unexplored in military history.  Even though the phenomenon of corporeal trophy 
taking has been mentioned in various firsthand and secondary accounts, this study has pulled 
together an array of narratives and combined them into a cohesive examination of this 
activity.  It has identified common threads that describe and explain how ordinary men 
become products of their social and physical environment to engage in corporeal trophy 
taking. While many accounts attest to the prevalence of trophy taking in the aftermath of 
battle as a method of obtaining objects of social and economic exchange, the study also 
serves to frame this activity as an “adaptive stress behavior” that was adopted at the group 
and individual level to help mitigate physical and mental survival in the extreme combat 
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environment of the Pacific War.
7
 In order to explore the phenomenon of corporeal trophy 
taking, this study has addressed three central research questions: 
1. What were the racial, social, political, and environmental factors that promoted 
corporeal trophy taking between Americans and Japanese soldiers during the Pacific 
War?  
 
2. How did these cultures of trophy taking evolve both before and during this period of 
war?  
 
3. What significance did American soldiers and civilians place on these trophied 
remains during the war?   
 
 The Pacific War was a perfect storm in which the factors that promoted corporeal 
trophy taking in American history were reignited by the combination of the Pacific combat 
environment and the threats posed by the Japanese. This study has explored how such a 
transgressive and what is generally considered primitive activity could have occurred in 
modern warfare.  
  The history of American expansion is marked with patterns of domination exhibited 
through the collection and display of enemy body parts, from the Indian Wars of the 
seventeenth to nineteenth centuries to the Civil War to the counterinsurgency in the 
Philippines. This history is characterized by racism, nativism, and vigilantism, as exacted by 
actors on all sides of these encounters in a reciprocal struggle for control and survival. 
Westward expansion meant encounters with the groups that characterized as outsider (often 
indigenous) populations. These groups were often given subhuman characteristics and 
therefore could enact the role of primitive foil in warfare. Under certain conditions, war 
hatred combined with race hatred would often lead to corporeal trophy taking. 
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 Although scalp-taking existed before colonial contact, it developed and accelerated 
on both sides through continuous warfare during the westward expansion. Natives were not 
the only ones taking scalps. The activity was practiced by all sides and often motivated by 
social and economic exchange potential that lasted into some borderland areas until the 
1880s. The social authorization of scalp bounties that created the Indian hunters of the 
American frontier were echoed the call to “Jap hunting” in the Pacific. 
 Throughout American history, there are continuous examples in which the enemy is 
accused of barbarous and primitive behavior, including the taking of corporeal trophies, 
while one’s own participation in this activity is downplayed or overlooked. The excesses of 
American soldiers have been cast as a necessary evil, or minimized as a pragmatic response 
to the perceived primitive and fanatical nature of the enemy. Examples of this discourse are 
found in many public exchanges such as the Veterans’ Convention of 1854 or the 1864 
hearings during the Civil War as discussed in Chapter Two.  
 Vigilantism and, more specifically, the lynching culture of the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth century highlighted a history of community involvement in the mutilation, 
collection, preservation and display of body parts.  Here, the racial fears, hatreds and 
anxieties of some communities demanded corporeal evidence that symbolized the subjection 
and destruction of the “enemy” body, a concept we find in the home front demand for 
Japanese body parts during the Pacific War.  Although race is a major factor for 
dehumanizing the other, examples from the Civil War show that corporeal trophy taking is 
not predicated on race alone. Rather, it is tied to environmental factors, war hatreds, and the 
othering of the enemy. 
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 Tensions between the US and Japan in the early twentieth century also contributed to 
the historical context that anticipated the practice of trophy taking. Both groups were colonial 
powers in the Pacific with conflicting economic and military interests. These tensions were 
further aggravated by American nativism and Japanese colonial expansionism into Korea and 
China, and Japan’s eclipse of Russian power during the Russo-Japanese War. “The Yellow 
peril” threatened to diminish Anglo-American control and exacerbated nativist fears of an 
alien population. All of these historical factors formed the cultural baggage that American 
forces brought with them into the Pacific. 
 Aside from historical factors, this study has also shown that we must also examine the 
contemporary conditions – the racial, social, political and environmental factors – that 
fostered corporeal trophy taking. The enemy and the environment were unknown to many 
soldiers entering the field. That vacuum of knowledge was filled with frontier fantasies that 
evoked the mythological west, and propaganda messages reinforcing the notion that the 
Japanese soldier was a subhuman game animal. Because the enemy was characterized as an 
animal, Americans were provided with a context in which to trophy and display the enemy in 
the field and at home. The Japanese soldier was, in the minds of Americans, cruel and 
barbaric, capable of committing horrific atrocities against soldiers and civilians.
8
 Archetypes 
stressed frontier knowledge and game hunting that enabled American soldiers to survive and 
dominate in the environs of the Pacific.  
 Based on these conceptions, there was a collective demand for retribution in the wake 
of Pearl Harbor. Home front fears and anxieties were tied to the potential threat of Japanese 
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invasion or Japanese victory. The home front demanded revenge, and resulting evidence of 
how that revenge was carried out in the form of trophies. These calls for retribution were 
constantly reinforced by reports of Japanese atrocities, and the effect they had on the 
American public. 
 As the collective American imagination feared potential Japanese attacks, American 
soldiers were individually witnessing intense and traumatizing practices that drove some of 
them to mutilate the dead and take corporeal trophies. As such, many began to acclimate and 
adapt to a combat environment that promoted corporeal trophy taking as a way to further 
distance oneself from the humanity of the Japanese while providing tangible evidence for the 
individual and the group of one’s ability to kill and survive. After the battle, the trophies 
provided “concrete markers of American dominance as well as props for combat stories and 
bragging.”9   
 Combat stress and pressures of social masculinity provided a context for reciprocal 
mutilation to stage bodies in ways to instill terror in the enemy.  This could mean the use of 
enemy heads as a form of staged ordnance or post mortem castration that was usually 
followed by stuffing the soldier’s genitals into his mouth, thus completing the emasculation 
ritual.  Further staging the dead Japanese body and his bones was a common act, and since 
the culture of war was routinely ignored by officers, it helped forge male bonding and 
fostered team aggression towards the hated enemy.   
 Some elements of military leadership sanctioned and promoted the perceptions of 
Japanese as subhuman and deserving of extermination, which in turn reinforced the brutality 
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of warfare in the Pacific. Despite efforts to contain or stop the practice of taking corporeal 
trophies, leadership failed because observance of laws and regulations was uneven in the 
field. As indicated by one soldier referenced in Chapter Three, “absurd threats” from 
leadership to punish corporeal trophy taking were not taken seriously by soldiers in the field.  
 Finally, there were environmental factors that contributed to encouraging trophy 
taking. Soldiers were entering an unknown environment, which to many appeared lawless, in 
which they were isolated from the home front. Indeed, the environment could be considered 
another enemy; it was rampant with sickness, disease and death. Furthermore, the 
environment was defined by the ready availability of Japanese dead, as Japanese bodies 
littered the landscape and were absorbed by the flora and fauna, defining the ecology of the 
battlefield. These threats of the enemy, death and the environment all conspired to create a 
mental landscape that promoted adaptive behaviors that stressed the need to acclimate to the 
savagery of the enemy and the environment. Soldiers on the frontline were motivated and 
compelled to “get down to the level” of the enemy, which meant reciprocal mutilation and 
taking and displaying Japanese remains. As such, corporeal trophies held great significance 
for soldiers, which in turn drove their collection and display.  
 A number of trophies were taken as a sort of assertion of life, a guarantee or 
affirmation of survival. They were perceived as temporal anchors, objects whose social lives 
connected soldiers to a postwar future back home. These talismans were also sent home to 
assure families that their loved ones would return home. The transgressive nature of the 
objective remains spoke for themselves, meaning that the trophy taker had been in close 
contact with the enemy, close enough to take his teeth, ears and other body parts.   
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 The modification of Japanese remains also spoke to a sense of ownership that 
extended the practical and social utility of these objects. Carving or inscribing skulls meant 
that they could be authenticated by the skulls’ proximity to trophy takers, thus enhancing 
their ability to trace the moment and place of the enemy’s domination and defeat.  Even 
today, these trophy skulls are valued much higher than plain unmarked skulls.  An unmarked 
“plain” skull sell today for around $250 while skulls “autographed” in the field can be sold 
for as high as $2,500.   
 For civilians on the home front, corporeal trophies were thrilling and desired, but they 
were also transgressive and feared for their significance. Most of all, civilians were generally 
divorced from the circumstances that led to their creation, and in this awkward silence 
between the generations, these objects and memories faded from the public discourse and 
became the “private property” of the survivors.  
 As World War Two veterans pass on, these skulls have begun to emerge as powerful 
reminders of a place and time outside of the rational and ordered world. They are imbued 
with hatreds that are almost impossible to comprehend for younger generations. But what is 
most difficult to acknowledge is that these remains were also symbols of love and devotion.  
They expressed desire for preservation of self, and the desire that projected these trophy 
objects in the postwar life; a life amongst friends, family and home.  For many, trophy photos 
and skulls became the proverbial skeleton in the closet that could only be revealed as the 
veterans lost custody of their private memories and belongings.  As a result, these corporeal 
trophies continue to have social lives that outlast the veterans and continue to transgress the 
boundaries of human remains, artifacts, objects and memories.   
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 This study contributes to an understanding of a phenomenon that has for decades 
become largely hidden and reviled.  It does so by gathering firsthand accounts and 
identifying common themes that define corporeal trophy taking. This study also incorporates 
a new class of sources from the private record that have not yet been explored: these are 
photographs and written memories that have become publicly available on the internet. 
Online documents have contributed a unique perspective to the study of corporeal trophy 
taking, as they reveal personal stories that have, like the trophies themselves, remained 
hidden.  
 This study also contributes to the discussion of corporeal trophy taking as it 
challenges two of Harrison’s central findings. First, Harrison states, “There is no evidence 
that those servicemen who collected trophies were typically suffering from what was at the 
time called combat fatigue, or were other than normal men who understood such souvenirs to 
be tangible expressions of their loyalties to family and nation, and the perceived demand for 
these objects back home.”10 As this study has shown, for many, corporeal trophy taking was 
a direct result of combat stresses that saw the activity as a necessary adaptation to the threats 
posed by the enemy and the environment. It is true: these were “normal men,” but they were 
placed in abnormal circumstances and trophy taking was tied to their attempts to control and 
survive those circumstances.  
 Secondly, Harrison argues that soldiers and their families could not rely on any 
“accepted cultural schemata” to integrate trophies into the home front society.11 Rather, he 
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says, “the skull trophies of the Pacific War, a class of artifacts whose origins seem so 
radically to confound the distinction between persons and things, proved too aberrant and 
anomalous to be readily assimilated into social memory.”12 Looking at the history of 
American corporeal trophy taking, however, we find that, while there were no “official 
schemata,” trophies found a cultural place in how they were celebrated in the field and in the 
private sphere. It is worth noting, for example, that many trophy skulls were sold back home 
during and after the war, while others were modified to be used in Halloween celebrations.  
One celebration saw the public display of Japanese as Marine veterans returned to Hawaii 
following VJ day, one group marched triumphantly down the street waving a Japanese skull 
and taunting local Japanese Americans: “There’s your uncle on a pole!”13 In addition, skulls 
were used as anthropological specimens, such as three at the University of California-
Berkeley. Another skull rested for decades as part of an exhibit at a gem and mineral 
museum in North Carolina, placed between a shrunken head and the skull of a Neanderthal. 
The caption on the Japanese skull read, “Made in Japan. Tried in the Solomons and Found 
Wanting.”14   
 The human feelings that triggered trophy taking gradually faded, and the acceptance 
of trophies in the public sphere no longer permitted their display or use in domestic 
celebrations.
 15
 But corporeal trophies, over the past seventy years, have been periodically 
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displayed in the public sphere, and this speaks to some level of acceptance or cultural context 
for them.
 
   
 Harrison’s conclusions are understandable because these instances of trophy use and 
display have been so scattered. This study serves to contextualize the circumstances that 
brought about trophy creation, which can be then applied to further studies of corporeal 
trophy taking. Investigations of the social lives of corporeal trophies in the postwar era would 
contribute greatly to a broader understanding of how trophies fit into American society. It 
would also be useful to analyze Japanese and Melanesian trophy cultures in the Pacific War 
to understand the impact of cultural and battlefield conditions. How do these cultures, for 
example, share notions of the body in war, and where do these notions diverge?  
Examinations of trophy taking in other theaters during the Second World War would be 
valuable to understand how motives and methods behind the practice were similar or 
different depending on location, culture, and perceptions of the enemy.  
 Although it is difficult to answer these questions with great certainty, they demand 
further investigation as scholars have begun to build on the emerging scholarship that 
connects continental violence with the history of Pacific War. The history of corporeal trophy 
taking in the Pacific War continues to exist in the awkward silence between generations, 
peoples, and wars.  As these objects and memories emerge, we are confronted with the past 
and gain control over them; their flags and skulls are ours. 
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